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I. SUMMARY

**Title of the Programme:** Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River  
**Location:** Republic of Moldova and its Transnistria region  
**Programme budget:** €10 mil. provided by the European Union  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total duration</th>
<th>36 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Objectives**

The overall objective of the programme was to contribute to an environment of trust and cooperation across the Nistru/Dniestr River generating new perspectives on shared interests and a shared future by people from both banks of the river while responding to their pressing development needs.

**Specific objectives (outputs):**

**Output 1 (Business development and employment opportunities):**

➢ Increased cross-river cooperation of economic actors leading to improved employment opportunities and livelihoods across the Nistru/Dniestr River.

**Output 2 (Empowered communities and infrastructure support):**

➢ Empowered local communities and actors from both sides to participate in collaborative projects addressing pressing development needs and improving critical community infrastructure.

The programme represented a framework for engaging in development interventions across the security zone on both sides of the Nistru/Dniestr River, in line with agreements reached in the 5+2 negotiation process. As such, it was comprised of a series of activities that will strengthen, regularize and intensify interaction between otherwise divided societies, aiming to establish this interaction as a norm.

It looked to deal strategically with barriers to cooperation experienced by all development cooperation actors working in Transnistria region of Moldova by building the trust towards such actions and broadening opportunities for engagement for a wide range of actors.

Additionally, it aimed at provide support for improving critical community infrastructure, in line with agreements reached during the working groups and broader negotiation process.

**Partner(s)**

The Government of Moldova, the Bureau for Reintegration, de-facto local authorities from the Transnistrian region, business associations from Chisinau and Tiraspol (including Chambers of Commerce on both banks), regional/municipal authorities, community-based organizations, international, national and local NGOs active in the Transnistrian region and the security zone.

**Target group(s)**

- Economic actors including SMEs, Chambers of Commerce, business associations, etc. from both banks of the Nistru/Dniestr River;

---
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- Communities and community-based organizations in the Transnistria region and the security zone;
- Statistics specialists on both banks;
- Vulnerable women and men in the target region.

**Final beneficiaries**
Citizens in the Republic of Moldova including the Transnistria region

**Estimated results**

**For Output 1: Business development and employment opportunities**

- At least 50 cross-river business exchanges and partnerships promoted between businesses and business associations leading to common understanding of opportunities, barriers and technical standards in the field of business development;
- At least 200 SMEs (including women led SMEs) involved in joint activities and received business support services contributing to increased professionalization and higher business standards on the left bank;
- New opportunities for business cooperation across the river and at least 150 new jobs and 5,000 new livelihoods for women and men;
- Consolidated local consultancy market providing improved services fostering local capacities to use the benefits provided by the DCFTA in terms of access to the EU market with at least 20 business consultants trained and/or certified;
- Improved culture of entrepreneurship and greater access to information and funding leads to the creation of 30 new businesses, integrated into existing cross-river platforms.

**For Output 2: Empowered communities and infrastructure support**

- At least 60 local actors have increased capacities for sustainable development and ensuring access of most vulnerable to public services by empowering communities;
- At least 30 social infrastructure projects supported in the security zone (on both banks of the river);
- About 100,000 women and men directly benefited from the implementation of the programme;
- Increased interaction between statisticians from Chisinau and Tiraspol leading to better compliancy with international standards (in at least 5 statistical areas) as a result of at least 5 learning activities targeting 30 professionals;
- Increased level of cooperation and trust across the river.

**Main activities**

The above is tackled through the following project components:

1. **Business Development and Employment Opportunities**
Projects which promote the common interests of business actors from both banks in the context of EU integration have been implemented. This component aimed at addressing comprehensively some of the key constraints faced by business and focused heavily on creating **sustainable cross-river business partnerships**. Business to business interaction has been sustained through the facilitation of cooperation between business associations, supporting business cooperation networks, and building local capacities for export. Continuing the successful experience of previous phases of the programme, the business development services market has been further consolidated by bolstering the capacities of local private actors, business associations and consultants to provide certified services.
enabling the local business to capitalize on the existing opportunities, including those offered by the DCFTA. Additionally, a culture of entrepreneurship has been promoted energetically in the region, focussed mainly on enabling youth on both banks to become successful entrepreneurs.

**Partnerships with civil society and businesses** has been the main vehicle of the component implementation. Aiming to increase the cross-river cooperation, this component has also focused on contributing to enhance employment opportunities, and particularly supporting the creation of new jobs and livelihoods for women and men across the river.

2. **Empowered communities and infrastructure support**  
Support has been provided for projects oriented towards facilitation of the settlement and post-settlement period. Assistance could take various forms and cover areas like social infrastructure, environment, energy, transport and many others. *Infrastructure projects from both banks* of the Nistru/Dniestr river have been supported in a balanced manner as decided by the programme board.

**Partnership with civil society organizations** has been sought to enable and empower people from both banks to jointly participate in tackling community development needs, particularly the rehabilitation of social institutions and basic infrastructure, ranging from renovation of schools, kindergartens, or health centres. Additionally, the project will contribute to the capacity development of the beneficiary communities and create/strengthen communication channels across the river.

Other activities involved supporting the development of skills and knowledge of statisticians on both banks to produce qualitative and reliable statistical data and foster dialogue between experts in the field on both banks.

II. **CONTEXT**

The “frozen conflict” situation in Transnistria, a region that accounts for one third of the country’s total industrial production and almost the entire energy production, has led to a decrease in living standard and its economy has not been able to fully benefit from the opportunities provided by the assistance offered to Moldova. For instance, the development opportunities offered by the Association Agreement, signed by Moldova with the EU, as well as the DCFTA arrangements, are significantly out of reach for the region’s economy. The region remains isolated and suffers from a gradual erosion of social cohesion.

However, recently some progress has occurred as cooperation between Chisinau and Tiraspol has improved. Reset in relations has allowed them to start a dialogue on pressing concerns that have long been on the agenda. In this new environment, the divide between the sides could be further bridged in several sectors, which would pave the way towards a more robust engagement. Achieving this task requires a systematic effort to promote a consistent expert dialogue and engagement, which can help to design development projects in respective areas of expertise.

Also, there are some intensification of interaction between the two banks due to the fact that Transnistrian’ business is trying to marketplace on the right bank to export its goods to the European market. EU’s decision to allow Transnistria-based companies to continue to export within the DCFTA with Moldova at zero tariffs in 2016 brings more opportunities to local exporters but depends on the willingness of the de facto administration to reform.
On the background of the overall context in the country, activities with a strong confidence building element were more than needed. Hence, the EU-funded Support to Confidence Building Measures IV programme concentrated around several priorities. Dialogue and information sharing mechanisms further needed to be established to help connect institutions across the river, and support creation of platforms for communication and exchange of practices. Support was needed for joint events and participation of mixed groups to national and international events, facilitating peer-to-peer learning and review; connecting communities across the river etc.

Activities facilitating direct people-to-people contacts were prioritized. However, opportunities have also been sought to support the enhancement of an enabling environment within the divided communities. A particular focus was on projects that helped to: promote culture of tolerance, facilitate dialogue within and between the divided communities including civil society-government contacts, address security and safety concerns of marginalized communities, contribute to good local governance, and strengthen community capacities including empowerment of women to play a more prominent role.

The objective of the SCBM Programme since its launch in 2009 has never been to reintegrate Moldova as a country, given that UNDP is not a party to the 5+2 conflict settlement process. The intervention’s rationale, as described in the Phase IV Project Document, is to have an impact on human development in a cross-sectorial dimension, bringing together issues related to crisis prevention and recovery, poverty reduction, local development and democratic governance practices. This is achieved through engaging the most vulnerable people in remote areas ensuring they are not excluded from development opportunities.

III. PROGRESS UPDATE

Despite a highly challenging year and overall sensitive regional context, the Programme achieved all the targets set for the reported period and even exceeded most of the proposed objectives. This was much due to the experience acquired and lessons learnt during the implementation of previous phases of SCBM Programme.

Within the Empowered Communities and Infrastructure Support component, there was a high interest from both banks communities to implement social infrastructure projects generated an important number of project proposals. As a result of the evaluation, 31 infrastructure projects ideas were selected and implemented till the ned of 2018. The established crops-river cooperation platforms supported, through dialogue and expertise, the initiation of mutually beneficial sectorial dialogue and projects, as well as capacity building and transfer of experience from one bank to another.

Within the Business Development and Employment Opportunities component, an array of activities has been implemented under the three main sub-components: Support Business-to-Business Activity, Stimulate Business Development Services (BDS), and Promote a Culture of Entrepreneurship and Support Young Entrepreneurs. The project team has successfully implemented and achieved the established targets while mitigating all identified risks.

Further key developments per component will be presented:

3.1 Business Development and Employment Opportunities
On the background of negative economic trends on both banks of the Nistru River, during its implementation period the Programme managed to address some of the key constraints faced by businesses and to focus on increasing sustainable partnerships between business development organisations from both banks, as well as to contribute to enhanced employment opportunities and support the creation of new jobs and livelihoods for women and men across the river. The operational targets have been fulfilled and even exceeded in all intervention areas, establishing a solid foundation to tackle future interventions. Activities implemented during the reported period aimed to link-up and develop cooperation between existing business associations through joint participation at Business forums, study visits, participation at fair and exhibitions, supporting collaborative platforms between entrepreneurs, etc., thus resulting in 102 cross-river business exchanges and partnerships.

Negative economic trends and structural issues led to a shared scepticism among business communities on both banks, and a temporary reluctance to invest in consulting/BDS, reducing short-term perspectives for growth in this market. However, building up on successful experience within the previous phases of the programme, support to SMEs in this area continued and by March 2018 more than 1,600 business development services were provided to enterprises from both banks.

Positive results were achieved by the Grants for Youth Programme, which is a continuation of the Business Support for Youth project implemented within CBM III and has the goal to contribute to generation of employment, income, as well as to increase entrepreneurial skills and change mind-sets among young people. Grants of up to 13,500 EUR each were provided to 31 newly created enterprises, which together with other Business Development initiatives (such as the Cross-River Business Platforms) have generated 166 new jobs, out of which 70 are on the left bank and more than 50% are for women. The beneficiaries, besides developing their entrepreneurship skills, have changed their own attitudes by becoming themselves strong examples of the benefits of cooperation to their peers. Additional 35 new enterprises were established with SCBM support due to increased access to information and funding through business associations, amounting to 66 the number of newly created enterprises.

An initiative supported by the programme, namely the implementation of Transnistrian Economic Review by Expert Group has proven to be successful by engaging stakeholders from both banks of the Nistru river in evidence-based discussions about the economic situation in the Transnistrian region. Three Transnistria Economic Briefs and one Regional Economic Review published during the reporting period were widely distributed and cited by the media, as well as were used for analytical purposes, including the EU Joint Analysis exercise (media references are provided in the Annex 1: Communication and Visibility Report).

As a result of the Grants Competition, organised to support the creation/strengthening of Cross-river business platforms, 8 projects approved by the Selection Committee, carried out more than 140 joint capacity building activities and more than 30 study visits across the river and abroad, allowing for more than 3,800 participants from both banks of the Nistru river to engage in joint work, networking and business interactions. Companies from both banks were enabled to promote together their products at common stands at fairs and expos in Moldova and abroad; are visiting each other to learn about new technologies and best practices and are developing common approaches.

Overall, more than 9,240 women and men from both banks of the Nistru River have increased livelihoods as a result of projects implemented within this component.

3.2 Empowered Communities and Infrastructure Support
Building up on previous experience of working with communities on both banks, projects under this domain were designed to address pressing community needs, while providing an opportunity for people-to-people contacts across the river divide. These projects aimed to tap into the confidence building potential of the beneficiary communities. The infrastructure component has proved to be efficient and sustainable from the viewpoint of confidence building through engaging members of communities and fostering cross-river cooperation. In order to ensure a tangible impact, during the current phase of SCBM Programme it has been agreed that support will be provided to medium-sized infrastructural projects.

Overall, 31 social infrastructure projects were implemented, which proved to be a challenging task. These included: renovation of 8 schools, 7 community centres, 3 social protection facilities, 5 health care institutions, 3 sports centres, 1 road infrastructure, 1 sewage network, 1 fire station and 2 tourism info centres. The total number of people who benefitted from improved social infrastructure objects is 100,115 people. A detailed list of implemented social infrastructure projects is presented in Annex 2.

A follow up assessment of projects implemented previously within the SCBM III programme was completed, recommendations and conclusions being provided. The findings from the report helped to improve the sustainability of previously implemented projects and ensure a better design for new projects.

Drawing up from the conclusions of previous SCBM reports, the Programme identified the need for additional assistance to the Local Public Administrations (LPAs) on both banks for the assessment of community needs, as well as improving the capacities in respect of planning, implementation, and ensuring sustainability of social infrastructure projects. To address these needs, a complex capacity development programme has been implemented by two consulting companies from each bank of the Nistru River. At least 30 communities (20 from the right bank and 10 from the left bank) which previously had not benefitted from SCBM funding were assisted to identify relevant confidence building project ideas and submit their social infrastructure project proposals. Following the capacity gaps assessment reports and capacity development and confidence building action plans, joint trainings were organized. A number of 13 communities either updated or developed their local development strategic plan with confidence building elements incorporated. Overall, more than 100 local actors (CSOs, LPAs, other public organizations and experts) have improved capacities to ensure a sustainable development on both banks of the Nistru river.

In order to harness the existing confidence building potential of implemented infrastructural projects and enhance the cross-river collaboration between beneficiary communities and different actors across the river, the Programme Board decided to establish specialized networks and partnerships (thematic platforms of collaboration). Given that all social infrastructure projects funded under the SCBM framework could be divided into five major activity fields – education, healthcare, sports, culture and environment protection – it was decided that the cross-river collaboration platforms will be organized around these particular domains.

The platforms are the network of institutions from both banks having the same profile, allowing them to cooperate through building their capacity, joint implementation of thematic activities, local exchange visits and study tours. The platforms are stakeholder owned and driven. Successful cooperation has been established, linking grassroots to more strategic, higher-level SCBM and policy making level, this allowing to define and systematize problems in these areas, so that meaningful joint interventions, responding to development needs, could be developed. More than 30 generated solutions were translated into specific confidence building projects and blueprints, resulting in better healthcare service provision, promotion of inclusive education and of the cultural heritage. Thus, the Environment - related solutions refer to sustainable land use, management of national parks, environmental education, etc, whereas the healthcare platform prioritized the
work on preservation of women’s health, developing Intervention Services for Children at Risk. The education and sports platforms’ solutions tackle joint problems in inclusive education, career guidance for young people and healthy lifestyle, while the culture professionals focused on cultural heritage and creative industries.

To support the platform members to apply this approach, a Small Grants Programme was launched in 2017, which led to the establishment of **30 cross-river partnerships**. The partnering NGOS identified specific needs and priorities of partnership communities and addressed them through joint project proposals.

As regards the activities to support the development of skills and knowledge of statisticians on both banks of the Nistru River, more than **90 statisticians** (72 women; 62 from the left bank) have built their capacities through trainings on: emerging practices and tools for SDGs nationalization, implementation of international standards/practices in statistics, producing comparable/reliable poverty data, defining statistical metadata, as well as on Big Data and data processing software. Additionally, within **4 analytical platforms**, partners from both banks have developing four evidence-based analytical papers on sustainable development, with the topics covering educational infrastructure on both banks, eroded soils in the area of the Nistru river, sustainable development of small towns of Nistru valley, regional labour markets inequalities (all four reports are presented in the *Annex 7*).

### IV. KEY RESULTS

**A snapshot of key achievements during the implementation period:**

#### 4.1 BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

**Target 1 - At least 50 cross-river business exchanges and partnerships supported**

**Achieved results:**

- **102 cross-river contracts and partnerships** signed between business associations from both banks; between associations and consulting companies with a view to **promote products from both banks** and to increase the organizational capacities (through trainings and workshops); as well as between **private companies from both banks** for the supply of raw materials;

- The business partners promoted joint offers through common stands of products and services from both banks’ producers at **28 international and local fairs**;

- **54 study visits** inbound and abroad to Austria, Germany, Cyprus, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Ukraine, Belarus and other destinations were organized to support the Business Service Providers from both banks to learn from international best practices and local success stories;

- **188 trainings** were organized for the project beneficiaries, in order to improve their skills and create opportunities for networking and business exchanges;

- The members of business platforms and business associations as well as young entrepreneurs benefited from the possibilities offered by **33 conferences and 21 workshops** to improve their knowledge about specific issues of their area of activity;

**Bottom line: 102 cross-river business exchanges and partnerships supported**
Target 2 - at least 200 SMEs (including women-led SMEs) involved in joint activities and received business support services (20% women-led enterprises, 50% from Transnistrian region)

Achieved results:

- **1,605 companies from both banks have carried out joint actions and received support services, which offered them the opportunity to acquire good practices, promote their goods and find new partners**;
- Economic researches and forecasts, namely 3 Transnistria Economic Briefs and 1 Regional Economic Review of the Transnistrian Region, were carried out as well as a round table aiming at strengthening the understanding of the socio-economic processes in the Transnistrian region organized for representatives of diplomatic corps, international organizations, government organizations and media. All publications were widely distributed and cited by the media, as well as were used for analytical purposes, including the EU Joint Analysis exercise;
- A study on the Business Development Services market on both banks of the Nistru river was developed and recommendations were provided for the further development of the sector. The results of the study served as the basis for targeted interventions in 2016-2017 and will be taken into consideration while designing further initiatives;
- A feasibility study that assesses the opportunity to establish a business laboratory in Tiraspol was developed. The report provides strong arguments and will be further used while considering a decision to set-up the facility;
- 31 new enterprises created within the Grants for Youth Programme (16 from the Transnistria region) received 14 months of continuous support through consultancy and coaching;
- Representatives of 101 companies, members of AgroInform, Moldova Fruct, ARDT, Cutezatorul and BizGates platforms, learned from their Romanian colleagues about best practices in ecological agriculture and in the development of hotelier services, with the goal to improve their competitiveness;
- Representatives of 1,217 companies have been continuously coached and trained within 8 business platforms, while improving skills and knowledge in their area of activity;
- 10 new associations were created and supported, including 6 on the left bank;
- Information centres were created: 2 for incoming tourists and 1 for agriculture producers (out of which 2 on the left bank);

**Bottom line: 1,605 enterprises from both banks benefited of business support services**

Target 3 - At least 150 new jobs created, (at least 40% for women, at least 50% in Transnistrian region)

Achieved results:

- 166 permanent jobs (54% for women), including: 123 new jobs created by 31 young entrepreneurs supported in the frame of 2 mirror Grants for Youth projects (70 of them are on the left bank and more than 50% are for women). The grant beneficiaries have changed their own attitudes and became themselves strong examples of the benefits of cooperation to their peers. Other 43 permanent jobs were created by newly established 10 associations, 3 centres and 8 assisted platforms;
- Other 124 indirect jobs (47% for women) created by associations members;
- Also, 231 temporary jobs were created (more than 70% for women);

**Study visit to berry producers**

**Workshop for inbound travel agencies from both banks**
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Bottom line: 166 permanent jobs created (more than 54% for women, 53% in the Transnistrian region).

Target 4 - At least 5,000 women and men (50% women) benefiting from strengthened livelihoods

Achieved results - About 9,240 people (51% women) have improved livelihoods:

- At least 3,530 farmers and agriculture producers (including at least 30% women) were assisted to enhance their sales capabilities, were trained to grow ecological products, to implement environmentally friendly agricultural practices and were supported in establishing new contacts and trade links. More than 1,700 employees (of which at least 1,200 are women) of local companies have learned to access new markets and were supported to export their goods on abroad markets. 723 entrepreneurs have established new contacts and networks. 576 representatives of tourism and hospitality organizations benefited from coaching, consultancy services and study visits to improve the joint touristic and hospitality offer. Over 500 employees of 24 fruit producing companies developed a joint working plan and learned new methods on how to prepare their orchards for winter;

- 399 men and women from both banks enhanced their capacity to successfully manage start-ups and existing companies. More than 200 beneficiaries have been trained to write business plans within the Grants for Youth Programme, including the 31 grants beneficiaries;

- 30 potential entrepreneurs benefitted of training and master classes in the frame of Business Innovation School;

- 96 professionals and data users (37 women) improved their skills in preliminary data analysis, methods of data visualization, statistical analysis of data series, data panels, defining economic policies relevant for the Transnistrian region with the support of Expert Grup. Over 10 economic experts from the Transnistria region developed their knowledge and capacities to promote evidence-based policy making;

- 670 beneficiaries were trained by the Chambers of Commerce and Industry from Chisinau and Tiraspol as managers, energy efficiency engineers, and bakers. 78 members of business associations benefited from consultancy and trainings to draft and implement their organizational development plans. 28 representatives of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry from both banks improved their skills in marketing research and now can jointly produce researches on both banks. 23 representatives of companies providing Business Development Services were enabled to provide improved services on home market;

- 55 participants from both banks (27 from the left bank) benefited from courses on partnership building and project design and learned about the benefits of joint development activities;

Bottom line: At least 9,240 women and men benefitted from strengthened livelihoods.

Target 5 - consolidated local consultancy market providing improved services fostering local capacities to use the benefits provided by the DCFTA in terms of access to the EU market with at least 20 business consultants trained and/or certified.

Achieved results - 165 local consultants from both banks (30% women) have improved capacities and skills enabling them to provide improved business services, out of which 87 (20% women) have been certified as business and export consultants by international bodies as ICMCI and Institute of Export from UK.

Bottom line: 165 local consultants from both banks (30% women) trained and 87 consultants (20% women) certified to provide competitive services to beneficiaries from both banks.
Target 6 - improved culture of entrepreneurship and greater access to information and funding leads to the creation of 30 new businesses, integrated into existing cross-river platforms

Achieved results - 66 new enterprises created on both banks (35 led by women and 36 in the Transnistria region) as follows:

- **31 new businesses established** by young entrepreneurs (16 women, 16 from the left bank) in the frame of Grants for Youth project;
- 8 businesses (5 led by women) established in the ecological agriculture sector, including 1 Consultancy and Information Centre in agriculture and 1 Association for Ecological Agriculture established in Suclea, Slobozia;
- 15 new companies established in the tourism and hospitality industries;
- 4 new enterprises created by Moldova Fruct and Dnestrovshchii Fruct business associations;
- 4 new business associations created in the Transnistria region by CCI Moldo-Italiana and CCI from Tiraspol;
- 4 new business associations created by Agroinform (1 on the left bank).

**Bottom line:** 66 new businesses were created.

More details and summary of each project are presented in Annex 1.

4.2 EMPOWERED COMMUNITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT

Target 1: Increased level of openness and trust toward development support received

Achieved results:

- High interest in social infrastructure projects implementation by communities from both banks of the Nistru river. Regular communication with LPAs from eligible communities, consisting of site visits, meetings, pre-tender conferences, verbal and written communication being basis for interaction with them, contributing to improved development assistance. **72 communities from both banks submitted 184 social infrastructure project proposals** aimed at addressing community development needs in areas of education, culture, sport, health care, social services, environment, etc.

**Bottom line:** The openness for cooperation by communities from both banks has increased thanks to the projects financed by the European Union and implemented by UNDP.

Target 2: At least 60 local actors with improved capacities for sustainable development

Achieved results:

- Five Cross-River Thematic Platforms have been created to enable local actors (CSOs, LPAs and experts) to lobby and advocate the interests of communities from both banks in the area of healthcare, culture, environment, education and sports;
- In the frame of Small Grants Programme and under the umbrella of Cross-River Thematic Platforms more than 60 NGOs have been capacitated to address development issues of communities from both banks of the Nistru river, in areas as: healthcare, culture, environment, education and sports;
- Two consulting companies, Contact Centre (Right Bank) and Interaction (Left Bank) provided **capacity development services** for communities from both banks, enabling them to write high quality proposals for the Social Infrastructure Project;

Representatives of LPAs during capacity building activities
• **Thirteen (13) Local Development Strategic Plans** with confidence building elements incorporated have been developed by communities from both banks, while being coached and mentored in the frame of SCBM IV Programme;

• **Six (6) joint trainings** were organized for CSOs and LPAs from both banks on strategic planning, fundraising and communication – planning, as well as on how to organize information campaigns;

• Additionally, representatives from four communities on the left bank attended local trainings to learn about the project planning, implementation phases and mobilizing community resources to solve socially emerging issues;

• Ten (10) newly selected projects were assessed on capacity gaps, including 9 submitted by organizations from the left bank. It resulted in the identification of competence weaknesses of local partners. Interaction experts elaborated 4 **community needs** and **capacity gaps assessment reports** as well as **capacity development and confidence building action plans** for communities from the left bank, selected in the frame of Social Infrastructure Projects;

• Study visits across the river were organized to Varnita (Anenii Noi district) and Hagimus (Causeni district) being attended by 30 participants from 13 communities to learn best practices of EU funded projects implemented at the local level. The participants had the opportunity to interact, network and learn from the host communities about good practices of fundraising and project implementation.

**Bottom line:** More than 100 local actors (CSOs, LPAs, other public organizations and experts) have improved capacities to ensure a sustainable development on both banks of the Nistru river.

Target 3: At least 30 social infrastructure projects implemented on both banks (at least 50% in the Transnistrian region)

Achieved results:

• Based on open competition and consultations 31 project proposals have been selected out of more than 184 applications received from both banks’ communities;

• **Over 25 field visits carried out** by the Programme team to assess the technical condition of objects proposed for reconstruction;

• **Reconstruction / refurbishment and commissioning of 31 social infrastructure projects** (including 8 schools, 7 community centres, 3 social protection facilities, 5 health care institutions, 3 sports centres, 1 road infrastructure, 1 sewage network, 1 fire station and 2 tourism info centres) from both banks have been finalized. The implementation of the selected project to Support the boarding school from Popenchi village has not been possible due to the impossibility of the vendor to deliver the contracted school bus, therefore the project is not counted here.

**Bottom line:** 31 social infrastructure projects have been reconstructed and commissioned.

Target 4: At least 100,000 women and men directly benefitting from improved services and cooperation

Achieved results:

• At least 115,000 (52% women) **beneficiaries are directly benefitting of improved services** provided by social infrastructure objects (100,115 beneficiaries), and **cooperation** within the Small grants Programme (10,601 beneficiaries) and the cross-river platforms (4,824 beneficiaries);
**Bottom line:** At least 115,000 (52% women) beneficiaries have significantly improved their living conditions due to improved services and better cross-river cooperation.

**Target 5:** Increased interaction between statisticians from Chisinau and Tiraspol leading to better compliancy to international standards (in at least 5 statistical areas) as a result of at least 5 learning activities targeting 30 professionals.

**Achieved results:**
- **90 statisticians (62 from the left banks and 72 women)** jointly participated in 4 workshops, 6 seminars and one training and have improved their skills on data processing tools (SPSS), collecting of statistical data, implementation of SDGs, elaboration of statistical metadata and integration of ILO standards;
- Experts from both banks have cooperated to elaborate training materials to enhance professional capacities of statistical services from Chisinau and Tiraspol;
- Produced the catalogue of transition codes for economic activities to align the left bank statistics classification to the international standards;
- Piloted the Household Budget Survey on the left bank for a limited number of households;

**Bottom line:** Over 100 statisticians have improved capacities as data producers and data users, grace to over 20 capacity building activities and 6 international events (forums, conferences, etc). The catalogue of transition codes was elaborated to ensure transition to the European Classification of Economic Activities NACE and the Household Budget Survey has been piloted on a limited number of households on the left bank in the effort to align with the international standards in statistics.

**Target 6:** At least 75% of the total number of projects implemented with a quality rating of satisfactory overall or higher

**Achieved results:**
- **Reconstruction of 31 social infrastructure objects** successfully completed (including two Tourist Information Centres from Chisinau and Tiraspol);
- Additionally, **two international experts were contracted to supervise and ensure the quality of technical documentation and the selection process** of companies responsible for reconstruction.

**Bottom line:** More than 75% of the implemented projects are positively appreciated by the project final beneficiaries.

More details and summary of each project are presented in **Annex 2**.

V. MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS

Lessons learnt from previous phases and from the first year of implementation, as well as the need to implement components prompted a redesign of the **Project’s Organisation Structure**. At the beginning of the 4th phase of the Programme, three new positions have been introduced - Project Coordinator, Capacity Development Officer and a second position of Infrastructure Support Coordinator within the Community Infrastructure project. The position of Infrastructure Project Manager and one position of Infrastructure Support Coordinator have been upgraded.

The second year of SCBM IV Programme coincided with important **Programme staff changes** aiming to fit the restructured organisational chart. Given the increase in scope and responsibilities, with a view to ensuring a strong coordination and a smooth implementation of the programme, the position of Project Coordinator has been upgraded to the position of Programme Manager (**see organigram infra**).

Due to postponed launch of the Cross-River Thematic Platforms and Small Grants Programme projects, as well as due to unforeseen risks linked to the implementation of the Social Infrastructure projects, in the second half
of 2017 it was decided to have a non-cost extension for the programme till the end of 2018 (instead of March 2018). The decision was approved by the Programme Board and has been formalised through an agreement between the EU Delegation to Moldova and UNDP.

SCBM IV Programme Board, which managed the programme at the highest level, comprised the representatives from the EU Delegation, UNDP, the Bureau for Reintegration, the Embassy of Sweden in Chisinau, the British Embassy in Chisinau, OSCE and the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation with a view to ensuring the efficient monitoring and evaluation of project results and maintain continuous cooperation between all project’s partners at all stages of project implementation. All minutes of the Programme Board meetings are presented in the Annex 4.

The selection of and recommendations to the Programme Board for financing of projects was ensured by the Selection Committee. Three members representing the EU Delegation, the Bureau for Reintegration and the UNDP portfolio manager evaluated project proposals against the selection criteria and submitted to the Programme Board for approval the community infrastructure projects, the small grants to businesses and to civil society.

VI. CHANGES AND CHALLENGES

Despite an initial acceptance by Transnistrian region de-facto authorities of the list of pre-selected projects during discussions with representatives of the EU Delegation, after the change of leadership in the region, almost each work plan and every project had to be agreed once again with the new region’s administration in the respective field. Due to these circumstances, the launch of some projects was postponed, or the implementation of pre-agreed work plans endangered. Some projects required extensive re-negotiation and explanation, with significant amount of risk that some projects will be turned down, especially in the first years.
of implementation. This concerned from the very beginning the business incubator and the micro-finance facility projects.

The overall development environment was more complicated and tenser in the second half of 2016, during the election period on the left bank, which led to additional changes in the implementation of the programme. Considering the realities on the ground, changes were operated in the Description of Action, but also the Budget of the Programme and formalized through an Amendment of these documents.

The major change consisted in the need to rethink the Business Development Component of the Programme with a package to cover the intended results of the business incubator activity. Despite previous approval and extended negotiations with Transnistrian de-facto authorities that took place more than one year, the idea of supporting the business incubator was withdrawn, the activity being considered too sensitive from their side. The probability of this to happen was noted from the first progress report, and by the time of the second progress report, the change was negotiated and agreed.

Despite these challenges, the Programme team succeeded to implement all agreed sub projects and initiatives and was swiftly reacting to all issues by maintaining a permanent dialogue with counterparts in the region. The UNDP team succeeded to establish all project activities firmly on the ground and solve implementation issues in cooperation with project implementers and beneficiaries.

This has been facilitated by an improved interaction with the de-facto authorities in charge of donor coordination and the establishment of a more conducive mechanism in this regard.

From the operational point of view, the Programme team made sure that activities are being implemented in a smooth manner, proper action being taken in advance. During the whole process of staff flow, UNDP Country Office was closely engaged in programme implementation and monitoring of milestones.

VII. LESSONS LEARNT

➢ Confidence building requires time

One the fundamental condition for successful promotion of confidence between people in settlement and post settlement period is to ensure an effective communication and interconnection based on mutual positive practices. Confidence building efforts in cross-river Security zone aim at increasing peaceful people to people interactions on one hand, and at the same time, they seek to trigger a multiplier effect on other communities by demonstrating the willingness, political maturity and capacities of both authorities and communities to address issues through democratic/ non-violent engagement.

➢ Rely on projects with good potential for organic confidence building

The previous experience shows that the most promising projects are related to rehabilitation of healthcare institutions, community markets, roads, educational institutions (sport schools, kindergartens, and lyceums) etc. as they generate most organic confidence building. The interconnection is extremely high in regions where communities have geographic proximity (Dubasari, Causeni, Anenii Noi districts). In addition to generating mutual benefits with maximum direct impact, these types of projects trigger communication between people from both banks of the river. Thus, the projects not only solve specific community issues, but, due to their
nature and resulting *interconnection and communication* between people, they are usually outside of the influence of de-facto authorities (or diminish it significantly).

➢ **Building on shared needs and priorities**

For successful implementation it is important to rely on **priorities and development needs of both sides**. Ideas and projects were not imposed but closely coordinated with both sides, both at technical level and at decision-making one. As soon as this crucial ingredient goes sideways, project work tends to stumble. It is of paramount importance to coordinate projects on both sides, carefully inform the stakeholders and not to try cutting corners, which leads in the opposite direction – lack of trust. Projects that are transparent, open and that people understand and have the necessary buy-in, open up Transnistrian region, create joint platforms and change the environment in the whole region. Experts and civil society leaders need to be involved largely in conceptualizing and defining areas for project work. This ensures the necessary fine-tuning and “matching” ideas with reality. The success of the program depends on the degree to which it meets the priorities of the sides.

➢ **Practical approach**

Projects need to be very practical, not theoretical, and the **applied nature of these projects** is crucial for the success, as it makes people interested. The idea is to help the sides determine their development priorities and define the implementation scenarios that would stay away from difficult political issues leading to deadlocks (as both sides are not willing to make concessions, fearing that they could later be used as “precedents”).

➢ **In-depth understanding of the operating environment**

An **in-depth knowledge and understanding of the operating environment** are needed, as this will determine what is possible and what is not possible at any given stage. Even though the program itself is not political, it depends on the political environment and is sensitive to changes within that environment. (For example, there were times during the programme implementation, when the TN de-facto authorities were under pressure from the opposition for allegedly being “too open to the overtures from Moldova and the West”, which was at risk to jeopardize TN’s position in the future talks and implementation of the next phase of the Programme). Careful management is required, lack of it may unravel the programme.

➢ **Realistic expectations**

Tasks and objectives should be realistic and refrain from raising expectations that cannot be fulfilled. Overambitious goals may tip off the balance in wrong way.

➢ **Develop capacities of local actors**

Finally, it is of paramount importance to enhance the capacity of organizations from both sides for joint project work, as it is quite limited, and we are close to exhausting it. The capacity to absorb large joint projects needs to be enhanced.
VIII. MEDIA COVERAGE /VISIBILITY

The Communication and Visibility Strategy agreed with the European Union Delegation and detailed Action Plans are the documents guiding the Programme communication activities. Promotional and informational materials were designed as required by the SOP (Standard Operational Procedures) agreed between UNDP Moldova and EU Delegation in November 2016. Taking into consideration the sensitivity of the Programme, do no harm approach was applied when implementing the visibility activities.

Main objectives of the Communication and Visibility Strategy were:
- Enhance confidence between people from both banks of the Nistru river;
- Increase public awareness of opportunities for cross-river cooperation;
- Increase public awareness about EU assistance for improvement of life wellbeing on both banks of the Nistru river;

The Programme has envisaged the below target groups:
- Development partners: The European Union Delegation to the Republic of Moldova (donor), members of the Programme Steering Committee: Bureau of Reintegration, the Swiss Cooperation Office, the Embassy of Sweden, the Embassy of United Kingdom, OSCE mission to Moldova and other important development partners;
- Local leaders: LPAs and civil society representatives;
- Business communities from both banks, business associations, Chambers of Commerce and Industry, entrepreneurs, others;
- Media organizations from both banks;
- Both banks communities.

Key messages:
- Through cooperation, communities on both banks can solve their problems more quickly and efficiently;
- EU’s support improves citizens’ quality of life on both sides of the Nistru river;
- Main visibility activities organized in the framework of the Programme: launching events, press tours, participation at TV and radio shows, conferences, Forums, round tables etc.

Informational materials developed: Programme final brochure, flyers, newsletters, press releases, success stories, TV and Radio spots etc.

In the centre of programme communication activities were human stories, tangible results of the Programme activities and their impact on people’s lives. Thus, communication was focused on one side, on accomplishments – e.g. sharing information about launch of new projects, opening of facilities, press tours, on the other side on accompanying the entire projects’ lifecycle – e.g. announcing opportunities, promoting ongoing partnerships, and creating opportunities for public debates and participatory events on the Programme’s topics.

The following evaluation and monitoring tools were used to track the visibility performance and impact of launched media campaigns on communities from both banks:
- Weekly media reports for EUD;
- Media monitoring reports for media;
- Questionnaires and survey for implementing partners;
- Impact reports and number of followers for Social media;
• Quarterly calendar of events.

Key events such as press conferences, press tours, round tables, and official openings were regularly organized, in coordination with EU Delegation to the Republic of Moldova. Representative of the EU Delegation were invited to speak about the EU support provided to the implemented projects. In the absence of the EU Delegation representatives, information about EU’s support was highlighted by partner organizations or beneficiaries. Media requests for interviews or participation at TV or radio shows were coordinated with the EU Delegation, as well as quotes from officials included in press releases and articles.

Main achievements

The SCBM Programme had an impressive visibility during the 4th phase, with over 2,600 materials published in media from both banks of the Nistru river. All media items were neutral or positive. No negative news was published. The coverage of the EU support in these articles was over 96%. For example, one of the communication campaigns launched on social media reached over 142,000 persons on OK.RU and over 52,000 on Facebook.

A communication campaign was launched in 2018 to increase awareness among communities from both banks about the Programme main objectives and achieved results. The information was broadcasted on radio (Radio Moldova, Jurnal FM, Russkoe Radio) and TV (Prime, Moldova 1, TNT TV): 1,114,552 people have seen the TV spot at least once, while 496,826 people have seen the TV spot at least 3 times.

SCBM made use of UNDP tools to promote achievements to the abroad public through success story, as Learning to fit in published on eurasia.undp.org or UN social media campaigns, such as #ShareHumanity. The article on Building business ties to heal the scars of civil war published on BBC is one of the communication achievements to be emphasized. SCBM Programme’s achievements were subjects to international media BBC, La Croix, Balkaninsights.

SCBM shared stories for national social campaigns. The story of Marina Tabuncic, grant beneficiary, was a part of the Publika TV social campaign Closer to People (Mai aproape de oameni); Angela Sobol shared her story for Moldova 1 TV special edition dedicated to Europe days in Moldova.

Articles about confidence building impact of the Programme were published in newspapers, as Ziarul National and Obiectiv European. A two-days training on informational campaigns for local leaders in the communities where infrastructure projects were implemented was organized. As a result, more informational activities about EU-funded CBM projects took place, such as joint painting contests in Gura Bicului or sports competitions in Serpeni and Varnita villages, all of them having a strong confidence-building and cross-river cooperation potential due to participation of teams from the left-bank communities.

An important achievement is the joint participation of media representatives from both banks of the Nistru at public events, such as inauguration of Rezina Infectious Disease Ward or the inauguration of Varnita...
educational and sports facilities. A video graphic presenting SCBM impact was developed and distributed on social media, as well as presented at public events.

Promotional and informational materials were updated as required in new SOP (Standard Operational Procedures) agreed by UNDP Moldova and EU Delegation in November 2016. An infographic with CBM achievements (2009 – 2016) was developed and distributed to the Programme’s partners, stakeholders and beneficiaries. Infrastructure objects were provided with informative banners and panels, including those from communities from the left bank, while the purchased equipment and furniture has stickers on.

The partners implementing projects were provided with assistance in order to ensure high quality visibility activities in-line with the SOP.

IX. ANNEXES

1. List of activities Business Development and Employment Opportunities;
2. List of Community Infrastructure Projects;
   2a: List of Capacity Building Projects (Cross-river platforms and Small Grants Programme);
3. Communication and Visibility Report;
4. Minutes of the Board Meetings;
5. Regional Economic review: Transnistrian Region.
6. Guide on the implementation of innovations in education and sports on both banks of the Nistru river (Hard copy)
8. Catalogue of accommodation facilities for the two banks of the Nistru river (hard copy)
9. The book Fairy Tales and Legends from Nistru banks (Hard copy)
10. Guide for the managers of the houses of culture (Hard copy)
11. Outline of the Healthcare Platforms’ activities (Hard copy)
Annex 1: List of Business Development and Employment Opportunities projects

| Number of Sub-Projects: 20 |
| Total budget committed for sub-projects: 1,962,609 EUR |
| Number of direct beneficiaries: 15,400 (women 9,300) |

I. Supporting Business-to-Business Activity

Sub-project 1: Study on institutional development needs of Associations targeting Cross-River Business Cooperation and Economic Development

Implemented by: National consultants on Cross-River Business Cooperation and Economic Development Georgeta Mincu and Ana Micolisina

Objective: Assess the opportunities and services available for business communities on both banks of the Nistru River and analyse the needs of Business Associations related to their organisational development, capacities for B2B and cross-river cooperation, as well as their ability to network and share knowledge, experience and best practices.

Budget: 15,730 Euro

Implementation period: May 2015 – December 2015

Beneficiaries: business associations, business communities, small and medium-sized enterprises, analysts, researchers, practitioners from both banks of the Nistru river

Main activities/results:
- A research study examining the state of cross-river B2B activity and business cooperation at the level of associations and Chambers of Commerce, an assessment of business cooperation and economic development needs has been carried out;
- Field research has been conducted through interviews and online survey with business actors and business associations, as well as other stakeholders on both banks, including previous and current partners and beneficiaries of the Programme;
- A mapping and detailed analysis of key partners and projects has been outlined to identify existing interaction platforms and patterns, partnership opportunities, as well as cross-cutting constraints and bottlenecks in promoting cross-river cooperation and development;
- A Roadmap on institutional development support to business associations has been elaborated to strengthen cross-river cooperation and ensure a permanent cross-river economic dialogue;
- Three Project initiatives for more than 5 activities on providing targeted institutional development and support to business cooperation networks and platforms have been elaborated:
  a. Terms of Reference on cooperation and organizational development support for business associations on both banks of the Nistru river;
  b. Terms of Reference on Strengthening B2B Cooperation through Business Platforms on both banks of the Nistru river;
  c. Terms of Reference on competitiveness of the developing companies by understanding needed quality improvements and understanding target market demand.

Sustainability: The results of the study have been used to target activities related to cross-river business cooperation, competitiveness, supporting BAs.

Sub-project 2: Study on institutional development needs of Associations targeting Cross-River Business Cooperation and Economic Development

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587

Implemented by: National consultant on Export Support Services Georgeta Mincu

Objective: To carry out an assessment of export support services available to SMEs on both banks of the Nistru river with a view to identify specific needs and provide recommendations on how to address them.

Budget: 6,601 EUR

Implementation period: June 2015 – March 2016

Beneficiaries: business communities, small and medium enterprises, analysts, researchers, practitioners from both banks of Nistru river

Main activities/results: The elaborated needs assessment report for export support services, includes an analysis of the state of play of trading activities on both banks, a description of the general export environment, outlines existing support instruments for export promotion, development and recommendations for actions and measures for the internationalization of business associations and SMEs aiming to enhance the export development capacities.

Sustainability: the results of the study provides inputs for the development of initiatives focused on increasing the capacities of business associations to support SME to trade internationally by developing export support services.

Subproject 3: Transnistrian Economic Review: Engaging stakeholders from both banks of the Nistru river in evidence-based discussions about the economic situation in the Transnistrian region

Implemented by: Independent Analytical Centre Expert-Grup

Objective: Carrying out economic research and forecast about the economic situation of the Transnistrian region and engaging the stakeholders from both banks of Nistru river in discussions based on robust economic and statistical evidence

Budget: 60,011 EUR

Implementation period: October 2015 – October 2016

Beneficiaries: direct – 23 workshop participants, including 14 women and 73 participants at the round table presentation, including 23 women. Indirect beneficiaries - around 5,000 people from both banks, including CSO, academia, private sector and media representatives from the Transnistrian region and from the rest of the country who are interested in the region.

Main activities:
- 3 Transnistria Economic Briefs and 1 Regional Economic Review published. Both publications were widely distributed and cited by the media;
- A workshop on Statistics and a round table on the Economic growth analysis in Transnistria region organized with the aim of building the capacity of attendees in the field of evidence-based policy analysis and advocacy. The events were attended by 64 representatives of diplomatic corps, international organizations, government and academia.

Sustainability: 23 economic experts from the Transnistrian region improved their knowledge and capacities to promote evidence-based policy making; 73 participants at the round table improved their knowledge, this enabling them to use the acquired information and tools in their activity. The participants agreed to organize similar activities in the future, including in the Transnistrian region.

Subproject 4: Support to promote exports for light industry producers on both banks: Participation at the GDS Duesseldorf international exhibition

Implemented by: Association of Light Industry of Moldova (APIUS)
Objective: Improve skills and capacity of member-companies of the light industry association by attending international fair with joint stands, to enhance the export and improve visibility of Moldovan footwear and accessories producers on the European market.

Budget: 8,412 EUR (contribution of the Programme, additionaly participating companies/ members of APIUS have contributed with approx. 5000 EUR)

Implementation period: July 2015

Beneficiaries: Direct – 5 SME participants from both banks and more than 1,700 employees (including 1,200 women) working for those companies

Main activities:
- 5 companies from both banks, including 2 from the Transnistria region (Tighina and Floare footwear factories) participated with a joint stand representing Moldova at the largest shoes and accessories fair in the world - GDS, in Duesseldorf, Germany;
- 16 useful business contacts between the participants from both banks were established as a result of participation at the exhibition;
- Oldcom JSK already delivered its first order to a Russian client found at Duesseldorf and plans to launch exports to Romania in 2016;
- Contacts with new suppliers of raw materials have been established.

Sustainability: 5 companies got access to new tools to promote exports by participating at international exhibitions with a joint stand. They have established new contacts that will be useful for further business development.

Sub-project 5: Seminar for Fruit producers from both banks

Implementer: Association of Fruit Producers and Exporters Moldova Fruct (right bank) and Association of Fruit Producers Dnestrovskii Fruct (left bank)

Objective: To improve the cooperation between associations of fruit producers from both banks and deliver trainings on orchards preparation for the winter

Budget: 189 Euro and conference hall provided for the meeting (Italian trainer funded by Moldova Fruct)

Implementation period: October 2015

Beneficiaries: Direct – 39 participants (including 10 women), representing 24 fruit producers from both banks. Indirect - more than 500 employees of involved companies

Main activities/results:
- A protocol of cooperation and a joint work plan for 2016 was approved for the first time, thus extending economic opportunities in the field of agriculture for communities from both banks;
- 39 participants from both banks have now improved skills in growing apple orchards and preparing for the winter time in-line with the experience of Italian apple producers.

Sustainability: Signing the Memorandum of cooperation between the associations of fruit producers from both banks is a first step for future collaboration and a good example for other organizations.

Sub-project 6: Cooperation and organizational development support for business associations from both banks of the Nistru river
**Objectives**
To improve the opportunities and services available for business communities on both banks of the Nistru river by supporting BAs in their organizational development, their capacities for B2B and cross-river cooperation, as well as their ability to network and share knowledge, experience and best practices.

**Budget:** 172,724 EUR

**Implementation period:** December 2015 - November 2017

**Beneficiaries:** 10 BAs from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – the BA members, business communities, small and medium businesses from both banks of Nistru river.

**Main activities:**
- 10 business associations assisted to draft organizational development plans, based on which they received 10 grants of 5000 USD each to implement the approved ODPs;
- **Joint professional/technical trainings** for BAs from both banks improved their knowledge of strategic planning, results-based management, management of human resources and fundraising, as well as establishment and maintaining of partnerships;
- 3 **top-up grants awarded** to best cross river projects, selected by joint AID-SCBM commission;
- Representatives of 12 BAs from both banks have attended the **study visits to Lithuania and Poland** to learn from best practices of BAs development and services provision as well as established new contacts with a perspective of future partnerships.
- **A joint mid-term conference** helped 45 participants (23 women) to understand the role and importance of BAs in the development of the business communities;
- **A final event** with representatives of business communities on both banks, the beneficiary BAs, and the relevant stakeholders (100 participants), to present the achieved progress, major conclusions and recommendation.

**Sustainability:** A network of BAs from both banks created during the implementation of this project. The established cooperation between BAs will ensure further durability of project results.

**Sub-project 7: Trainings for BAs and CSOs from both banks of the Nistru river to support joint development initiatives**

**Implemented by:** Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Republic of Moldova in partnership with the Agency for Regional Development from the Transnistrian region (ARDT)

**Budget:** 9,314 EUR

**Implementation period:** February 2016 - April 2016

**Beneficiaries:** Direct – 55 applicants for cross river partnerships. Indirect – BAs and NGO from both banks of the Nistru river

**Main activities:** Two training courses on partnership building and project design were attended by 55 participants from both banks (27 from the left bank). The participants learned about the benefits of joint activities and the way to ensure the commitment.

**Sustainability:** During the trainings, new connections and partnership were established, facilitating future joint projects.
Sub-project 8: Strengthening B2B Cooperation through Business Platforms of both banks of the Nistru river

Implemented by: 18 business associations listed below

Objective: To improve the opportunities for business communities on both banks of the Nistru river by offering an environment for networking, B2B and cross-river cooperation, share knowledge, experience and learn best practices to increase their competitiveness on abroad markets.

Budget: 393,203 EUR

Implementation period: January 2016 – November 2017

Main activities: As a result of an open competition eight (8) cross-river business platforms have been created. Within the framework of business platforms activities, more than 50 capacity building activities were organized, engaging 800 participants from both banks of the Nistru river in joint activities, networking and business interactions. Companies from both banks were enabled to promote together their products at common stands at fairs and expos in Moldova and abroad. Representatives of business associations and their members learnt from each other about new technologies and best practices in areas of their interest.

Sustainability: A network of cross-river cooperation platforms was created during the implementation of this project. The established cooperation between created platforms will ensure further durability of project results.

Sub-project 8.1: Cooperation Platform of fruit growers on both sides of the Nistru river

Implemented by: Association Moldova Fruct (right bank), in partnership with Dnestrovschii Fruct (left bank)

Budget: 51,680 EUR

Implementation period: June 2016 - October 2017

Beneficiaries: direct – 175 members of both associations and other 458 fruit producers from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – business communities, small and medium-sized agricultural businesses from both banks of the Nistru river

Main activities:

- Organized joint trainings (10) and workshops (4) on: integrated protection / management of pesticides, cherry trees pruning, needed treatments against diseases and pests, the safety of food products as well as business development, attended by 78 farmers (13 women);
- Joint study visits were organized to Stefan-Voda and Anenii Noi, to learn about the intensive technology production of cherries and the value chain of plums;
- 78 fruit producers have attended organized study visits to Poland, Germany and Holland. As a result of all this training activities, 53 fruit producers apply in practice the knowledge obtained and 7 fruit producers have invested over 1.5 M(millions) EUR in the development of their business;
- Joint participation with common stands at fairs in Belarus and Romania. As a result, fruit producers exported more than 5,230 tons of fresh fruit, of which 60 t of apples in Slovakia;
- Newsletters were published (Livadarul and Moldova – un gust deosebit), with 175 members direct and more than 1,000 indirect beneficiaries;
- Members of business associations from both banks have participated at the conference of Fruit Producers, organized on the right bank, to learn about the latest trends and technology innovations for fruit production and processing as well as to promote fruits to EU markets;
- Club of yang fruit producers established.
Sustainability: The established cooperation between members of the platform and the natural need for interaction between the fruit growers from both banks will ensure further durability of project results.

Sub-project 8.2: Business Bridge Platform - revival of business confidence on both banks of the Nistru river

Implemented by: Moldo-Italian Chamber of Commerce and Industry in partnership with the Chamber of Commerce and Industry from Tiraspol
Budget: 45,000 EUR
Implementation period: June 2016 - October 2017
Beneficiaries: Direct - at least 16 companies from the left bank, 29 companies from the right bank and 8 Italian companies. Indirect - experts representing NGOs and public organizations, business communities from both banks.

Main activities:
• A mentorship programme was launched, and assistance was provided to 8 companies from both banks to draft project proposals aiming to attract financial resources for the further development;
• A workshop was carried out to promote partnerships between businesses from both banks of the Nistru river and Italy. The event was attended by 70 entrepreneurs;
• A brokerage event with 9 conferences/business-forums/round tables were organized, attended by 700 people from both banks, 348 women, 332 from the left bank. The participants had the opportunity to present their projects and create new business links;
• 4 new associations of producers have been established on the left bank - beekeeping and production of honey; table grapes and wines; poultry and waste processing - and this is expected to ensure a long term impact of the project;
• A study tour in Italy for the managers of the new established associations and the capacity building training for the same target group organised.

Sustainability: The established cooperation between BAs and the high demand for services provided by Moldo-Italian and left bank CCI will ensure further durability of this partnership.

Sub-project 8.3: Integrated platform for the development of berry value chain (BERRYDEV)

Implemented by: Agency for Sustainable Social-Economic Development Bizgates (right bank), Berries of Moldova Association (right bank) and the Association of Small Farmers Belyi Most (left bank)
Budget: 51,525 EUR
Implementation period: June 2016 – September 2017
Beneficiaries: Direct – 75 members of both associations. Indirect beneficiaries – business communities, small and medium agricultural businesses from both banks.

Main activities:
• Organized a study tour to get acquainted with the best practices of growing berries from their peers from the right bank. 21 members of Belyi Most Association (7 women) have attended the event. Organized an workshop to explain sales techniques involving associations of producers;

• Launched the School of Berry Producers (two days) – the event was attended by 28 members of both associations;

• Organized two Field Days at the demo plots, to allow 25 members of both associations (15 from the left bank) to learn about growing berries in protected environments;

• Launched the Client Driven Information Campaign to Promote the consumption of fresh berries. 31 berry producers (including 17 from the left bank) sold their berries at the event. Also a Summer Berry Fair was organised in Chisinau;

• In October, 2017, the workshop on Information Campaign for promotion of fresh consumption of the berries and experience of working with retail supermarkets have been organized with participation of 26 members of both Associations, including 17 berry producers from left bank of Dniester.

• During the project 4 international study tours have been organised to Ukraine (x2), Poland and Italy to visit and discuss business opportunities with main berry nurseries with participation of 11 members of both associations, consultants, state institution and berry producers to learn best practices of those countries;

• Organized a Closing Conference with participation of 38 berry producers from both banks of Nistru, including 20 berry growers from left bank;

• Provided assistance and mentoring to platform members to create partnerships with local retailers and distribute their products in the markets;

• A new sales platform was established to support agriculture producers;

Sustainability: The BerryDev platform has created new connections between its members from both banks and international experts to ensure the access to new technologies. The established cooperation will ensure further durability of project results.

Sub-project 8.4: Development of the tourism business on both banks of the Nistru river through the establishment of sustainable cross-river partnerships

Implemented by: National Association of Inbound Tourism ANTRIM (right bank), in partnership with ARDT (left bank)

Budget: 44,286 EUR

Implementation period: June 2016 - October 2017

Beneficiaries: Direct – members of both associations, travel agencies, wineries, providers of services or products (women artisans, rural residents, owners of rural guesthouses, handicraft centres, etc.) from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries: visitors, tourists, tour guides, translators, others.
Main activities:
- 32 representatives of travel agencies (65% women) have attended two study visits organized on both banks in order to assess 32 new touristic sites;
- Organized capacity building and networking events for 44 professionals from both banks (19 men, 25 women), as well as participated at the Global Conference of Wine and Tourism in Georgia. The events had a direct impact on the industry providing the possibility to improve knowledge and establish new business contacts;
- An info-tour was organized to familiarize the mass media and travel agencies with joint itineraries that include 11 touristic sites from both banks. The new touristic sites have been promoted through media and travel agencies.
- The touristic offer from both banks, including the newly created touristic routes, were promoted during the Annual touristic exhibition in Warsaw;
- The local touristic offer is continuously promoted through press-tours for journalists from Italy and Poland;
- The Tourism Information Centre has been successfully created and launched in Chisinau.

Sustainability: The platform has improved the confidence among tourist service providers from both banks of the Nistru river through direct interaction and exchange of experience, along with capacity building activities and study visits. The continuity of this platform is ensured by new touristic products, that include sites from both banks and an Information Centre opened in Chisinau, which will promote joint touristic offers.

Sub-project 8.5: Development of a sustainable cooperation platform of women agricultural entrepreneurs from both banks of the Nistru river

Implemented by: Federation of Agricultural Producers AGROINFORM in partnership with the Chamber of Commerce and Industry from Tiraspol

Budget: 52,785 EUR
Implementation period: June 2016 – August 2017
Beneficiaries: Direct – business women from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – business communities, small and medium agricultural businesses from both banks and the civil society.

Main activities:
- Four regional associations of business women have been created;
- Capacity building activities have been organized for 46 participants (41 women) from both banks on growing stone-fruits and growing grapes;
- Study visits were organized for 59 women from both banks to farms in Slobozia and Falesti districts allowing participants to improve their knowledge on soil preparation before planting, seedling, processing varieties of nuts and grapes;
- 5 editions of launched newsletter have been published, with more than 300 women entrepreneurs in agriculture from both banks as direct beneficiaries.

Sustainability: Strong and long-term cooperation ties established by associations from both banks will ensure further durability of project results.

Sub-project 8.6: Development of a hospitality industry consortium on both banks of the Nistru river
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• 14 NGOs and 12 trainers created a cross-river network for communication aiming to improve their capacity and sustainability;
• An information campaign was launched to promote the cooperation within the business platform;
• Networking and capacity building events on organic farming, how to initiate and develop start-ups and create networks of NGOs was attended by 34 representatives of platform partners, farmers, agricultural entrepreneurs, civil society and scientific institutions, from both banks;
• A study tour was organized for 17 participants from both banks (6 women) to an organic farm and to Lungu Trifesti Agricultural fair, both in Ezureni, Iasi, Romania;
• 3 demo plots have been established, including one on the left bank. Visits of farmers have been organized to demo plots to share the best practices of the organic farming;
• 2 conferences, 4 round tables, 14 seminars and workshops organized with more than 450 participants;
• A Regional Information and Consultancy Centre was created in Suclea, Slobozia, Transnistria region;
• The Association of Organic Producers was established in the Transnistria region.

Sustainability: The established cooperation will be further nurtured by common interests of involved organizations to develop the ecologic agriculture.

Sub-project 8.8: Cross river partnership on marketing research

Implemented by: Chamber of Commerce and Industry France-Moldavie and Chamber of Commerce and Industry from Tiraspol
Budget: 48,594 EUR
Implementation period: August 2016 - October 2017
Beneficiaries: Direct – 23 representatives of Chamber of Commerce and Industry from Tiraspol and CCI Moldavian-French CCI, 7 employees of Magenta Consulting, 50 members of both Chambers of Commerce. Indirect beneficiaries - 80 exporters from the right bank, 50 exporters from the left bank.

Main activities:
• 10 training sessions organized;
• Two pilot studies on consumer preferences and on advertising carried out;
• In order to automate data analysis in the pilot study and in the future work, the IBM SPSS Statistics Standard software product was purchased.
• At the time of the project completion 4 contracts has been signed to provide marketing research services to analyse customer satisfaction, competitors, consumers and market share.

Sustainability: The platform members are working together to provide joint marketing research services to customers from both banks, ensuring the confidence building through continuous collaboration for new projects. Both organizations have improved their skills and developed portfolio of services. The established cooperation between the two CCI will ensure further sustainability due to the continuous demand of joint marketing research services on both banks.

II. Stimulating Business Development Services

Sub-project 9: Study on Business Development Services Market on both banks of the Nistru river
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Objective: Carry out an in-depth analysis of the Business Development Services market on both banks of the Nistru river and present a set of recommendations on further development of the sector

Budget: 67,567 EUR

Implementation period: August 2015 – February 2016

Beneficiaries: Direct – 23 participants at study tours, including 13 women and 40 participants at focus groups and 20 women. Indirect beneficiaries - more than 64 SMEs, including 32 from the left bank.

Main activities:
- The report provides a set of practical recommendations on further development of business services, based on interviews, questionnaires, focus group meetings and international experience;
- Main findings were presented to key stakeholders during a public event attended by about 49 participants, including 14 from the Transnistrian region.

Sustainability: The study results were of much use when planning and launching further activities related to the development of consultancy market on both banks of the Nistru river.

Sub-project 10: Boosting the CCI capacity of offering sustainable consultancy services to the beneficiaries from both banks of the Nistru river

Implemented by: Chamber of Commerce and Industry (right bank)

Objective: Develop business partnerships between BSOs, promote business-to-business and organization-to-organization partnerships through the provision of joint training courses with the Chamber of Commerce and Industry from Tiraspol.

Budget: 134,657 EUR

Implementation period: July 2016 – November 2017

Beneficiaries: Direct – 15 beneficiaries of baker course, 49 beneficiaries of Start-Up course, 15 beneficiaries of EUREM course. Indirect – companies and organizations which will improve their knowledge and skills.

Main activities:
- Training courses for 15 bakers (13 women and 2 men) started in Chisinau in partnership with a local professional school;
- Start-Up courses for 112 persons (56 women) started in Ribnita and Causeni.
- EUREM courses for 31 participants have been organized in Chisinau. After the successful completion of theoretical exams and practical exercises, the graduates have received the EUREM certificate (European Energy Manager) issued by the Nuremberg Chamber of Commerce and Industry and internationally recognized;
- The economic mission to Georgia attended by representatives of 4 companies (1 from Tiraspol) in the framework of Tbilisi Belt and Road Forum;
- A new IT programme was implemented to ensure efficient and transparent management of the CCI services related to expertise, evaluation and certification of goods;
- Organized the final event with the participation of beneficiaries of the Project from both banks.

Sustainability: Through this project, both Chambers of Commerce and Industry cooperate in improving their services offered to the market, namely professional courses. The partners organized joint events and
exchanged the best practices in the field of business development services. The established cooperation between the two BAs will ensure further durability of project results.

**Sub-project 11: Measures to provide business education and staff development of business structures to enhance business activities in the Transnistria region**

**Implemented by:** Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Tiraspol  
**Objective:** Further development of business education in the Transnistria region, to create and develop new businesses, restraining the migration of young people, increasing economic activity and reducing the negative processes in the economy  
**Budget:** 134,908 EUR  
**Implementation period:** July 2016 – December 2017  
**Beneficiaries:** Direct – 134 participants to courses and round tables. Indirect - companies and organizations from the left bank

**Main activities:**
- 118 beneficiaries from the left bank (67 women) have improved skills on: brand development and management, control of entrepreneurship activity, internet trade as a new method of business development, methods of project management, basics of creating own business and peculiarities of national cuisine.
- Organized the Forum for Small Business - Leader 2016;
- Organized a business visit of participants of the course Advanced Training of Managers in Vienna (Austria).

**Sustainability:** While implementing the project activities, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry from Tiraspol has cooperated with the Chamber of Commerce and Industry from Chisinau to organize events and study visits. All these has contributed to the enhancement of cooperation and maintenance of a good partnership, with good premises for a future long-term coopertaion.

**Sub-project 12: Developing capacities of export and internationalization of consultants from both banks of the Nistru river**

**Implemented by:** Alternative Internationale de Dezvoltare – AID (right bank), in consortium with Sigma Expert (left bank) and Institute of Export (United Kingdom)  
**Objective:** To develop business consultancy market by providing trainings and international certification in the area of export promotion to at least 15 consultants  
**Budget:** 103,930 EUR  
**Implementation period:** October 2016 – July 2017  
**Beneficiaries:** Direct – 20 participants to the training course. Indirect - companies in need of highly qualified consultants to promote their exports

**Main activities:**
- The work plan and methodology of the courses were drafted by the international consortium for 20 beneficiaries from both banks selected in an open competition;
- The training was ensured by the consortium and the most important component of the learning program was ensured by the Institute of Export and International Trade from UK – online learning programme. Seminars and practical trainings were ensured by experts involved by the Public Administration.
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International (United Kingdom), Alternative Internationale de Dezvoltare (Chisinau) and Sigma-Expert (Bender);

- The learning program aimed to provide knowledge on tools and instruments needed for conducting international trade transactions (i.e. document preparation, transport, warehousing, customs clearance, packing, INCOTERMS, documentary credits, documentary collections, trade finance, DCFTA/trade facilitation instruments and other related aspects, relevant for particularities of exporting to potential selected markets and other;
- By the end of the project 18 consultants have been certified by Institute of Export and International Trade from UK.

**Sustainability:** The project has successfully enhanced capacities of consultants from both banks to provide new business services to the private sector, especially to promote export on abroad markets, under the DCFTA terms. The certified export consultants have joined efforts with 20 business consultants (certified within a similar project) to create the first cross-river business association aiming to provide business services on both banks, and on neighbour markets.

**Sub-project 13:** Providing Consultancy Services for Competitiveness improvement through training and certification of Business Consultants

**Implemented by:** CPM Consulting (Austria) in consortium with Business Consulting Institute (right bank) and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry (left bank, Tiraspol)

**Objective:** To develop the business consultancy market by providing trainings and international certification of at least 16 business consultants

**Budget:** 175,770 EUR

**Implementation period:** November 2016 – October 2017

**Beneficiaries:** Direct – 25 course participants. Indirect - companies and organizations that will improve their capacities as a result of expertise provided by business consultants

**Main activities:**

- The work plan and methodology of the courses was drafted by the consortium. The benefiting 25 experts were selected from both banks based on open competition. At least 16 of them have been certified. All courses have been delivered, and practical exercises were organized at enterprises in Chisinau and Tiraspol. A study visit to Austria, Viena was organized to learn best practices of European providers to deliver business services. 20 experts were certified as business consultants by iCMCI;
- A Joint Closing Forum with project participants, representatives of stakeholders, companies, experts on business consulting from Moldova, the EU and International organizations.

**Sustainability:** Joint courses attended by beneficiaries from both banks have ensured a consistent confidence building interaction and have strengthened the consultancy market. On the other side the practical exercises performed on specific cases of real companies was a good opportunity for interaction with the private sector, allowing consultants to establish new ties with potential customers looking for advisory services. On long-term there are good grounds for cooperation between consultants from both banks, as many consultancy services contracts require groups of experts to be involved with various backgrounds and abilities.

**III. Promote a Culture of Entrepreneurship and Support Young Entrepreneurs**

**Sub-project 14:** Creation of Job Opportunities through Business Support for Youth on the right bank
**Implemented by:** Business Consulting Institute NGO  
**Objective:** Create job opportunities in the Security Zone (for people aged 18 to 35 years old) by enabling young entrepreneurs to start and run effectively a business, allowing them to create new contacts, share knowledge and best practices  
**Budget:** 331,725 EUR  
**Implementation period:** July 2015 – April 2017  
**Beneficiaries:** Direct – 15 grant beneficiaries from targeted communities, including 10 women. Indirect – 152 people

**Main activities:**
- 80 candidates (41 women, 40 men) have benefited of individual consultancy on business plan writing;
- 15 grant beneficiaries (including 10 women) from Anenii Noi, Causeni, Dubasari, Orhei, Rezina, Soldanesti and Stefan Voda were selected and received grants of up to 13,500 Euro, individual coaching and provision of business support services;
- 62 new jobs were created (28 for women), with improved livelihoods for more than 150 people;
- 5 thematic seminars were organized on management of human resources, strategic management, accounting, finance and negotiation techniques;
- A joint conference was organized in Vadul-lui-Voda, attended by more than 100 participants from both banks. The event included an exhibition of goods / services produced by young entrepreneurs, while presenting their success stories;
- A business platform for supporting collaboration between young entrepreneurs from both banks of the Nistru River has been updated and improved: [www.business-bridges.net](http://www.business-bridges.net).

**Sustainability:** A network of young entrepreneurs has been created and together with a mirror project implemented on the left bank, it should ensure further cross-river cooperation of the private sector.

**Sub-project 15:** Creation of Job Opportunities through Business Support for Youth in the Transnistrian region

**Implementer:** The Chamber of Commerce and Industry (left bank, Tiraspol)  
**Objective:** Creation of job opportunities in the Transnistrian region (for people aged 18 to 35 years old) by providing young entrepreneurs with support in starting and running a business, getting opportunities to network, share their knowledge and best practices  
**Budget:** 344,825 EUR  
**Implementation period:** July 2015 – April 2017  
**Beneficiaries:** Direct – 16 grant beneficiaries assisted in the Transnistrian region, including 9 women. Indirect – 224 people
Main activities:
- 146 applicants (51 women) benefitted from 4 one-day trainings on business plan writing (Tiraspol, Bendery, Rybnița) and 52 candidates (15 women) received more than 75 hours of individual consultancy on all aspects of business plan writing;
- 16 grant beneficiaries (9 women) from Tiraspol, Bendery, Grigoriopol, Ribnița, Slobozia, Dnestrovsc, Dubasari were selected and received grants of 9,400-13,500 EUR, along with individual coaching and provision of business support services offered for 14 months;
- 69 new jobs have been created and more than 220 people improved their livelihoods;
- 5 thematic seminars were organized on topics like: human resources, organizational management, accounting and fiscal regulations and negotiation skills.
- A Joint Conference, organized in Tiraspol in October 2016, was attended by more than 100 participants. During the event, the entrepreneurs had the opportunity to share their own products/services and their success story, as well as to network.

Sustainability: A network of young entrepreneurs has been created as a result of implementation of two mirror projects and that ensures further durability of project results as the young entrepreneurs are interested to cooperate to ensure further partnerships. Some of the beneficiaries have already identified new opportunities to extend their businesses on the opposite bank.

Sub-project 16: Study on entrepreneurship perception among youth on the left bank of the Nistru river

Implementer: CBS-AXA in cooperation with MiLab and Centre Resonance from the left bank
Objective: to design and carry out a study among young women and men (aged 18 to 35) from the Transnistrian region, on their perceptions of entrepreneurship and come up with recommendations on promotion of a culture of entrepreneurship in the respective area.
Budget: 22,520 EUR
Implementation period: October 2015 - June 2016
Beneficiaries: Direct - 30 youth from both banks (16 women). Indirect - business communities, associations, analysts, researchers, entrepreneurs from both banks of Nistru river

Main activities:
- The study was elaborated based on a public survey and in-depth interviews among youth on the left bank during March-April 2016;
- Discussions with 4 focus groups of 8-9 participants each (4 one-day meetings in total) were organized to secure the analysis and to validate the suggested recommendations on entrepreneurship culture promotion;
- The final report, containing recommendations delivered by CBS-AXA in June 2016 will further guidance for the implementation of business development activities.

Sustainability: the participants gained valuable experience and knowledge about the design thinking and culture of entrepreneurship and had the opportunity to network with their colleagues and experts and establish valuable liaisons for future cooperation. The training as well as extra-training activities were conceived to assure a large communication between the youth from both banks.
**Sub-project 17: Feasibility research on the establishment of Business lab in the Taras Shevchenko University in Tiraspol**

**Implementer:** Individual consultants Vlada Lisenco and Oleg Stiopca  
**Budget:** 4,854 EUR  
**Implementation period:** May-September 2016  
**Beneficiaries:** 121 participants, 59 women, including 8 from the Transnistrian region  

**Main activities:**  
- The Study was conducted using diverse technics, e.g. applying questionnaires, organizing site visits, holding semi-structured interviews and meetings with different stakeholders: business representatives, university staff and managers, local authorities, representatives of business development organizations;  
- Provided recommendations relate to the need for trainings for the Laboratory staff, suggestions for the physical location, a road-map for the Business Laboratory establishment and budget estimates.

**Sustainability:** The results of the study will be the basis for the decision on supporting the establishment of a Business Laboratory on the left bank in the Vth phase of the Programme.

**Sub-project 18: Forum of Young entrepreneurs**

**Implementer:** NGO National Association of Young Managers (ANTiM) in cooperation with Argidius foundation  
**Budget:** 1,943 Euro (co-funded by SCBM)  
**Implementation period:** December 2015  
**Beneficiaries:** 121 participants, 59 women, including Transnistria young entrepreneurs  

**Main activities:**  
- One-day forum has been organized - *The realities and the potential for business development for young entrepreneurs*, bringing them together for the first time in such a format;  
- Over 120 participants involved (59 women). The event was focused on networking while successful entrepreneurs and experts shared with them the most efficient management and business development approaches;  
- At least 10 young entrepreneurs from the Transnistria region participated, 2 of them as guest speakers sharing their own entrepreneurship experience;  
- On-going programmes and projects offering support to young entrepreneurs were presented by representatives of EU, UNDP, CCM, IFAD, the World Bank (PAC II);  
- 6 parallel training sessions were organized on access to finance, leadership and management communication, Platform for learning, business development, franchising and others.

**Sustainability:** Forum participants, including participants from Transnistrian region have gained valuable experience and knowledge about development opportunities, had the possibility to network with their colleagues and experts and establish valuable liaisons for future cooperation.

**Sub-project 19: Conference-Forum Youth Entrepreneurship in a Modern Society**
**Implementer:** The National Association of Young Managers (ANTiM) in cooperation with Youth Generation, UNDP and the Ministry of Education, Culture and Research

**Implementation period:** 21-22 November 2017

**Budget:** 50,000,00 MDL / 3,000 USD

**Beneficiaries:** Over 200 young entrepreneurs from Moldova, Romania, Ukraine, Italy, Georgia and Armenia

**Main activities:**
The National Association of Young Managers (ANTiM) in cooperation with Youth Generation, with the financial support of EACEA and Erasmus + programme, UNDP, the Ministry of Education, Culture and Research have organized the International Youth Entrepreneurship in a Modern Society Forum. This is a major event that provides a platform for over 200 young entrepreneurs from Moldova, Romania, Ukraine, Italy, Georgia and Armenia to meet, share success stories, address entrepreneurial challenges and develop.

The event brought together decision makers, innovation experts and practitioners (SMEs, business incubators and organizations that support and promote entrepreneurial activities) to generate discussions and find solutions that will help improve the business environment and develop the social entrepreneurship, envisaging a positive social, economic and environmental impact.

The forum agenda has included:
- Presentation on programmes and projects supporting young entrepreneurs;
- Parallel sessions on Business Development projects;
- Entrepreneurship Culture Promotion among young;
- B2B Networking session.

**Sustainability:** This event is organized each year by ANTiM even if the financial resources are scarce. The Programme has supported the NGO to organize a new edition as it envisages the involvement of business communities from both banks and building confidence among them. The next edition of the forum should be organized in 2019.

**Sub-project 21:** Business Innovation School

**Implementer:** SCBM project

**Objective:** The Business Innovation School was aimed at strengthening the cooperation between young entrepreneurs from both banks

**Budget:** 20,100 EUR

**Implementation period:** 9 – 17 August 2017

**Beneficiaries:** 30 young entrepreneurs from both banks

**Main activities:**
- About 100 applications were received, out of which 30 beneficiaries (50% from the left bank and 40% women) were selected based on an open competition,
- The participants created 15 joint teams and developed innovative business ideas, learning from top speakers about their experience and being mentored in developing their own ideas.
- The best 2 teams, that developed the most viable and sustainable business ideas, build around a strong confidence building element.
received a financial award (4 awards of 20,000 MDL each for 2 best teams) to further develop their businesses.

- A list of trainers and coaches for 7 different topics has been defined. Well-known and experienced business guests were invited and talked about their success stories and encountered bottlenecks. The materials for the 7 days’ courses were developed and adjusted to the trainees needs;

- The event was promoted on social resources and through printed media through the cards of the main event speakers;
Annex 2: List of Community Infrastructure Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Sub-Projects: 31 (31 including 2 Tourist Information Centre and excluding the van that had to be procured for the Popenchi boarding school)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total budget committed for sub-projects: 3,886,631 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community contribution: 239,703 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other donors’ contributions: 25,000 EUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sub-Project 1: Overall repair of the Child and Youth Creativity Hall, Dubasari (left bank)**

**Objective:** Overall renovation of the Child and Youth Creativity Hall, enhancing its capacity and generating opportunities for cross-river confidence building activities

**Budget:** 147,192 EUR

**Period of implementation:** January 2016 – August 2016

**Beneficiaries:** Direct - Population of the town 25,801 (women 12,939)

**Main results:** The works included capital repair of the previously leaking roof, total renovation of the building façade, construction of new separate toilets for males and females (previously there was only one common restroom). In addition, the surrounding area of the building was landscaped, and the summer stage was renovated. Also, the ceiling in the big concert hall was rehabilitated, new covers for the chairs and new wooden flooring for the stage were provided. All electricity networks were replaced, and the heating system renovated (the previous one was non-functional and required maintenance works during the cold season). Old wooden windows were replaced and minor repairs for the rehearsal rooms and extra-curricular activity halls were conducted. Due to new wall padding, the acoustic features of the grand concert hall were significantly improved.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Adequate conditions for the after-school activities (both participants and staff);
- Modern premises available for the organization of cross-river and confidence building initiatives;
- Good visibility for the EU-funded projects given the central location of the institution;

**Sustainability:** An MoU was signed with the local beneficiary institution prior to the initiation of the reconstruction. Given the fact that the Child and Youth Creativity Hall is benefiting from continuous financial support of the Dubasari town administration, no risks regarding its further activity are foreseen. Considering the size of the town and the special status (focus on children and youth activity) of the institution, the local impact of the project is quite considerable. Improved conditions will make the centre more attractive, therefore increasing the number of future beneficiaries. Further, the Centre will be used as a platform for cross-river events which will involve people from both banks in culture related activities. The most recent example is the participation of Centres representatives in the joint cross-river collaboration event Aho-aho rasuna Nistrul which took place in Cosnita, December 24, 2016.

**Sub-Project 2: Reconstruction of General Education School/Kinder Garden n. 2 in Nezavertailovca village (left bank)**
Objective: To enhance cross-river collaboration by providing improved education services and sanitary conditions at the general school and kindergarten nr.2 from Nezavertailovca village

**Beneficiaries:** 746 (225 children+71 staff+450 parents): 395 women and 351 men

**Budget:** 176,103 EUR

**Period of implementation:** January 2016 – June 2016

**Main results:** Performed works included full renovation of the auxiliary block that now hosts a concert hall (previously the school did not have a concert hall because it hosted the kindergarten as well). The auxiliary block was consolidated according to current safety norms. The roof was changed and thermally insulated; all electrical and heating networks were replaced. Previously the school had no toilets. New restrooms were built inside the facility. A cesspool was built and now the facility has a functional sewerage system. In the main block, the thermal system was completely renovated. In addition, the sports hall was renovated and equipped.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Adequate learning conditions for pre-schoolers and pupils attending the institution (as well as hired personnel);
- Overall better energy efficiency leading to institutional budget savings;
- Improved standards for education will attract more beneficiaries in the future;

**Sustainability:** Experts of implementing partner team (Interaction NGO) organized two trainings for the representatives of the community work group (topics: *Basis of project planning and preparation and Mobilizing community resources to solve social problems*). In addition, representatives from Nezavertailovca attended the joint capacity building trainings organized in Chisinau. Improving the conditions of the institution where children begin their education sets, fundamental for a proper development and schooling processes in their lives, thus respecting their basic human right of access to education. The implementing organization has joined the Education Thematic Platform, attending all capacity development and confidence building activities provided by the platform, ensuring the sustainability for the implemented project.

**Sub-Project 3: Renovation of School nr. 2 in Chitcani village (left bank)**

**Objective:** enhancing cross-river collaboration through the creation of better education conditions within school nr.2 from Chitscani.

**Beneficiaries:** 1,023 (420 pupils+550 parents+53 staff, 544 women and 479 men)

**Budget:** 130,935 EUR

**Period of implementation:** January 2016 – October 2016

**Main results:** Performed works included replacement of the roof for three units of the facility. The heating network was replaced in the main unit of the school. General renovation of the block, which hosts the school cafeteria and full equipment of the lunchroom. The entire roof has been equipped with rainwater collection and drainage systems to eliminate leakages and flooding in the school.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Adequate learning conditions for pupils attending the institution (including the staff);
- Overall better energy efficiency leading to institutional budget savings;
- Improved standards for educational processes that attracts more pupils;
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Sustainability: Experts from partner organization (Interaction NGO) have organized two trainings for representatives of the community work group (topics: Basis of project planning and preparation and Mobilizing community resources to solve social problems). In addition, representatives from Chitcani attended joint capacity building activities organized by Interaction and Contact in Chisinau. As part of the established Education Platform, the school benefited from pecialized trainings as well as from opportunities for cross-river cooperation, by interacting with schools from Tanatari, Varnita Puhaceni, and Copanca (the right bank.) Additionally, the Chitcani School has accessed other funds for cross-river cooperation in the frame of Small Grants programme.

Sub-Project 4: Replacement of windows, repair of roof and cafeteria/festivity hall for General Education School in Glinoe village (left bank)

Objectives: enhancing cross-river collaboration through better education conditions within the general school from Glinoe village

Beneficiaries: 750 (250 pupils+500 parents): 380 women and 370 men

Budget: 131,559 EUR

Period of implementation: January 2016 – September 2016

Main results: Performed works included capital renovation of the unit where the sports and festivity halls (also used as the cafeteria) are located. The roof of the building was replaced. The façade and exterior finishing works were completed for the entire building. Inner yard of the school was paved. All electrical and heating networks were replaced. The sports hall was connected to hot water sources and shower facilities were installed. The kitchen (for the cafeteria) was renovated and old windows and doors were replaced for the entire edifice.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Improved learning conditions for pupils attending the institution and hired staff;
- Overall better energy efficiency leading to institutional budget savings;
- Improved standards for educational processes attract more beneficiaries;

Sustainability: Experts of partner organization (Interaction NGO) have organized two trainings for the representatives of the community work group (topics: Basis of project planning and writing and Mobilizing community resources to solve social problems). In addition, community representatives were involved in joint trainings related to strategical planning. Starting from 2017, the administration of the school has attended the Education Platform being involved capacity building activities. Currently, the renovated festivity hall hosts sports events and serves as a premise for meetings of representatives of many education institutions from both banks. Projects that support educational institutions represent a great potential to strengthen confidence building.

Sub-Project 5: Renovation of the Dnestrovsc Polyclinic (left bank)

Objective: Promote confidence and enhance cross-river cooperation by improving conditions for both, patients and staff (total of 72) of the polyclinic, as well as supporting exchange of experience in the area of medical services.

Beneficiaries: 15,072 (15,000 yearly capacity of patients and 72 staff, 7,868 women and 7,204 men)

Budget: 160,556 EUR
Local contribution: 15,300 EUR  
Period of implementation: January 2016 – July 2016

Main results: Performed works included roof replacement and renovation of all public areas. The polyclinic now has a new heating system and electricity networks, as well as a renovated water supply and sewerage system. The toilets were repaired and equipped. The floor was renovated in all offices. Several specialized rooms were renovated according to the safety, sanitary norms and standards (the procedure and testing facilities). The surgery, gynaecology and infectious diseases sections were fully refurbished. By combining the EU and SDC funds, a vaccination cabinet for new-borns and other children was created.  
Achievements to be emphasized:
- Improved conditions for patients and medical personnel;
- Higher quality healthcare service;
- Decrease the number of hazards in the institution related to overall poor conditions and inadequate conditions;

Sustainability: Experts of partner organization (Interaction NGO) assessed the institution’s development needs and elaborated relevant recommendations and action plan for development. Furthermore, two trainings for the representatives of the community work group (topics: Basis of project planning and writing and Mobilizing community resources to solve social problems) were organized. In addition, representatives of Dnestrovsc Polyclinic have attended capacity building trainings organized in Chisinau. In the frame of the Healthcare Platform a needs assessment was performed, and the polyclinic has benefited of additional capacity building activities. The polyclinic staff has attended a study visit to the European Community to learn the best practices of their peers. Medical personnel from both banks have been involved in cross-river visits to exchange experience, thus contributing to a strengthened environment of trust and improved confidence. As part of the effort to ensure high visibility for developed projects the Dnestrovsk Polyclinic have been officially inaugurated back into 2016. Representatives of the EU Delegation, Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation and local stakeholders attended the event that was broadcasted in numerous TV stories, interviews, newspaper articles and radio news.

Sub-Project 6: Improvement of educational, socio-cultural and sport services provided by the complex in Varnita village (Anenii Noi district)

Objective: create optimal conditions for the good functioning of the educational, socio-cultural and sports complex in Varnita village, leading to a growing number of cross-river collaboration initiatives and joint thematic events and activities
Beneficiaries: 2,365 (children, parents and staff, 1,170 women and 1,193 men)
Budget: 162,184 EUR
Local contribution: 6,555 EUR
Period of implementation: January 2016 – June 2016
Main results: Executed works included pavement of the basketball field, establishment of running tracks, as well as establishment and equipment of the fitness area (work-out units). A little basketball field was built for the school. The interior and exterior of Asclepi Centre was completely renovated. All thermal and electrical systems were replaced. In addition, all windows were renovated, and fences for the school and kindergarten were built (to separate the school from the road and other private property).

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Over 5000 beneficiaries from the village and surrounding communities will have access to modern sports and culture related facilities;
- Children from socially vulnerable families got access to extra-curricular activities;
- Elderly persons have a place to meet and celebrate diverse cultural holidays – activities otherwise not available in the community.

Sustainability: Local authorities have taken full responsibility for the maintenance of the renovated social infrastructure unit. Façade insulation as well as replacement of heating and internal networks diminished current maintenance costs. Experts from partner organization (Contact NGO) assisted the local authorities in updating the community development strategy plan. Representatives from Varnita town attended joint capacity building trainings organized in Chisinau. Back into November 2016 a visit was organized to Varnita attended by 30 to learn best practices of project implementation in the region. In May of 2018 40 members of the European Parliament have visited the town to get acquainted with the success story of this community. The achieved results were highly appreciated by the officials. The community of Varnita serves as a great example for representatives from other EU-funded projects (under the SCBM framework) since they managed to attract resources for a considerable number of social and community – focused initiatives. Sharing their experience with neighbour significantly contributes to the general scope of the Programme, to build confidence across the river. The exchange of experience represents a good opportunity for communities from both banks to cooperate and find new confidence building opportunities, to establish contacts and partnerships.

As part of the confidence building promotion and visibility campaign the Varnita Sports area and the Asclepio Community Centre have been officially inaugurated. The event was attended by representatives of the EU Delegation, the Prime Minister and local stakeholders from both banks of the Nistru river. The event was widely covered by local and national mass media.

Sub-Project 7: Modernization of the regional Community Centre from Slobozia-Dusca village (Criuleni district)

Objective: Promote and consolidate confidence, cultural and spiritual values, national traditions, by creating optimal conditions for joint cultural event and artistic activities in the nearby localities: Slobozia-Dusca, Criuleni and the villages Harmatca and Tibuleuca, Rascov, Nezavertailovca and Corotna from the Transnistrian region. To offer high quality services, diversified cultural activities and opportunities for cross-river collaboration to citizens.

Beneficiaries: 3,200 (village population: 1,672 women and 1,528 men)
Budget: 178,560 EUR
Local contribution: 22,930 EUR
Period of implementation: January 2016 – May 2016
Main results: Performed works included total replacement of the roof, thermal insulation and total renovation of the building façade. The entrance to the community centre was renovated and is now being used as a stage for certain events (has a proper roof cover and stairs). Indoor restrooms were provided. The edifice was connected to water and sewerage systems. Repair works were performed in the grand concert hall, small concert hall and the rooms used for rehearsal and art activity. The entire stage lighting system from the grand concert hall was renewed. The mayoralty contributed by equipping the grand concert hall with chairs and by landscaping the surrounding territory.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Improved conditions for the organization of cultural and social events and activities;
- The local cultural heritage is preserved;
- Access ensured to modern and high-quality cultural facilities at the local level;

Sustainability: Experts from the partner organization (Contact NGO) assisted the local authorities in elaborating the community development strategy plan. Representatives from Slobozia-Dusca village attended joint capacity building trainings organized in Chisinau. The community signed collaboration agreements with villages from the left bank of the Nistru river (Nezavertailovca and Corotna) and a joint Plan of activities is included in the document. The renovated premises of the Community Centre (full capacity: 330 spectators) can host the agreed upon activities and serve as a stomping ground for representatives from both banks of the Nistru river interested in arts and culture also beyond the implementation timeframe of the project.

Sub-Project 8: Renovation of the infectious diseases section of the Rezina District Hospital

Objective: To improve quality of medical services and increase opportunities for cross-river cooperation for healthcare professionals from both banks of the Nistru river. To provide healthcare services to beneficiaries from both banks.

Beneficiaries: 42'000 (population of Rezina)
Budget: 175,527 EUR
Local contribution: 18,663 EUR
Period of implementation: December 2015 – September 2016

Main results: Performed works included renovation of the entire infectious diseases section of the hospital (a separate unit). The roof was replaced, thermally insulated and the entire façade was renovated. Windows and doors were replaced with new ones. A ventilation system was established. Heating, water, electricity and sewerage systems were all renovated. Every room was equipped with a separate closet, shower cabin and sinks. The space where the food is distributed was totally renovated. All public areas and patient rooms in the building were renovated and are complying with respective safety and sanitary norms. Currently the infectious diseases section from Rezina district is the most modern section from the country.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Improved conditions for patient treatment, higher quality medical services;
- Modern work environment for medical personnel;
- One of the best infectious diseases’ sections from the entire country;
Sustainability: Experts from partner organization (Contact NGO) have assessed capacity gaps of the institution and supported them to elaborate the capacity development action plan, as well as confidence building action plans with the work group from Rezina. Representatives from Rezina attended the joint capacity building trainings organized in Chisinau. A high standard section like the one in the hospital from Rezina represents a great resource for specialized medical personnel on both banks of the Nistru River. Persons from the left bank also benefit directly from high quality medical services, while interacting and communicating with representatives from the right bank. As part of the thematic cooperation platform for healthcare, the project from Rezina could serve as a successful showcase of an effective collaboration between institutions and personnel from a specialized medical field – sharing their expertise with counterparts from the left bank of the Nistru River.

Sub-Project 9: Capital renovation of the bridge on drumul Tîrgului street from Hirbovat village (Anenii Noi district)

Objective: increased confidence building and cooperation between Hirbovat and Protegâiiovca (left bank) villages through improved accessibility and road safety conditions

Implemented by: Local public authority of Hirbovat village

Beneficiaries: 8,690 (5,456 population of Hirbovat and 3,234 population of Protegâiiovca: 4,466 women and 4,224 men)

Budget: 135,792 EUR

Local contribution: 8,258 EUR

Period of implementation: January 2016 – July 2016

Main results: A Grant Agreement was signed with the local authorities in December 2015. All works related to the bridge construction have been successfully completed. Performed works included full demolition of the previous bridge and clearing of the riverbed. New tubular elements for the construction of the bridge were brought and mounted. All access roads to the bridge have been renovated and adjusted to the subsequent change in elevation (asphalted). Road signs and regulatory markings were provided and placed in relevant spaces. All reconstruction activities have been successfully completed.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Improved road safety for inhabitants from both banks of the Nistru river;
- Modern infrastructure built to the benefit of both banks’ citizens;
- Favourable conditions for the establishment of a regular transport connection between communities on the left and right banks of the Nistru river and additional economic opportunities for neighbouring villages;

Sustainability: Experts from partner organization (Contact NGO) assisted the local authorities in updating the community development strategy. Representatives from Hirbovat village attended joint capacity building activities organized in Chisinau. The improved physical infrastructure unit facilitates the interaction of communities from opposite banks, increasing the frequency of travels from one side to the other. Also, given the location of Hirbovat village, the renovated bridge will facilitate upcoming cross-river thematic activities with representatives of neighbouring villages from the Transnistria region.

Sub-Project 10: Renovation of the Molovata village Community Centre (Dubasari district)
Objective: To develop culture related infrastructure in Molovata village, to facilitate cross-river cultural activities ensuring frequent interaction communities from both banks.

Beneficiaries: 2,873 (village population: 1,443 women and 1,430 men)

Budget: 172,800 EUR

Local contribution: 10,324 EUR

Period of implementation: January 2016 – December 2016

Main results: Performed works included full replacement of the roof (from slate to tiles), as well as the overall rehabilitation of the building façade and construction of indoor restrooms. The building was connected to water supply and sewerage systems. The hallway from the building was fully renovated. The ceiling from the grand concert hall was renewed keeping all original decorative elements. The decorative elements from the walls were fully restored. The flooring in the grand concert hall was repaired and stuffed chairs were provided (400 in total). Also, the unique façade of the building was renovated, and all decorative elements were reconstructed according to the original.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- The premises offer now the opportunity to organize cultural events in excellent conditions at high-level standards;
- Increased number of planned concerts and performances will help to preserve national heritage;
- Favourable rehearsal environment for the artistic and folk collectives;
- The lifespan of the building has increased for another 30 years;

Sustainability: Experts from partner organization (Contact NGO) have assisted the local authorities in elaborating the community development strategy. Representatives from Molovata village attended joint capacity building activities organized in Chisinau. The Community Centre from Molovata represents now a valuable cultural trademark of the village. Molovata Community Centre represents a great example of preservation of national heritage. Currently, the facility hosts many joint socio-cultural events.

Sub-Project 11: Thermal insulation, replacement of windows and renovation of the stadium for the Cirnateni Lyceum (Causeni district)

Objective: To enhance cross-river cooperation between schools from both banks of the Nistru river by creating better opportunities for education

Beneficiaries: 1,111 (pupils, parents and staff: 555 women and 556 men)

Budget: 140,473 EUR

Local contribution: 18,028 EUR

Period of implementation: January 2016 – November 2016

Main results: Performed works included thermal insulation of both blocks and of the roof. All windows and doors were replaced and main access entrance to the building was renovated - new entrance stairs and roof cover for them. The stadium was equipped with running tracks and a new sandbox (for jumps). Volleyball, football and basketball fields were constructed. The showers and locker rooms of the sports hall have been renovated.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Improved energy efficiency of the building leads to budget savings;
- Improved conditions to educate pupils;
- Better opportunities for outdoor activities aiming to promote a healthy lifestyle;
Sustainability: Experts from partner organization (Contact NGO) assisted local authorities to update the community development strategy. Representatives of the Cîrnăteni village attended the joint capacity building trainings organized in Chisinau. The lyceum from Cîrnăteni has a good cooperation with the Sports Schools from Bender and Dubasari, in the frame of this partnership many joint sports activities are organized. Currently, the renovated premises serve as a meeting platform for competitions and tournaments involving athletes from both banks. The institution has joined the Education and Sports Platform thus benefiting of capacity building activities and study visits to the European countries.

Sub-Project 12: Renovation of the Dorotcaia village Community centre (Dubasari district)

Objective: promotion of social and cultural values aimed at increasing the trust between residents of Dubasarii Vechei village and Pîrita, Cosnita, Dorotcaia, Delacau, Grigoriopol (town) Beneficiaries: 3,547 (village population: 1,783 women and 1,764 men)

Budget: 170,113 EUR
Local contribution: 13,000 EUR
Period of implementation: January 2016 – November 2016

Main results: Performed works included roof replacement, renovation of the façade as well as repair of access stairs and adjacent territory. The restrooms were renovated and connected to the water and sewerage systems. Interior repair works for the entire hall of the community centre were conducted. Public spaces were rehabilitated, and the grand concert hall was refurbished. The stage in the grand concert hall was renewed and the curtains were changed. Achievements to be emphasized:
- Improved conditions ensured to organize festivals, concerts and exhibitions in the community;
- Local socio-cultural infrastructure has been renovated;
- Better conditions are offered now to two other institutions (public and children library) hosted by the renovation facility;

Sustainability: The local authorities cover all operational costs of the institution. Experts from the implementing partner team (Contact NGO) assisted the local authorities in elaborating the community development strategy. Representatives from Dorotcaia village attended joint capacity building activities organized in Chisinau. The Community Centre from Dorotcaia village hosts a regional cross-river festival Nistrule pe malul tau. The festival gathers folk, arts and craft representatives from different localities from both banks of the Nistru river. The EU-funded support for the renovation of the Community centre will allow keeping the tradition alive and serve as a great visibility instrument and positive community development example.

Sub-Project 13: Renovation of the Office of Family Physicians and establishment of outpatient treatment section in Gura Bicului village (Anenii Noi district)

Objective: To enhance confidence building between people from Gura Bicului and Bicioc (left bank) villages by providing better health care services

Beneficiaries: 4,483 (3,600 Gura Bicului population+883 Bicioc population: 2,331 women and 2,152 men)

Budget: 171,059 EUR
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Local contribution: 2,223 EUR
Period of implementation: April 2016 – December 2016

Main results: Performed works included renovation of the building façade (thermal insulation) and roof replacement. The facility was connected to the gas system and a boiler house was built and equipped with boilers. All doors and windows were replaced, and indoor restrooms were constructed as well as connected to the water and sewerage systems. The electricity and heating systems along with the ventilation were renovated. A space designed for procedures was established along with a registration desk/area. A Gynaecology cabinet and a laboratory/test room was included in the medical office.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Improved conditions for medical assistance and establishment of an outpatient section;
- Better quality of locally available healthcare services;
- Increased number of beneficiaries from the left bank (Bicioc village) accessing services from right bank institutions;

Sustainability: Experts from partner organizations (Contact NGO) assisted the local authorities in elaborating the community development strategy. Representatives of Gura Bicului local administration attended joint capacity building activities organized in Chisinau. Due to the geographical proximity to the left bank, the medical centre from Gura Bicului provides healthcare services to Bicioc community. Improved conditions of the healthcare facility gradually attract more patients from neighbour locality. This will lead to increased interaction between communities from both banks, improving confidence among them. After the joining the Healthcare Platform the medical staff has been involved in specialized capacity building activities, allowing them to improve skills and knowledge, guaranteeing a long-term sustainability of the renovated facility. As a member of the Healthcare Platform, the Office of Family Physicians is often used as a specialized platform for trainings and exchange of experience to the benefit of healthcare professionals.

Sub-Project 14: Overall renovation of the Rascov village Community Centre (left bank)

Objective: To improve conditions for socio-cultural activities in the community while promoting cross-river cooperation through joint cultural events
Beneficiaries: 2,097 (village population: 1,085 women and 795 men)
Budget: 223,360 EUR
Local contribution: 22,050 EUR
Embassy of Poland contribution: 25,000 EUR
Period of implementation: January 2016 – February 2017

Main results: At the stage of project approval Rascov Community Centre was not operational due to multiple technical problems. Based on open competition the project was approved for financing and an MOU was signed with the local partners. The required technical expertise and relevant technical estimates were performed allowing a smooth implementation process for the project. A construction company has been selected through an open competition to run the works. The roof and façade were renovated, and all external networks were completed, as well as the majority of internal works like the replacement of the floor, replacement of doors and windows, replacement of electrical,
water supply, sewerage and heating systems. In addition, the chairs from the grand concert hall have been replaced. Final interior works have been finished.

Achievements to be emphasized:

- Over 2,000 people from both banks, especially from Rascov and neighbour villages benefit from a modern Community Centre with a total capacity of 600 places;
- Over 20 temporary and 2 permanent jobs were created;
- Due to improved conditions the Community Centre is now used as a platform for joint activities that aim to strengthen cross-river cooperation and increase confidence among them;
- The reconstruction of the Community Centre makes the community more attractive from the social, economic, touristic points of view.

**Sustainability:** Peer organizations from both banks have been involved in joint trainings and activities making use of the Centre refurbished premises. A continuous direct communication between the local implementation partners (NGOs and LPA) was ensured. To strengthen the project sustainability and increase the level of ownership, additional financial contribution was mobilized from local administration while actively involving local leaders in the reconstruction process. Due to its geographical localisation and due to historic context, this project has a considerable confidence building potential. Following the reconstruction, a number of cross-river cultural events will be organized. Particularly a festival *We are from Rascov* is expected to take place in 2017. Based on thematic collaboration platform for culture soon to be established, the SCBM Program will support cross-river collaboration initiatives between communities and similar projects previously implemented on both banks of the Nistru River.

**Sub-Project 15: Reconstruction of the village sewer pipe (Speia, Anenii Noi district)**

**Objective:** To improve living conditions for Speia and neighbouring citizens by providing a renovated sewerage system (decreased pollution and higher quality social services)

**Beneficiaries:** 3,271 (village population: 1,720 women and 1,550 men)

**Budget:** 180,225 EUR

**Period of implementation:** October 2016 – February 2017

**Main results:** Performed works included connection of kindergarten, 5 floors-high buildings and the high school to the main pipeline of the sewerage system. It also included the construction of the sewerage pressure pipeline between pumping and waste treatment stations. The waste treatment station was purchased and is installed. The rehabilitation of the premises has been finalized in the first quarter of 2017.

Achievements to be emphasized:

- A modern water provision and sewerage system;
- Improved environmental conditions in the village and surrounding communities;
- Better water management and decreased waste of this resource in the region;
**Sustainability**: Experts from partner organization (Contact NGO) assisted the local authorities in updating the community development strategy. Representatives from Speia village attended the joint capacity building trainings organized in Chisinau. The project from Speia is unique in its thematic compared to all other initiatives financed by EU in the fourth phase of the SCBM Programme. It serves as a valuable example of community development initiatives and the local work group constantly shares its knowledge and experience of running such projects with interested counterparts.

**Sub-Project 16**: Renovation of the centre for victims of human trafficking in Tiraspol town (TN Region)

**Objective**: To renovate a part of a building formerly used as a children hospital and adapt it to accommodate the Centre for Victims of Human Trafficking; establish specialized psychological, social and legal counselling services for the beneficiaries of the centre and take over relevant expertise from similar organizations from the right bank.

**Beneficiaries**: 129 (120 persons assisted during the year and 9 staff: 67 women and 62 men)

**Budget**: 197,640 EUR

**Period of implementation**: January 2016 – September 2017

**Main results**: A design company was selected through a public tender. The technical design documentation and bill of quantities were developed and was approved by relevant local institutions. Based on developed documentation an open competition the project was approved for financing and an MOU was signed with the local partners. The required technical expertise and relevant technical estimates were performed allowing a smooth implementation process for the project. A construction company has been selected through an open competition to run the works. The roof and façade were renovated, and all external networks were completed. The premises were fully refurbished with a broad range of internal works performed like the replacement of the floor, doors, windows, electrical, water supply, sewerage and heating systems. The bedrooms, toilets and bathroom were fully repaired, furnished and equipped, in-line with the safety, sanitary norms and standards (the procedure and testing facilities). After long negotiations with the local authorities and public service providers from the left bank a new segment of electrical line was constructed allowing to interconnect the refurbished building to the electrical grid.

**Achievements to be emphasized**:  
- A functional shelter for victims of domestic violence or human trafficking - first of this kind on the left bank;  
- Adequate conditions are offered to the victims with the support trained personnel, allowing for legal and psychological assistance to be provided to the final beneficiaries;  
- Opportunities for transfer of expertise and know-how in the field from similar organizations on the right bank;

**Sustainability**: Peer organizations from the right bank have provide trainings and shared cumulated experience with the Resonance NGO, main stakeholder of the newly created service. Specialized personnel from the centre have benefited of trainings and visits across the river to learn the best practices of their colleagues from the right bank. Trainings and seminars were provided in the area of psychological counselling, social work with vulnerable persons, legal counselling and life skills development (for social reintegration), thus allowing for a fully-fledged social service to be established in the region. The created cross-river partnerships
between organizations working with victims of domestic violence should have a positive long-term effect on communities from both banks, making it possible to reduce the number of victims. The project will contribute to the sustainability of the project while providing socially needed services, increasing trust between citizens and professionals from both banks.

**Sub-Project 17: Renovation of the Community centre in Corjova village (Criuleni district)**

**Objective:** To renovate Community Centre that hosts socio-cultural and artistic events, to strengthen the cooperation between both banks of the Nistru river (Criuleni on one side and Dubasari and Grigoriopol on the other side)

**Beneficiaries:** 2,567 (village population: 1,335 women and 1,232 men)

**Budget:** 175,260 EUR

**Local contribution:** 44,488 EUR

**Period of implementation:** October 2016 – May 2017

**Main results:** Works performed so far include construction of an annex to the community centre and construction of a boiler house and its equipment with boilers. The roof was renovated, and reinforcement works for the entire roofing cast were performed. Interior works have been conducted. The building façade has been renovated, the electricity network was replaced, and indoor restrooms have been constructed or refurbished when it was the case. Access to the building was ensured – new pavement installed around the facility. The mini-football field was also asphalted. Project-related works have been completed end of 2017.

**Achievements to be emphasized:**
- A rehabilitated and modernized community centre available for all village inhabitants;
- Adequate rehearsal and performance conditions for the village folk dance and music groups;
- Given that the centre is the only one in the region with such a capacity it will serve as a host for cultural activities attended by representatives from regional communities from both banks of the Nistru river;

**Sustainability:** Experts from partner organization (Contact NGO) assisted local authorities in elaborating the community development strategy. Representatives of local administration attended joint capacity building activities organized in Chisinau. The refurbished premises are used to organize regular joint cultural events, for instance Miss elderly Corjova, which gathers contestants from both banks. Due to better conditions provided, more participants and spectators attend cultural events organized on the premises of the Community Centre. The institution has joined the Culture Platform, thus getting access to similar events organized in the region, including in neighbour localities. The platform allows the Centre staff to share experience and improve skills by attending capacity building activities and visits across the river to improve local capacities with direct impact on the future sustainability of the project.

**Sub-Project 18: Construction and equipment of the Office of Family Physicians from Hagimus village (Causeni district)**

**Objective:** To improve conditions for primary medical assistance and to consolidate relationships and communication among citizens from both banks. To provide better healthcare services to communities from both banks on the premises of Hagimus Office of Family Physicians.

**Beneficiaries:** 3,038 (1,550 women and 1,488 men)

**Budget:** 123,550 EUR

**Local contribution:** 23,765 EUR

**Period of implementation:** October 2016 – May 2017
Main results: The foundation has been set, the walls were raised, and a brand-new edifice was built. The roof has been repaired, doors and windows have been installed, and the façade has been constructed. Previous Office of Family Physicians was damaged, with high health and safety risks for patients. The new premises comply with all safety norms and regulations.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- A brand-new healthcare facility has been reconstructed;
- High quality healthcare services are now available to residents of Hagimus and neighbour villages, as well as for the Bender citizens (left bank);
- Healthcare personnel from Bender is employed part-time in the Office of Family Physicians;

Sustainability: Experts from partner organizations (Contact NGO) assisted the local authorities to update the community development strategy. Representatives of local administration have attended joint capacity building activities organized in Chisinau. A study visit to Hagimus was organized in 2016, being attended by 30 participants who have learned best practices of implementing EU-funded projects. The local working group is always open to share valuable experience with the less knowledgeable or first-time beneficiaries. The medical staff from the reconstructed Office of Family Physicians has attended capacity building activities provided by the Healthcare Platform, thus becoming more qualified and sharing cumulated knowledge with their colleagues, contributing to the overall sustainability of the project.

Sub-Project 19: Construction and equipping the sports field and playground at the Latin-script Theoretic Lyceum Evrika from Ribnita town

Objective: To construct and equip the sports field and the playground for children of the Theoretic Lyceum Evrika, ensuring adequate conditions to practice sports.

Beneficiaries: 469 (pupils, parents and staff: 260 women and 209 men)

Budget: 74,653 EUR

Period of implementation: January 2016 – TBD

Main results: A design company was selected through a public tender. The technical design documentation and bill of quantities have been developed, and a construction company was identified through an open competition. The sports arena has been reconstructed and part of the façade refurbished. The access routes asphalted. The facility and related works have been commissioned in 2018.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- A modern functional playground for pre-school children;
- A renovated and equipped sports field;
- Increased attractiveness of the school leading to growing number of enrolled pupils;

Sustainability: Experts from partner organization (Contact NGO) have elaborated capacity gaps assessment reports and capacity development action plans as well as confidence building action plans with the work group from Ribnita. Representatives from Ribnita attended joint capacity building trainings organized in Chisinau.

Sub-Project 20: Renovation of the Sports Complex facility in Serpeni village (Anenii Noi district)

Objective: To develop sports and culture infrastructure in the Serpeni village, thus creating conditions for cross-river collaboration and joint sports events and competitions.

Beneficiaries: 3,585 (village population: 1,865 women and 1,720 men)
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Budget: 180,164 EUR
Local contribution: 43,957 EUR
Period of implementation: January 2016 – September 2017

Main results: Construction works started in mid-December 2016. Performed works included reinforcement of roof beams and bearing walls, renovation of the sports hall. The roof of the building has been built, the façade and exterior finishing works have completed for the entire building. Inner yard of the school was paved. All electrical and heating networks were built from scratch. The sports hall was connected to hot water sources and shower facilities have been installed. New windows and doors were installed on the entire edifice.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- A modern area for leisure and sports activities in the village;
- Improved conditions for the organization of joint sports competitions and events;
- Overall increased attractiveness of the local community;

Sustainability: Experts from partner organization (Contact NGO) assisted local authorities in elaborating the community development strategy. Representatives of local authorities attended joint capacity building activities organized in Chisinau. A joint sports competition was already organized in Serpeni, bringing together football players from nearby communities including those from the left bank (Speia, Grigoriopol). The administration of the Sports Complex has joined the Education and Sports Platform benefiting of joint social and cultural activities. The Complex hosted sports competitions and retreats attended by athletes from both banks. The village has a solid record of cooperation with other localities from the left bank, which contributes to the sustainability of the project as a whole.

Sub-Project 21: Renovation of the village Community centre in Carmanovo village (Grigoriopol district)

Objective: To provide improved conditions allowing for high-quality cultural events to be organized on the left bank, which will facilitate cross-river cultural cooperation.

Beneficiaries: 2,128: 1,096 women and 1,032 men

Budget: 150,795 EUR
Local contribution: 3,000 EUR
Period of implementation: September 2016 – August 2017

Main results: Works for the elaboration of the technical design has been initiated and relevant technical documentation was obtained from the Grigoriopol public institutions. Performed works included full replacement of the roof (from slate to tiles), as well as partial rehabilitation of the building façade and refurbishment of the roof (from slate to tiles), as well as partial rehabilitation of the building façade and refurbishment of the grand hall, indoor restrooms and of the small hall. The hallway from the building was renovated. The flooring in the grand concert hall was repainted and stuffed chairs were repaired. Also, the façade of the building was partially refurbished and access routes repaired.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- A modern facility ready to host cultural, art and social enterprises;
- Improved performance of art groups;
- Increased number of participants in culture and art related events;

**Sustainability:** Experts from partner Organization visited the community and conducted three work sessions. Based on the results of the meetings with the local work group needs assessment and capacity gaps reports as well as capacity development and confidence building action plans were developed. Representatives of the Community Centre have attended the Culture Platform thus benefiting of capacity building activities and cross-river visits. The personnel of the community centre along with representatives from the local administration are continuously increasing their qualifications and improve their skills to manage EU-funded projects contributing to project and overall institution activity sustainability. Joint cultural events are regularly organized on the premises of the renovated Community Centre from Carmanovo, this ensuring project sustainability.

**Sub-Project 22:** Establishment of a Social Reintegration Centre for Youth from risk groups in Tiraspol

**Objective:** To create new opportunities for vulnerable teenagers (risk group) by accessing social integration services (protection and temporary safe accommodation from 3 months up to 3 years) and for personnel to receive relevant training from partners on the right bank.

**Beneficiaries:** Orphan children from Tiraspol (413) and from the entire left bank (1,731): 917 girls and 814 boys

**Budget:** 179,135 EUR

**Local contribution:** 27,000 EUR

**Period of implementation:** October 2016 – September 2017

**Main results:** A company responsible for the elaboration of the bills of quantities has been selected, thus the company is developing the technical estimates and bills of quantities. The construction company was identified based on open competition. The construction works included reinforcement of the entire building, construction of the second level together with the roof and access stairs to the 2nd level. The premises were fully reconstructed with a broad range of internal works performed like the replacement of old floor, doors, windows, electrical, water supply, sewerage and heating systems. The bedrooms, toilets and bathroom were fully reconstructed, in-line with the safety, sanitary norms and standards (the procedure and testing facilities). After long negotiations with the local authorities and public service providers from the left bank the building has been connected to all needed utilities. The building has been commissioned in the 4th quarter of 2018.

**Achievements to be emphasized:**
- A renovated centre and developed methodology on social and psychological assistance of youth;
- A trained team of specialists offering high quality social reintegration services;
- Assisted beneficiaries (equipped with relevant life skills) ready to be reintegrated into society;

**Sustainability:** Experts from partner organization (Interaction NGO) have conducted three work sessions. Based on the results of those sessions and in coordination with the local work group needs assessment and capacity gaps reports as well as capacity development and confidence building action plans are under development. Capacity building activities for this particular project include specialized trainings for the centre personnel as well as transfer of experience and knowledge in the field of social assistance for troubled teenagers and youth from relevant counterparts on the right bank. The centre actively provides services to vulnerable youth from the left bank and improved conditions as well as further development of the skills of the employees will ensure that a greater number of beneficiaries can be assisted and supported.

**Sub-Project 23:** Renovation of the school sports hall and cafeteria in Protegailovca village (Bender district)

**Objective:** To ensure modern conditions for the organization of the educational process for young village residents and facilitate cross river collaboration between representatives of the primary and secondary education institutions, from both banks of the Nistru river.
Beneficiaries: School pupils (65 girls and 75 boys + school staff 25 women and 8 men)
Budget: 133,638 EUR
Period of implementation: October 2016 – September 2017

Main results: A company responsible for the elaboration of the bills of quantities was selected, thus the company developed the technical estimates and bills of quantities. Also, a construction company has been identified and awarded. Performed works included renovation of the sports hall, repair of the floor, bathrooms and toilets. The sports hall has been furnished. The façade and exterior finishing works have been performed and access routes were repaired. The school cafeteria has been refurbished. Achievements to be emphasized:
- Overall improved conditions for pupils and teachers in the school;
- Potential increase in the number of pupils enrolling in the school;
- Modern cafeteria and sports hall for the village school;

Sustainability: Experts from partner organization (Interaction NGO) have conducted three work sessions. Based on the results of those sessions and in cooperation with the local work group needs assessment and capacity gaps reports as well as capacity development and confidence building action plans have been developed. Representatives of the school have joined the Education and Sports Platform allowing them to participate in capacity building activities and visits across the river to learn best practices from their peers. A renovated sports hall and cafeteria contribute directly to the quality of education process, allowing kids to attend after school activities for a healthier life. Moreover, on the renovated premises joint sports events are organized with the participation of athletes from both banks.

Sub-Project 24: Renovation of the village Sports Complex in Blijnii Hutor village (Slobozia district)

Objective: To improve sports and education social infrastructure of the village by means of renovating the largest sports and wellness complex in the area.
Beneficiaries: Village population (3,736 women and 3,313 men)
Estimated Budget: 175,880 EUR
Local contribution: 915 EUR
Period of implementation: October 2016 – October 2017

Main results: A company responsible for the elaboration of the bills of quantities was selected and provided technical estimates and bills of quantities. Also, a construction company has been identified and awarded. Performed works included renovation of the sports hall, repair of the floor, bathrooms and toilets. Some of the necessary equipment was procured. The façade and exterior have been repaired, along with the access routes. Part of windows and doors have been repaired. The facility has benefited of complex heating and cooling systems allowing the athletes to perform in better conditions. Achievements to be emphasized:
- Improved conditions for practicing football, volleyball, basketball, climbing and table tennis;
- Establishment of new sports sections and increase the variety of service provided by the Sports centre;
- A modern facility to host joint sports events and other cross river initiatives;
**Sustainability:** Experts from partner organization (Interaction NGO) visited the community and conducted three work sessions. Based on the results of those sessions and in cooperation with the local work group needs assessment and capacity gaps reports as well capacity development and confidence building action plans were elaborated. The facility is currently used for daily after school sports activities and for joint sports events attended by athletes from both banks. The administration of the Sports complex has attended the Education and Sports Platform, thus they benefit of capacity building activities and cross-river visits. Also, representatives of the Sports Complex and some of its athletes are involved in friendly retreats and fully-fledged regional contests / championships. The facility attracts an increased number of citizens making this project sustainable on long-term.

**Sub-Project 25: Renovation of the auxiliary block (sports hall and locker rooms) for the P. Erhan school in Tanatari village (Causeni district)**

**Objective:** Support and consolidate confidence building measures between residents of Tanatari village and Bender (left bank) through promoting sports activities and a healthy life style.

**Beneficiaries:** Pupils from the village school (160 girls and 110 boys) and pupils from sports school in Bender (150)

**Budget:** 96,342 EUR

**Local contribution:** 23,809 EUR

**Period of implementation:** November 2016 – May 2017

**Main results:** The Local Public Authority provided all relevant technical documentation, cost estimates and bills of quantities. A competition was organized, the construction company was selected, and the contract was signed. The required authorizations have been obtained and building reinforcement works were performed. The Sports Hall has been fully renovated and the building has been commissioned in 2017. Achievements to be emphasized:

- Renovated sports hall;
- Increased number of sports activities available in the school;
- A modern facility to host joint sports events and other cross river initiatives;

**Sustainability:** An expert from partner organization (CONTACT NGO) has conducted two sessions with the community initiative group to elaborate the confidence building and capacity development action plans also presenting them to the local authorities for coordination. Another capacity building activity envisaged the update of the local development strategy of Tanatari village. Renovated sports facilities such as the one in Tanatari village motivate the younger generation to start practicing sports early on, thus developing their understanding of the importance of a healthy life style. Therefore, an intervention implemented now leads to considerable impacts that last much longer than the actual project ensuring long-term sustainability.

**Sub-project 26: Repair of Garofita kindergarten**

**Objective:** To enhance cross-river cooperation between public institutions from both banks of the Nistru river by creating better opportunities for education and improved public services.

**Budget:** 84,141 EUR

**Local contribution:** 6,200 EUR

**Implementation period:** December 2017 – June 2017

**Beneficiaries:** Pupils from the village and neighbour localities, their parents – 1,286 people (300 children, 570 parents, grandparents 380, kindergarten staff 36)
Main activities: Reconstructed one of the kindergarten’s blocks, constructed the roof, renovated and equipped the music and sports hall. Fully repaired the cafeteria and three class rooms from the 2nd level. Achievements to be emphasized:
- Overall improved conditions for pupils and teachers in the school;
- Potential increase in the number of pupils enrolling in the school;
- Modern cafeteria and sports hall for the village school;

Sustainability: An expert from partner organization (CONTACT NGO) has conducted two sessions with the community initiative group to elaborate the confidence building and capacity development action plans also presenting them to the local authorities for coordination. Renovated kindergarten motivates young families to stay in the village due to improved social services available locally. Therefore, this intervention leads to considerable impacts at the local level that will last long time than and will ensure project sustainability.

Sub-project 27: Construction of the annex at the Family Physicians Centre

Objective: To enhance cross-river cooperation between public institutions from both banks of the Nistru river by creating better opportunities through improved public services.

Budget: 51,907 EUR
Local contribution: 5,672 EUR
Implementation period: July 2016 – November 2017
Beneficiaries: More than 15,000 patients from Varnita, Bender and neighbour localities.

Main activities: Construction works started in July 2016. Performed construction of the annex at the Family Physicians Centre, including the walls, roof, communication networks, install of doors, windows and interior works. Internal network of water supply and sewerage, heating and ventilation systems have been upgraded. New power equipment and internal electrical lighting, anti-fire warning, telecommunication networks were installed. External network of water supply and sewerage were constructed, along with the fence around the healthcare institution. The public space around the Office of Family Physicians has been greened.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- The healthcare institution has improved capacities to provide services to an increased number of patients;
- High quality healthcare services are now available to residents of Varnita and neighbour villages, as well as for the Bender citizens (left bank);
- Healthcare personnel from Bender is employed in the Varnita Office of Family Physicians;

Sustainability: An expert from partner organization (CONTACT NGO) has conducted two sessions with the community initiative group to elaborate the confidence building and capacity development action plans also presenting them to the local authorities for coordination. Renovated kindergarten motivates young families to stay in the village due to improved social services available locally. Therefore, this intervention leads to considerable impacts at the local level that will last long time than and will ensure project sustainability.

Sub-project 28: Repairing the Copanca Firefighting and Emergency Station

Objective: To increase confidence between communities across the river by providing better services in case of fire or emergency, to people in need from both banks.

Budget: 83,055 EUR
Local contribution: 12,650 EUR
Implementation period: October 2017 – April 2018
Beneficiaries: Over 15,000 people living in Copanca, Valea Verde, Plop Stiubei, Gradinita and Leuntea villages as well as Cremenciug, Chitcani, Merenesti and Zagorna villages administrated by Tiraspol
Main activities: The works started in October 2017 and since then extensive reconstruction has been performed, doors and engineering systems were replaced. The edifice was endowed with a meeting area and a room to host persons that need a shelter when affected by an emergency. A sanitary group that corresponds to adequate conditions was built. The façade was renovated and thermally insulated. In the frame of the project, all needed equipment for interventions and for the sports hall was procured.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Over 15,000 people living in Copanca, Valea Verde, Plop Stiubei, Gradinita and Leuntea villages as well as Cremenciug, Chitcani, Merenesti and Zagorna villages administrated by Tiraspol benefit of improved emergency services;
- Employees of the Copanca Firefighting and Emergency Station benefit of improved working conditions;
- There is an improved confidence between people across the river, as the perception at the level of local communities is that there are no boundaries when someone needs help.

Sustainability: An expert from partner organization (CONTACT NGO) has conducted two sessions with the community initiative group to elaborate the confidence building and capacity development action plans also presenting them to the local authorities for coordination. Renovated Firefighting Station provides access to better services to inhabitants of at least 9 localities from both banks. Therefore, this intervention leads to considerable impacts at the local level that will last long time than and will ensure project sustainability.

Sub-project 29: Repairing the Rezina and Rybnitia Chess Schools

Objective: To increase confidence between communities across the river by providing better services in case of fire or emergency, to people in need from both banks.

Budget: 135,451 EUR

Local contribution: 732 EUR

Implementation period: December 2017 – April 2018

Beneficiaries: Direct – 730 pupils joining the chess classes from both banks, their parents and both schools’ coaches. Indirect: Citizens of both cities 15,000 people living in Copanca, Valea Verde, Plop Stiubei, Gradinita and Leuntea villages as well as Cremenciug, Chitcani, Merenesti and Zagorna villages administrated by Tiraspol

Main activities: Adequate conditions were created for children attending both chess schools from Rezina and Rybnita, the classes were fully refurbished: electrical grid, doors, windows, floor, heating system network, and ventilation were totally replaced. Sanitary groups were replaced and now correspond to modern standards. Façade was renovate at the Rybnita chess school. Lightning system was installed in-line with modern standards and according to the needs of a chess class. A wheelchair ramp was built for people with disabilities and sanitary utilities have been improved in both Chess Schools.

The club was endowed with furniture: chess tables, chairs, wardrobe, as well as sports equipment: chess boards, chess pieces, chess demonstration (teaching) boards, books, chess clocks.

Achievements to be emphasized:
- Yearly over 700 children from both towns attend both chess schools and are preparing for chess events. Kids and young people from both banks participate in regularly organized common chess events;
- Children and teachers got access to improved and adequate conditions;
- The refurbished premises address the needs of across the river communities for social activities.

Sustainability: Experts from partner organizations (CONTACT and INTERACTION NGOs) have conducted two sessions with the community initiative groups to elaborate the confidence building and capacity development action plans also presenting them to the local authorities for coordination. Refurbished chess schools provide...
access to new services to inhabitants from both cities and neighbour localities, preparing kids and young people for chess tournaments and international competitions. Therefore, this intervention leads to considerable impacts at the local level that will last long time than and will ensure project sustainability.

**Sub-project 30: Assessment of data users’ capacities on both banks of the Nistru River**

**Implemented by:** Magenta Consulting, Chisinau in cooperation with Sigma-Expert, Tiraspol  

**Main Objectives:** to assess the data users’ capacities from both banks of Nistru River and their satisfaction with the available statistics  

**Budget:** 46,319 EUR  

**Implementation period:** November 2015 - August 2016  

**Beneficiaries:** direct – statistical services from both banks; indirect – data users from both banks  

**Main activities:**
- A quantitative survey conducted, complemented by a qualitative analysis and an analytical report evaluating the existing capabilities of the data users, containing recommendations to overcome the identified gaps;
- The peculiarities and preferences of data users from both banks were analysed including: preferred types and means of information, data presentation form, frequency and periodicity, the way the data is being used by data users from both banks;
- Proposals for a training programme based on the identified needs have been produced.

**Sustainability:** Based on the recommendations provided in the report, the development of *Training materials to build capacities of data producers and users* was launched in November 2016. The materials are to be further used within learning activities.

![Presentation of the Data users' satisfaction surveys](image)

**Sub-project 31: Capacity development support for statisticians and data users on both banks of Nistru River**

**Implemented by:** CERME, Romania in consortium with CIVICUS, Romania and ISDI, Moldova  

**Main Objectives:** Improve the professional performance of statisticians from both banks and strengthen their capacities  

**Budget:** 43,853 EUR  

**Implementation period:** December 2016 - July 2017  

**Beneficiaries:** Direct – statistical services on both banks. Indirect: data users from both banks  

**Main activities:**
- A consortium was selected to elaborate the *training materials to build capacities of data producers and users*. Statistical services from both banks will benefit of the materials and trainings with similar content for both banks statistical services, which will promote the UN Fundamental Principles of official statistics.

**Sustainability:** The expected content of the courses for statisticians will be further digitalized and transformed into a e-learning platform to be used by both statistical offices.

**Sub-project 32: Joint workshops and study visits for statistical practitioners from both banks**

**Implemented by:** Statistical services from both banks  

**Main Objectives:** Gain knowledge get acquainted with international standards, requirements and best European practices in the area of statistics
Budget: 22,854 EUR  
Implementation period: May - December 2016  
Beneficiaries: Direct – statistical services on both banks. Indirect: data users from both banks benefiting of better data produced by skilled statisticians  
Main activities:  
Participation in a number of international events with the goal to enlarge the horizon on collecting data and producing official statistics:  
- Regional workshop on 2030 Agenda, emerging practices and tools for SDGs nationalization and localization, lessons learned and good examples from the participating countries;  
- UNECE Workshop on Gender Statistics;  
- Work session on Gender Statistics: knowledge gained on international standards and practices by statisticians from both banks;  
- UNECE High-level Seminar on Harmonization of Poverty Statistics in CIS. Challenges related to producing comparable / reliable poverty data have been defined, and inequality indicators to monitor sustainable development in CIS countries were proposed;  
- 4th meeting of the Eastern Partnership’s Panel of Statistics, under the Platform 2: Economic Integration and Convergence with EU Policies;  
- Eurostat seminar on statistical metadata;  
- Eurostat training course on Introduction to Big Data and its tools.  
Sustainability: Statisticians from both banks gained technical skills, learned from international practices, shared opinions and experience with other countries representatives, got familiarized with the challenges faced by statisticians. An outstanding achievement is the participation of joint teams in the above-mentioned events.

Sub-project 33: Workshop aimed at familiarization with ILO international standards in areas of labour statistics (Tiraspol)  
Implemented by: UNDP in collaboration with ILO-STAT, Geneva  
Main Objectives: Familiarize the participants with the recent ILO concepts, definitions and indicators concerning statistics of work, employment and labour underutilization in labour force surveys.  
Budget: 3,575 EUR  
Implementation period: September 28-29, 2016  
Beneficiaries: 15 statisticians from the statistical service in Tiraspol, Bender and other 5 rayon, 6 lectures from the T. Shevchenko University  
Main activities:  
- The statisticians and data users from the left bank, got acquainted with the latest ILO and international concepts and employment statistics to the targeted data producers and users.  
Sustainability: The statisticians from the left bank have the real possibility to implement in practice the knowledge gained during the seminar.

Sub-project 34: Organization of a seminar on statistical Household Surveys as the main data collection tool for social statistics (Tiraspol)  
Implemented by: UNDP Moldova with the expert support from the Istanbul Regional Hub  
Main Objectives: Familiarize participants with the concept and methodology of the Household Surveys, their advantages, as well as international best practices and experience on production of social statistics  
Budget: 7,897 EUR
Implementation period: December 6-8, 2016
Beneficiaries: 12 statisticians from the statistical service in Tiraspol, Bender and 5 rayon, 4 specialists from the de-facto authority of social protection from Tiraspol and 4 specialists from the de-facto central bank, 4 lectures from the Shevchenko University

Main activities:
- The trainees improved their skills and got acquainted with the international concepts and definitions related to the statistical households’ surveys which are lacking on the left bank. The sessions were accompanied by practical activities and exercises related to the identification of social statistics’ needs, assessment of available data source, sampling design, planning of a survey and needed resources

Sustainability: The experts helped drafting a roadmap for the gradual implementation of household budget survey on the left bank, based on the model existing on the right bank.

Sub-project 34: Organization of seminars on software for analysis of statistical data
Implemented by: UNDP Moldova
Main Objectives: Improve the skills of statisticians from both banks to operate with data processing tools
Budget: 5,617 EUR
Implementation period: December 20-23, 2016
Beneficiaries: 22 statisticians from the statistical service from both banks

Main activities:
- Two courses carried on the use of specialized data processing tools. The courses contributed to the development of theoretical knowledge and practical skills on using software for analysis of data.

Sustainability: The training was elaborated based on the attendees’ homework and their case studies, enabling statisticians to get all necessary practical abilities and apply them later on, in their daily activities.

Current Status: training completed

Sub-project 35: Grants competition for evidence-based analytical papers on sustainable development
Implemented by: UNDP Moldova
Main Objectives: Develop clear analytical reports, through the use of relevant data and available disaggregation, which describe the current status in the proposed SDG thematic areas
Budget: 17,973 EUR
Implementation period: September 2016 – February 2017
Beneficiaries: IPP (NGO) and an expert from T. Shevchenko University; Ecostrategii and Society for Bulgarian Culture Rodolubec; Independent Institute of law and civil society (NGO) and an expert from the State University of Moldova; IDIS Viitorul and European Agency for Economic Research, Reconstruction and Development, Tiraspol

Main activities: 4 NGOs from both banks have developed evidence-based analytical papers on sustainable development, covering the following topics: [1] Evaluation of infrastructure of educational institutions with equal access to education (SDG9), [2] Eroded soils’ improvement in the wetland area of the Nistru river for organic farming and poverty reduction (SDG1), [3] Evaluation of the potential for sustainable development of small towns of Nistru valley (SDG11), [4] A comparative overview on labour market inequalities: key trends and perspectives (SDG8). The 4 papers will include: situational analysis, findings and recommendations on improvement measures, gaps in data/evidence availability.

Sustainability: This activity is to improve the dialogue and interaction between data analysts and researchers activating on both banks through common objectives on informing the population and stimulating public
discussions on 2030 Agenda and stimulating the use of available evidences and data gaps identification. The papers analysis will cover both banks of Nistru river.
Annex 2a: List of Capacity Building Projects

Support for cross-river collaboration and confidence building activities - Given that all social infrastructure projects funded under the SCBM framework could be divided into five major activity fields – education, healthcare, sports, culture and environment protection – it was decided that the cross-river collaboration platforms will be organized around these particular domains as well. A concept on platforms and the mechanism of their activity was elaborated and coordinated with Project leaders. The rationale behind the establishment of a thematic collaboration platform is to ensure an organized structure that will allow members to stay in contact, exchange news, post announcements, take part in capacity development initiatives and invite guests and participants from opposite banks of the Nistru river to thematic events and activities.

In this regard, an open competition for the creation of thematic collaboration platforms was successfully carried out at the end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017 and four organizations were selected to complete the task. Contracts have been signed with the entities selected for the education platform (later merged with the sports platforms) – ProDidactica; culture – ICOM (International Council of Museums in Moldova), Healthcare AO Nova, and environment – Eco-Tiras. According to the signed contracts, the main responsibilities of the identified platform leaders were the development of an implementation methodology and work plan for each platform, the actual establishment of the platform and elaboration of needs assessment reports for each member of the initiated structure. In addition, each leader will be responsible for the development and strengthening of the platform through capacity building activities and study/exchange visits within the country as well as abroad. A final task for the contracted organizations has been to elaborate a sustainability plan for each platform, which will expand beyond the timeframe of the current SCBM phase.

Sub-project 1: Increased capacities for sustainable development and ensuring access of most vulnerable to public services by empowering communities;

Implemented by: 4 thematic platforms listed below

Main Objectives: to support, through dialogue and expertise, the initiation of mutually beneficial sectorial dialogue and projects, as well as capacity building and transfer of experience from one bank to another. The ideas generated through thematic collaboration platforms are translated into specific confidence-building projects and blueprints for further development interventions.

Budget: 477,095.50 USD

Implementation period: December 2016 – December 2018

Main activities: 5 thematic platforms had been established to complement the infrastructure projects, implemented during previous phases of the SCBM Programme. The platforms are a non-political CBM mechanism which can credibly develop and implement projects in their respective subject areas – Health, Environment, Culture, Education and Sports. After the platforms have become operational and their membership has been defined, all stakeholders have been invited to attend: NGOs, thematic experts, business leaders, local authorities, public and community leaders/activists. The platform members had developed CBM projects focused on solving emerging social problems by involving the grassroots cooperation between beneficiary institutions. People from both banks of the Nistru River got access to upgraded conditions for education, cultural, health care services and sport
activities, to consolidate various partnerships. Moreover, to strengthen the capacities of thematic platforms and to increase their notoriety it was decided to launch the Small Grants Programme. 30 selected beneficiaries had developed their action plans in-line with 5 defined thematic, supported by platforms’ leaders and experts. The established objective had been achieved through a set of activities that include: Thematic trainings; Local cross river exchange visits; International study visits; Strategy development.

**Sustainability:** The project sustainability initiatives within the platforms and the Small Grants Programme is achieved through established partnerships and favourable conditions for generating ideas and finding funds for joint future initiatives. The platforms’ leaders go on mentoring the members on the professional activity and project management. They do involve their members in activities, which contribute to confidence consolidation.

**Sub-project 1.1:** Establishing a cross river specialised platform on educational and sports thematic, which aims to harness the confidence building potential of implemented infrastructural projects and enhance the cross-river collaboration between beneficiary communities  
**Implemented by:** NGO Educational Centre Pro Didactica in partnership with NGO Contact and Centre of Innovative Educational and Social Programmes from the left bank  
**Budget:** 153,045.50 USD  
**Implementation period:** December 2016 - November 2018, extended before December 2018  
**Beneficiaries:** direct – 696 participants and members of thematic platform. Indirect beneficiaries – communities, SGP from both banks of Nistru river, experts, schools and kindergarten representatives.  
**Main activities:**

- Assessed needs of both banks organizations in the field of education and sports, as a result it was concluded that the inclusive and non-formal education are two of emerging areas to be developed on the next stage;
- Developed and shared among its members a Guide on the implementation of innovations in education and sports on both banks of the Nistru river (Annex 6). The Guide is being used by the managers of educational institutions from both riverbanks in their daily work.
- Workshops and trainings organized on topics like Interactive methods for team work or Development of leadership skills, in Chisinau and Tiraspol;
- Organized a study visit to Evrica Lyceum from Ribnita (localized on the left bank and administrated by Chisinau) to learn best practices of cooperation between educational institutions from both banks;
- A study visit organized to Finland to get acquainted with the Finnish educational system and to facilitate an exchange of experience between educational actors from both banks; As a result, were encouraged the twinning of schools with other institutions from Romania in order to implement the partnership principles known in Finland;
- Visits across the river at the school from Butor (left bank) and Avdarma villages (right bank), organized for the platform members to learn the best practices and exchange their experience in guiding children from the rural area to socialize and be involved in joint activities;
- Launched a round table to present the results and perspectives of the Education and Sports platform;
- Drafted and published a brochure describing the project targets and achieved results by the cooperation platform and their members;
• Visit organized to Bulgaria to learn from the European practices on inclusive education and sports activities for kids with disabilities, as well as to visit modern sports facilities where new education methodologies are implemented;
• Thematic workshop organized to identify the Future perspectives to develop the private education sector with focus on the left bank education system;
• Launched the Summer School aiming at supporting participants to implement innovative approaches to improve the Educational system from both banks;
• Organized the workshop of experts to discuss issues faced by non-formal education.

Sustainability: The platform will continue to function as a collaborative mechanism for institutions, communities, specialized NGOs, thematic experts, universities, research institutes and community leaders creating a coordination centre that will organize and conduct cross-platform events, provide connections, significantly expand media coverage, help generate joint projects and implement them through collaborative mechanisms. If thus supported, the platform significantly expand its areas of application and use the significant untapped potential for confidence building between organizations, institutions and communities of the two banks of the Dniester.

Sub-project 1.2: Establishing a cross river specialised platform on health care services thematic, which aims to harness the confidence building potential of implemented infrastructural projects and enhance the cross-river collaboration between beneficiary communities

Implemented by: NGO Association for Women and Children NOVA in partnership with Center of Reproductive Health from the left bank

Budget: 125,749.00 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 - November 2018, extended before December 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – 540 members of thematic platform. Indirect beneficiaries – around 2500 (communities, medical centers, hospitals, SGP from both banks of Nistru river).

Main activities:
• Launched the awareness campaign on [1] the risks of high blood pressure among the adult population and [2] correct nutrition and risks of obesity for the adult population;
• Organized the study visit to Kaunas, Lithuania, for specialists from both banks of the Nistru River to learn best practices and evidence-based interventions and designed the 3rd newsletter on the visit outcomes;
• Provided training courses and simulations on Obstetric Emergencies for 13 specialists from various medical institutions from the left bank of the Nistru River
• Provided training courses quality management to strengthen the skills of both banks’ medical personnel;
• Organized the cross-river visit at the Health Center from Varnita for specialists from the left bank to share evidence-based interventions;
• 2 Social events on „Obesity and the role of healthy food” organized on 20 January 2018, school in Gura-Bîcului village, Anenii-Noi and Clinical Hospital, Tiraspol
• the procurement and transportation of the batch of oral contraceptives from Kiev to Tiraspol organized.

Sustainability: Capacity building activities aim to ensure the sustainability of the infrastructural projects and strengthen their confidence building potential. The health platform showed that there is significant potential for confidence building between organizations, institutions and communities of the two banks of the Nistru, and that both banks would benefit from cross river thematic collaboration. An outline of Platforms’ activities is presented in the Annex 11.

Sub-project 1.3: Establishing a cross river specialised platform on environment thematic, which aims to harness the confidence building potential of implemented infrastructural projects and enhance the cross-river collaboration between beneficiary communities

Implemented by: NGO Eco Tiras, in partnership with Ecospectrum from the left bank

Budget: 123,680.00 USD

Implementation period: March 2017 - November 2018

Beneficiaries: direct – 727 members of thematic platform. Indirect beneficiaries –around 3600 (local public authorities and local public institutions - beneficiaries of previous SCBM projects), environmental institutions ans NGOs, experts, scientific community, agricultural specialists and farmers from both banks of Nistru river).

Main activities:
• more than 400 participants at the 12 organised seminars get acquainted with:
  o Environmental challenges of the Nistru region
  o Environmental education, international environmental legislation, duties of local authorities in environmental. protection
  o Environmental legislation, protected areas and forests of the both banks: role of LPA and NGOs
  o Methods of sustainable and organic agriculture
  o Innovative technologies for rural areas to adopt to climate change
  o Water safety and protection of small rivers
  o Natural History education on both banks
  o Environmental education in schools as a way to sustainable development and green economy – for teachers
  o The role of forests and vegetation in rural sustainability and development and alternative energy sources in rural areas.
• The platform members participated at 2 International Conferences:
  o Biodiversity and Factors influencing on Dniester River Ecosystems
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- Organized internal study visits (Agricultural Institute, agricultural farms and AcvaTir company, Codru, Padurea Domneacsa, Suta de Movile lagorlic natural reservations).
- During the study visit abroad (Germany) the platform members learn about best practices in terms of environment preservation and practical solution for solving the environment issues;
- Created the professional thematic groups (ecological and sustainable agriculture; preservation of the Nistru; environmental education and training; scientific cooperation of universities and NGOs);
- Identified the main priorities for further cooperation within the framework of the platform.

Sustainability: Due to involvement of a strong pull of academics as consultants were reached the attractiveness of the Platform for all perspective stakeholders, but involvement of lyceums teachers gave the opportunity to do the process more sustainable via the youth. Finally were established a huge family of people tolerant and friendly to their co-nationals from another bank, for whom the environmental values are important as a task to reach the better life level for their communities, societies or regions. The platform will continue to function as a specialized thematic informal structure enabling collaboration in the thematic environmental area in line with the developed priorities and areas, being a collaboration mechanism for institutions, communities, specialized NGOs, thematic experts, universities and research institutions and community leaders/activists.

Sub-project 1.4: Establishing a cross river specialised platform on culture thematic, which aims to harness the confidence building potential of implemented infrastructural projects and enhance the cross-river collaboration between beneficiary communities

Implemented by: NGO ICOM MOLDOVA, in partnership with NGO Paragon from the left bank
Budget: 104,621.00 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 - November 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – 429 members of thematic platform. Indirect beneficiaries – around 65000 (local public authorities and local public institutions - beneficiaries of previous SCBM projects), cultural institutions and NGOs, experts, visitors which attended cultural events from both banks of Nistru river).

Main activities:
- Provided trainings on the promotion of sustainable development of the cultural institutions, to identify new opportunities for cross-river cooperation;
- The thematic needs of community development from both banks of the river were assessed for the first time.
- There were concluded 8 partnerships between cultural institutions of both banks of the Nistru River.
- More than 120 representatives from various cultural fields participated in joint events.
- Four internal exchange visits were organized on both banks. Platform team conducted survey for every visit and proposed suitable theme for choice of community and gave practical advices.
  - Four trainings were held. Organized master classes, creative workshops, film screenings, exhibitions.
  - One study visit abroad to Cyprus to improve the expertise for the management and staff of cultural institutions, when solving the local communities emerging needs.
  - There were drafted and submitted 8 joint projects for the small-grants program and more than 50 ideas for future CBM projects collected
- Platform team helped Platform participants on every stage of creating partnerships.
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• More than 80 interviews conducted joint report on culture of both banks created.
• Joint development of methodology for needs assessment and development of strategic and operational planning of the cultural sector.
• Communication strategy with members and attraction of new cultural managers, NGO activists
• Forming pull of 14 high qualified experts from both banks of river Dniester
• Analysis (qualitative research) of the needs of the cultural sector in 4 main areas
• Development of a joint action plan for 4 main thematic areas of culture and 4 policy proposals for each direction
• Organization and financial support of the music jazz festival in Bender Fortress
• Monitoring of the projects, that received support during Small grants program

**Sustainability:** The platform covered 14 communities in the Security zone and beyond and included 120 cultural managers, therefore significantly contributing to addressing joint problems and establishing sustainable partnerships between cultural managers. Culture managers on both banks started working with each other as in areas of joint planning of events and joint skills development. The platforms established successful grassroots cooperation and have proven to be a promising non-political SCBM mechanism which can develop and implement projects in respective thematic areas. The platform also showed that in each of these thematic areas there is significant untapped potential for confidence building between organizations, institutions and communities of the two banks of the Dniester, and that the banks would benefit from cross river thematic collaboration.

**Sub-project 2:** 30 Small Grants projects supported in the security zone (on both banks of the Nistru)

**Implemented by:** 30 NGO and their partners from both banks

**Main Objectives:** To provide support for projects oriented towards facilitation of the settlement and post-settlement period in areas like social infrastructure, education, environment, health care, culture and others.

**Budget:** 628,626.33 USD

**Implementation period:** December 2016 – December 2018

**Main activities:** 30 small grants projects had been established to complement the infrastructure projects, implemented during previous phases of the SCBM Programme.

**Sustainability:** The project sustainability initiatives within the Small Grants Programme is achieved through established partnerships and favourable conditions for generating ideas and finding funds for joint future initiatives. Teams of specialists trained within the projects will have the opportunity to establish closer professional links between the institutions in which they work.

**Small Grants projects**

**Sub-project 2.1:** Information Resource Center for Culture Establishment

**Implemented by:** Public Association Centrul de Asistenta si Interventii Comunitare in partnership with House of Culture and Village Council of Dorotcoie village and House of Culture of Chitcani village from the left bank

**Budget:** 15,062.5 USD

**Implementation period:** December 2016 - October 2018

**Beneficiaries:** direct – 191 participants from both communities, including 162 women. Indirect beneficiaries – local communities, population from both banks of Nistru river

**Main activities:**

The first stage of the project was dedicated to the formation of a base of potential participants for club meetings and visits. With support of the Platform of Culture was collected contacts of all cultural managers, representatives of non-profit organizations and initiative groups.

The project team prepared interactive survey tools for potential participants, designed questionnaires in accordance with the requirements for logo placement;
During the implementation of the project were organized:

- 3 Clubs of cultural and leisure activities, with more than 90 participants from both banks, including 70 women. Within the framework of each Club the regular meetings took place. Subjects of club meetings addressed important issues of cultural activity, including issues of legal literacy of cultural managers. Each meeting provoked extensive discussions and pushed representatives of cultural institutions, public organizations and local authorities to work together. Main themes of Club discussion:
  
  - Writing projects / participation in grant programs of the cultural sector
  - New ideas and formats of events organized by cultural institutions
  - Legal support of the Culture development in a market economy

- 2 internal study visits organized in Palanca and Manuc-Bei museum, Hincesti

- During the external study visit in Iasi, Romania, 22 participants/19 women get acquainted with modern museum institutions management and best practices in informing the public, organizing exhibits, creating new format of events, cooperating between cultural institutions, actions aimed at consolidating the community and increasing interest in history and culture.

- 1 conference on Socio-cultural trends on both banks of the Nistru organized in Chisinau with 21 participants/15 women.

**Sustainability:** The project improved the understanding of the participants that, despite the difference in the activities of cultural institutions, have a large number of common problems and aspirations. Regular discussion of new ideas, opportunities and methods to improve the quality of provided services, the introduction of new cultural products, interaction with partners and the community helps beneficiaries from the both banks to realize the need for close collaboration.

**Sub-project 2.2:** Sustainable Houses of Culture as the Heart of Strengthening Trust on two Banks of River Nistru

**Implemented by:** Center of Cultural Policies in partnership with Houses of Culture from Molovata village and Carmanovo village (left bank)

**Budget:** 23,613.74 USD

**Implementation period:** December 2016 - October 2018, extended before November, 2018

**Beneficiaries:** direct – 191 participants from both communities, including 162 women. Indirect beneficiaries – local communities, population from both banks of Nistru river

**Main activities:**

During the implementation of the project were organized:

- the methodology of continuous cultural training for ensuring the sustainability of cultural houses on both sides of the Nistru developed and distributed;

- a working visit at the Băhăraști Culture House, Floresti district for 24 project participants/14 women organised;

- 4 trainings were provided for all localities participating in the project on:
  
  - Strategic Planning,
  - Management of the Cultural Projects,
  - Mapping the cultural resources of the community;

- Support for the houses of culture in implementation of the specific projects elaborated by in the localities:
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- Molovata: film screening “Noaptea filmelor sub stele”
- Carmanovo: the contest “Талантов россыпь – гениев полет”
- Slobozia-Dusca: festival “Datini scăldate în apele Nistrului”
- Dorotcaia: caritable action “Eu cu tine să facem un bine!”
- Grigoriopol: “Голос улиц”
- Bălăieniști: “Folclor pentru popor”
- Speia: caritable action “Ajută clopoțelul să sune pentru fiecare copil”

- The additional resources invested by project participants exceed the sum of 165,000,00 MDL
- the website www.cultura.md developed and managed;
- Support in launching the Carmanovo culture house;
- Development and launch of the Guide for the managers of the houses of culture (Annex 10).

Sustainability: All project activities contributed to the proposed goal of strengthening the trust between the population on both banks of the Nistru, being implemented with the direct participation of the target groups on both banks, representatives of the cultural houses, the local public administration and communities.
The effectiveness of the project found its confirmation when, after the first activities, the teams from the neighboring villages such as Sipca and Malaiesti from Grigoriopol (left bank) and Mărculești, Gura Camencii (the right bank) expressed their willingness to participate in the project. The Working Group supported these initiatives, thus increasing the number of direct project beneficiaries.

Sub-project 2.3: Treatment of hepatitis is real
Implemented by: Center of legal initiatives in partnership with Central rayon Hospital in Ribnita (left bank), Rayon Hospital in Rezina

Budget: 15126,78 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 - August 2018, extended before October, 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – around of 900 persons from both banks, trained about the problem of viral hepatitis and benefited of medical care. Indirect beneficiaries – around 3000 persons from both banks informed about the problem of viral hepatitis.

Main activities:
During the implementation of the project were organized:
- a round table to launch of the project in Rybnitsa, attended by 30 participants/20 women: doctors and health workers of the Rybnitsa and Rezina district hospitals, volunteers of the NGO Center of legal initiatives, and students of the Medical University.
- a seminar on the Acquaintance with the Moldova National Program on Combating Hepatitis, attended by 19 participants/15 women.
- 2 visits on the exchange of experience of the medical staff of the Rybnita District Hospital to the Rezina District Hospital took place.
- a training was held for volunteers to develop their communication skills and to familiarize them with the problem of viral hepatitis. The training was attended by 18 participants/16 women,
- A Hepatitis Campaign was conducted, during which 3,000 people / 2,034 women were informed about the risks of viral hepatitis.
- Provision of medical care for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of viral hepatitis in health facilities in Rybnitsa and Rezina by hepatologists.
- Consultations provided for more than 1000 patients / 609 women with viral hepatitis and liver cirrhosis, including 142 from Rybnitsa /82 women and 9 patients from Kamenka / 6 women.
In the framework of the National Program for the Control of Hepatitis in the Republic of Moldova, 212 patients /115 women received free treatment, including 28 patients from the Left Bank of the Nistru /13 women.

A round table was held dedicated to the completion of the project, attended by 19 participants/15 women.

During the project have been developed and printed:
- information brochure about the project (1500 copies);
- Hepatitis information flyer (1500 copies: 750 in Russian and 750 in Romanian);
- informational calendars to combat hepatitis (500 desk calendars and 1000 pocket calendars).

These materials were distributed during the above activities in Rybnita, Rezina and Kamenca hospitals.

**Sustainability:** Thanks to the activities of the project, the medical staff from the Right and Left Bank became more open to each other and ready for joint cooperation, which is currently ongoing. After the project is completed, cooperation between partners from the Left and Right Banks does not stop; doctors continue to work to redirect patients with hepatitis from the Left to the Right Bank for treatment under the medical insurance policy. In the future, it is planned to cooperate with the institutions of Tiraspol and Chisinau, which work on the treatment of hepatitis.

**Sub-project 2.4:** Creating a Professional Partnership to Ensure Social Aid for Young People at Risk from Both Banks of the River Nistru

**Implemented by:** Charity Fund for Children's Support «Детство детям» in partnership with Community Health Centre “Asclepio” Varnita village

**Budget:** 23696,45 USD

**Implementation period:** December 2016 - September 2018

**Beneficiaries:** direct – around 50 persons - young people at risk from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – around 20 persons from both banks trained during the project in social and professional integration services for youth in a difficult life situation.

**Main activities:**

- Online consultations were held with the experts of the NGO “Demos” on the implementation of the methodology of the work of the Social and Professional Integration Service for Youth.
- A trained team of specialists provided social, psychological and legal support services for adolescents who are in a difficult life situation.
- 20 adolescents at risk receive services for social adaptation and professional integration.
- provided mentoring to improve the professional level in the provision of services for the social adaptation and integration of young people in the Detstvo deteam Center in Tiraspol.
- Trainings were conducted on the intercultural interaction of adolescents at risk from two centers of Varnitsa and Tiraspol, organized by the specialists of these Centers from the right and left banks.
- Master classes in Moldavian cuisine conducted with the participation of teenagers at risk from the two centers of Varnitsa and Tiraspol.
- The photo exhibition “The Faces of Our Youth” were developed and organized in Varnitsa and Tiraspol with 6 special stands, prizes, diplomas with 74 participants/25 women.
- Guided tours of cultural and historical sites on both banks of the Dniester organized for beneficiaries.
- A round table on summarizing the project was held in Tiraspol.

**Sustainability:** Thanks to the activities of the project, 2 NGOs from the both banks improved the quality of their services and will continue to cooperate in future for social adaptation and integration of young people.

**Current Status:** completed

**Sub-project 2.5:** Prophylactic approach to women’s reproductive health
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Implemented by: Business club “Economic effect” in partnership with Village Clinic in Ciobrucli; Health Center in Gura-Bicului; Health Center in Copanca

Budget: 23,655.57 USD

Implementation period: December 2016 – September 2018

Beneficiaries: direct – around of 225 persons from both banks/ 200 women, benefited of medical care and training. Indirect beneficiaries – around 670 persons from both banks.

Main activities:
During the implementation of the project were organized:

- 2 round tables on “Clinical examination of patients with precancerous cervical diseases and screening of cervical cancer” was held for 59 participants /39 women.
- A seminar on the “Actual problems of the dental and gynecological diseases of women” was held for 32 participants / 26 women.
- A training seminars for medical employees provided in medical centers of Chobrucli, Kopanca and Gura Bicului villages with 55 participants / 40 women.
- 7 medical examination provided in medical centers of Chobrucli, Kopanca and Gura Bicului villages for 123 participants / 90 women.
- Participation in an international master class in Kiev on cervical pathology management with experts from the European Federation of Colposcopy and Cervical Pathology.
- Providing 3 Schools of Mothers of the supported health centers with the necessary equipment and literature.
- Updated and published in 2 languages the brochure Dental alphabet for pregnant women.
- Adapted to use in health center Chobrucli modern national recommendations and protocols for the treatment of background and precancerous diseases of the cervix (R. Moldova 2015), which optimized the clinical examination of patients with this pathology.

Sustainability: After the end of the project, the knowledge gained will be applied not only by the project beneficiaries, but also in all Transnistrian region.

Thanks to the experience gained and the acquired new technical equipment, a library of specialised books about the pregnancy guide, advice on the care and feeding of the new-born, cooperation with doctors during pregnancy and childbirth, recovery from childbirth in the “School of future mothers” were created the necessary conditions to organise trainings. Modern national recommendations and protocols for the treatment of background and precancerous cervical diseases of the R. of Moldova in 2015 were translated into Russian and were distributed to all medical institutions of the Transnistran region - this will allow to optimize the clinical examination on the left bank.

Sub-project 2.6: Preservation of fish resources in the Lower Nistru River and Joint Guarantee of Its Safe Consumption on Both Banks of the River Nistru

Implemented by: Public Association Generatia Pro in partnership with Public Association “Acvavita” from Nezavertailovca village, Left bank

Budget: 20587.68USD

Implementation period: December 2016 – September 2018, extended before November 2018

Beneficiaries: direct – around of 54 persons from both banks / 30 women, benefited of training and study visits regarding preservation of fish resources. Indirect beneficiaries – around 3000 persons from both communities - veterinarians, doctors, biologists, fishermen, and students.

Main activities:
During the implementation of the project were organized:

Round table in Tiraspol on Cervical Cancer Screening
• 54 specialists and field have been trained through 2 seminars and received knowledge in the field of fish diseases, histopathology and fish helminths dangerous for the health of the people in the Nistru basin.

• Have been developed and distributed on both banks 6 instead of 2 A3 posters on fish diseases in Russian and Romanian (6000 un.) and information sheets Fish of the Nistru River" (1500 un.).

• As the initially planned brochure was not possible to be developed and printed due to an incurable disease of the author, the saved sources were re-directed to the refurbishment of a traditional house near the Nistru to build the eco-resort in the Ramsar area of Lower Nistru.

• Together with left bank partner OO "Acvavita" were established initiative groups in Olanesti and Nezavertailovca, to promote the collaboration in the field of rural tourism.

Sustainability: The foundations of a constructive dialogue based on mutual trust have been established. The exchange of experience, allow to known new professional success practices from which the participants have been inspired. The project beneficiaries had the opportunity to talk directly with the experts, to improve their knowledge. The establishment of the eco-resort will keep the project participants together. Participants on both sides are very interested in further cooperation and they intend to work further in the field of rural tourism.

Sub-project 2.7: Forum for Cultural Interaction «Culture Beyond Borders and Time»
Implemented by: Public Association Международный Центр “INOVATICA-OPTIM” in partnership with Rayon Council Dubasari, House of Culture of Cosnita village; Department of Culture and Tourism of Cosnita, Dubasari House of Culture of Chitcani; Initiative Group "Крылья" Chitcani village
Budget: 23631,81 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 – September 2018, extended before November 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – around of 160 persons from both banks/ 90 women, benefited of training and exchange of experience. Indirect beneficiaries – around 1200 persons from both banks.
Main activities:
During the implementation of the project were organized:
• 8 working meetings of the team were held,
• 2 stages of the Forum for Cultural Interaction «Culture Beyond Borders and Time» were organized in Merenesti and Cocieri with more than 160 participants/39 women, including foreign participants from Poland, Ukraine, Belarusi and Romania. The objectives of the Forum were the exchange of experience, the presentation of professional activities, acquaintance with opportunities to participate in partner projects, familiarity with local development tools through the implementation of initiatives and projects in the field of culture, art, creative industries, and familiarity with the cultural resources of Chitcani, Cosnita and Merenesti. Were acquired musical instruments and technical equipment for the organization of events and equipment of both houses of culture.
• 1 practical training on the topic “Building partnerships in initiatives and projects in the field of culture and art” was organised with 16 participants from both banks.
• Were created Cards of Cultural Resources of Chitcani and Cosnita villages; social networking pages created on FACEBOOK, VKONTAKTE and ODNOKLASSNIKI.
• A project brochure has been developed with the contact details of the Forum participants.
• 1 round table was held in Chisinau to summarise the project, analyse the results and plan the perspectives.

Sustainability: At the end of the 2nd stage of the Forum, 9 cooperation agreements were concluded, of which 5 agreements were concluded between representatives of the left and right banks. Stable relations have developed between the Office of Culture and Tourism of the Dubossary District, the INOVATICA-OPTIM association, the Chitcani House of Culture, and the Chitcani Youth Organization. All of them are open for organizing and holding future cultural events.

Sub-project 2.8: Sustainable agriculture is the guarantee for the development and good neighbouring relations between two banks of the river Nistru
Implemented by: Public Association Mediu Scop in partnership with NGO “Turunciuc” (left bank)
Budget: 23277.25 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 – October 2018, extended before November 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – around of 540 persons from both banks/ 300 women, benefited of training and exchange of experience. Indirect beneficiaries – around 1000 persons from both banks benefited of heated water by solar collector.
Main activities:
During the implementation of the project were organized:
• A training seminar was held in Chobruchi, Slobozia on the basis of Moldavian secondary school No. 2, on the topic „Alternative energy resources, practical application“.
• A seminar for farmers on the topic “Irrigation of agricultural crops in conditions of sustainable agriculture” was held in the Research Institute of Agriculture,
• a seminar for farmers on the topic “Soil cultivation under sustainable agriculture” was held in Purcari and Olanesti, Stefan Voda,
• In August, a solar collector was installed in the secondary school No. 2 of the village Choburchiu of the Stefan Voda district for more than 150 beneficiaries.
• In September, a solar collector was installed in Moldavian secondary school No. 2 in Chobruchi village, Slobozia for 350 beneficiaries.
• In October-November 2018, 2 books were printed: “The design of a solar collector for heating water” and “What you need to know for practicing sustainable farming”.
Sustainability: The project contributed to the sustainable development of agriculture in the territory of international importance - “Lower Nistru” - by raising awareness and promoting capacity building, relying on the best available scientific data, sharing knowledge and technology between interested farmers and the population of the two banks of the river Nistru. The distribution of the guide for farmers on sustainable agriculture and of the manual for the manufacture of a solar collector will contribute to amplification of project results.
Sub-project 2.9: Football Festival „Together, We’re One Team!”

Implemented by: Moldovan Football Federation in partnership with Regional Development Office “Est” of the Moldovan Football Federation (left bank)

Budget: 23649,29 USD

Implementation period: December 2016 – August 2018, extended before October, 2018

Beneficiaries: direct – around of 135 children from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – around 150 persons from both banks.

Main activities:
The main goal of this project was to create optimal conditions for the development, promotion and monitoring of sport on both banks of Nistru through common sports events.

During the implementation of the project were organized:
- Organize and conduct a joint working meeting with project partners and staff;
- Production of promotional materials (banners, shirts, pens, etc.);
- Distribution of inventory and sports equipment to the beneficiaries;
- Purchasing of construction materials for the Sports School in Grigoriopol, necessary for the preparation of the football field for the actions of the project;
- Organisation of the football festival "Together we are a team" with 135 participants from 8 locations /2 women:
  - Co-operation with the local authorities on both banks of the Dniester (meetings, talks, exchange of practices, etc.) in the process of preparation of the event, as well as after its conclusion;
  - The football tournament of the 2-day football festival with cultural program (presentation of the teams and their localities, fun competitions, watching the documentary film about friendship and fair play in football, camping camp etc.);
  - Sports contest “Guess the Footballer”.
  - Pre- and post-event publicity and promotion activities;
  - Elaborating the concept and producing the newsletter of the event;
- Selection, procurement and distribution of the sports inventory donated additionally to the teams participating in the project as well as to the suppliers;

Sustainability: In the results of this project, the annual number of joint competitions with teams from both banks of the Dniester (Grassroots Liga, Respect Liga, Division B U13) has increased. As a result, the football development strategy for 2018-2020 in the Est region has been reviewed, including:
- Integration of the Regional Football Association of Transnistria region into the Moldovan Football Federation.
- Consulting of football formations of the region for the effective organization of the work of the Club / Sports School.
- Identification of new football formations, registration of small Football Clubs
- Organization of the women’s regional championship Under-13 / Under-15 / Under-17 with the participation of 7 Clubs
- Expansion of coverage of Grassroots in the region, the work of targeted projects, recommendatory programs for the organization of Respect and Grassroots Liga in eastern region.
- the revival of the tournament among school teams “Leather Ball”, at the regional level.

Sub-project 2.10: Video Laboratory of Documentary Film “Arts Together”
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Implemented by: Public Association „OWH TV Studio“ in partnership with Legal Information Center „APRIORI“ (left bank)
Budget: 23696,68 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 – August 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – 14 young persons, members of cross-river teams benefited of training and assistance in filmmaking / 6 women, Indirect beneficiaries – around 300 persons from both banks, participants of screening sessions.
Main activities:
The main goal of this project was to build confidence between young enthusiasts of film industry on both banks of the Nistru river by engaging them in the process of producing documentary films making use of the video laboratory offered by OWH TV Studio. During the implementation of the project were organized:
• The information about the project were disseminated in mass-media and through posters located in educational institutions and cultural centres on both banks.
• OWH TV Studio and Apriori selected 14 participants out of 29 applicants, based on the scoring of applications and CVs.
• Between 11th and 14th of April a seminar on the production of documentary films was organized with Violeta Gorgos as film director and Ruben Agadjanean as a director of photography to train project beneficiaries. The seminar included discussions on all stages of the production and creation of working teams to produce 7 documentary films.
• The cross-river teams of young filmmakers were assisted in producing 7 short documentaries about social issues common for both banks of the Nistru river.
• Screenings of produced documentaries were organised in different locations on both banks: Tiraspol, Chisinau, Dorotcaia, Malaiesti, Holercani, Ribnita, Molovata Noua.
Sustainability: Project participants have created a network of contacts with well-known professionals from the Moldovan film industry, project partners and project trainers, who organize festivals of documentary film like CRONOGRAF and Cesnok which serves as a launching platform for young artists.

Sub-project 2.11: Transferal and application of a volunteer-based model of perinatal schools for pregnant women and teenagers
Implemented by: PA “Centrul pentru Informare şi Comunicare în Sănătate” (CICS) in partnership with Criuleni Rayon Hospital, Mother & Child’s Centre in Tiraspol (left bank)
Budget: 23556,87 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 – July 2018, extended before November, 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – around of 10 pregnant women from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – around 120 persons from both banks, trained and informed in perinatal pregnancy.
Main activities:
The main goal of this project is to increase access to qualitative psycho-emotional preparation for pregnant women on evidence in Criuleni, Dubasari, Grigoriopol and Tiraspol by way of implementing a volunteer-based model of perinatal schools under teh aegis of Rayon Hospital in Criuleni and of the Center for Mother and Child in Tiraspol.
During the implementation of the project were organized:
• a joint meeting for 30 participants to raise awareness about the importance of the perinatal school and the model of activity on a voluntary basis for the leadership, the founders of Criuleni Rayon Hospital, the Tiraspol Mother and Child Center and the medical workers with the experts from the project "Sweet Mama" of Mother and Child Center Chisinau;
• furniture and devices acquisition for endowment of perinatal schools and their transfer to the project beneficiaries balance has been done;
• 2 teams of specialists were selected for the training of perinatal pregnancy skills in the schools;
• The teaching materials for perinatal, training and pregnancy information schools were developed;
• Training of the two teams of specialists with perinatal pregnancy skills provided on 11-24.06.18 for 16 participants;
• 2 perinatal schools established and equipped in Criuleni and Tiraspol;
• the information campaign on psycho-emotional education services provided by the perinatal schools of CR Criuleni and CMşić in Tiraspol has been organized and implemented.

Sustainability: After the accomplishment of project activities, the relations between Criuleni Rayon Hospital and the Mother and Child Center in Tiraspol have become much more open and very sincere not only on the subject of perinatal assistance, but also on subjects related to the development opportunities of medical units, human resources, financing of medical units, access of the population from the left bank of Nistru to medical services provided by CNAM on the right bank of the Nistru River. The established perinatal school will ensure the sustainability of this project.

Sub-project 2.12: „SALUTEM – Health Without Borders”
Implemented by: Public Association “Femeie. Speranță. Viitor” in partnership with Health Centre in Varnita, Emergency Hospital in Bender (left bank)
Budget: 22391,29 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 – July 2018, extended before November, 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – around of 310 participants of the trainings from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – around 13000 persons from both banks.
Main activities:
During the implementation of the project were organized:
• a roundtable organized in Varnita for launching the project, with partners from both banks of the Nistru with 31 participants/23 women.
• the Spring School for young volunteers – trainers organised In Chisinau with 30 participants/17 women, from Tiraspol College of Medicine, College of Medicine Bender, Chisinau and Tiraspol Universities of Medicine, representatives of non-governmental organizations "Miloserdie" and "Vzaimodeistvie" from the left bank and the "Șansa" public association from Varnita. The main topic - "Algorithm of first aid", at the end of the spring school, participants received certificates.
• The partners have created and endowed two Information Clubs "SALUTEM", one at Varnita and the other at Salvation Bender with the slogan "Save - if you know how to react correctly". The institutions offered rooms for the creation of clubs; the project provided with the necessary equipment for trainings.
• Experts, trainers and volunteers of the SALTEM Clubs in Varnita and Bender in October launched the theoretical and practical Seminar Cycles on "First Aid Medical Algorithm".
• 3 days seminars were organized in Varnita and Bender for over 60 people from Bender Rescue Station, Bender College of Medicine and Charity Foundation "Serdze" where the participants have studied how to provide medical first aid.
• a study visit was organized in Chisinau for the representatives of the Varnița Health Center, Salvarea Bender and AO "Femeie. Speranță. Viitor" in order to exchange professional experience. The group members visited the Simulation Center of the University of Medicine and Pharmacy Nicolae Testimitanu and the Department of Emergency Medicine, where had the opportunity to find out about the working methods of Emergency in the Republic of Moldova, about the recent emergency medicine reforms - a unique service 112.

• The second study visit was organized in Bender for 30 medical workers from both institutions at the Bender Rescue Station.

• the SALUTEM Club Planning Meeting was organized in Varnița, the young volunteers discussed the future plans, identified the Club Mission and plans for the future.

• the round table of the project was held, with 50 project partners from both banks of the Nistru. The project team presented the results of the project and plans for the future.

Sustainability: After the successful completion of project activities, the level of trust between beneficiaries, target groups, experts is high. Professional relationships have been established and now medical practitioners are consulting each other’s with regard to providing better quality medical services to their beneficiaries. The following steps were established for the future: elaboration of new joint projects and organizing common training courses.

Sub-project 2.13: Ensuring an inclusive education process for all children at educational establishments

Implemented by: PA “Clubul Sportiv de Arte Martiale de Contact “Respect Gym” in partnership with Kidnergarten „Viorica” Pârâta village; municipal school-kindergarten no. 44 in Tiraspol (left bank)

Budget: 23696,68 USD

Implementation period: December 2016 – August 2018, extended before September, 2018

Beneficiaries: direct – 679 kids from 2 institutions from the both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 105 trained pedagogue from both banks.

Main activities:
The main goal of this project is to ensure a qualitative process of inclusive education during pre-school studies for children from general educational establishment and from correctional school for children with poor eyesight on both banks of the river Nistru. During the implementation of the project were organized:

- Working visits between partner institutions:
  - Opening of the project at Pîrîta kindergarten with 26 participants/22 women;
  - Working visit to Tiraspol of the project team with 18 participants, all women;
  - Working visit to kindergarten "Prichindel" s.Firădeni Căușeni at the Resource Center for inclusive education – 15 participants, all women;
  - Ecological Contest in Tiraspol „Mini-Miss și Mister”, for 100 kids and parents/44 girls and women;
  - the Official Opening of the Resource Center for Inclusive Education at Pîrîta with 31 participants/ 28 women;
  - Final meeting to close the project in Tiraspol with 30 participants/ 28 women.

- Seminars:
  - Training seminar for teachers in Tiraspol on the topic Training of teachers in the field of education of children with special educational requirements for 28 participants/25 women;
  - Training seminar on Social entrepreneurship for people with disabilities for 32 teachers/30 women from both institutions in Pîrîta.

- Work visit of the physician-ophthalmologist in "Viorica" Pîrîta and consulting 174 kids/107 girls and 35 employees; As a result, visual disturbances were detected in 4 children and 1 teacher;
• Informing 18 teachers/all women on "Detecting and observing the first signs of visual deviations in children"
• Thematic excursion to Romania for 32 participants, all women. The purpose of the visit was the exchange of experience and lending of positive practices in organizing the educational process of children with special needs and adapting the institutions;
• Days of open doors organized in special correctional school No. 44 in Tiraspol with 39 participants/29 women and in kindergarten "Viorica", Pîrîta, with 82 participants/36 women, including the common sport fun "Starting with the family" organized.
• 6 trainings in the frame of the parental school in "Viorica" Pîrîta organised with more than 100 participants/75 women;
• Singing contest Rain Star in "Viorica" s. Pîrîta with 130 participants from both banks;
• Establishing and equipping the Resource Centers in Pîrîta and Tiraspol. A special air bubble tube for children with severe vision impairments purchased in Romania and installed in Resource Center of the school-kindergarten Nr. 44 from Tiraspol;

**Sustainability:** After participating in various competitions, visits, parental school, etc. parents' attitude towards inclusive education has changed. As a result of the implementation of this project and cooperation, confidence building between teachers and the community of parents has been improved by ensuring an inclusive and quality education process for all children.
The sustainability of the project on building trust between two institutions is ensured by a long-standing collaboration agreement (2017-2020), which specify common activities: methodical seminars with educators, visits for exchange of experience, mutual invitations to the local cultural events, maintaining partnerships and working on the basis of the Strategic Institutional Development Plan.

**Sub-project 2.14: Nistru – the territory of sports and trust**
**Implemented by:** Public association "Viziunea sociala" in partnership with Centre „Asclepio“ in Varnita village, Club „Eikuma" and the local administration in Caragash village (left bank)
**Budget:** 23690,88 USD
**Implementation period:** December 2016 – September 2018
**Beneficiaries:** direct – 194 teenagers from Moldova, Transnistrian region and Romania. Indirect beneficiaries – 500 participants at the International Festival on water sports from both banks.

**Main activities:**
During the implementation of the project were organized:
• Presentation of the project "Nistru – the territory of sports and trust" with 24 participants/3 women
• Development of theoretical bases and instructions for organising the canoe water trip of the first category of complexity
• 3-day training seminar on the preparation for the canoe water trip of the first category of complexity for 26 participants/8 women
  • Joint canoe water trip of the first category of complexity "Friendship Caravan on the Nistru" with 20 teenagers/8 girls
• 2-day Workshop on the development of a Guide on the river. Nistru on the route from Grigoriopol to Chobruchi, Slobozia and discussion of the program of the International Festival on water sports in Varnitsa for 8 participants/2 women;
• 3 days International Festival of water sports in Varnitsa with 214 participants/20 women.

**Sustainability:** The issue of creating an association of sports associations in water sports was discussed and it was decided to remain partners in the framework of the Federation of water sports of the Republic of Moldova, recognizing the need for an annual International Festival on water sports in the village of Moldova, and inclusion of this event in the Republican calendar of competitions in Moldova.
Sub-project 2.15: Two Banks of One River – Local Fairy Tales and Legends

Implemented by: Public association “KaLumea” in partnership with Holercani City Hall and local leaders from Tîrnăuca village on the left bank of the Nistru River

Budget: 23696,68 USD

Implementation period: December 2016 – September 2018

Beneficiaries: direct – 182. Indirect beneficiaries – 3000 participants at la-Mania Festival and public readings.

Main activities:
The main goal of this project is to create the conditions for the residents of the villages of Ternovka (Left Bank) and Holercani (Right Bank) to participate in joint cultural activities for the preservation and development of their cultural heritage.

During the implementation of the project were organized:

- The information for the book of legends and stories has been collected from at least 100 people in villages Ternovka (Left Bank) and Holercani (Right Bank).
- A contest has been organized to select the illustrator of the story book
- 4 woodworking workshops have been organized for the 8 youth participants from both banks
- 3 out of 5 workshops in ceramic were organized for 12 participants from both banks, who acquainted skills that will enable them to create original handicraft from ceramics;
- 4 workshops organized in sewing popular costumes; 10 such costumes sewn for the ensemble from Tîrnăuca village for “la Mania” festival. 8 participants from both banks learned and practiced in the workshops the peculiarities of the popular costume, the tailoring, the choice of the ornament and colors, the embroidery execution. The final works were exposed at “la Mania” Festival.
- First edition of the book Fairy Tales and Legends from Nistru banks has been printed in 500 copies. The book of stories and legends on the Dniester created an emotional connection between the two villages. The books were donated to libraries of both villages and to other public libraries.
- The public readings of the book Fairy Tales and Legends from Nistru banks has been organized in Chisinău and Tiraspol with participation of well-known public persons.
- During the “la Mania” Festival, on July 8, the official presentation of the project results and of the book Fairy Tales and Legends from Nistru banks has been organized in Holercani (Annex 9).

Sustainability: Cultural and educational trainings on the formation of skills of folk crafts, on the one hand, contribute to the preservation of local folk culture and the formation of moral foundations and universal values of youth in villages, and on the other - will help create an atmosphere of mutual understanding, joint creative search, cooperation and mutual respect between talented people and representatives of communities on the two banks of the Nistru River.

Sub-project 2.16: Treasures of Nistru Shores

Implemented by: NGO “Casa de acasa” in partnership with Soldanesti Rayon Council, Council of Rascov community, Camenca

Budget: 27973,93 USD

Implementation period: December 2016 – September 2018

Beneficiaries: direct – 400. Indirect beneficiaries – 15000 participants at Cultural Ferry Rascov – Vadul Rascov Fest and photo video caravans.

Main activities:
The main goal of this project is to restore the friendship between the villages along the Nistru banks, by mutually promoting the common historical and cultural heritage and the tourist potential.

During the implementation of the project were organized:

- The information for the book of legends and stories has been collected from at least 100 people in villages Ternovka (Left Bank) and Holercani (Right Bank).
- A contest has been organized to select the illustrator of the story book
- 4 woodworking workshops have been organized for the 8 youth participants from both banks
- 3 out of 5 workshops in ceramic were organized for 12 participants from both banks, who acquainted skills that will enable them to create original handicraft from ceramics;
- 4 workshops organized in sewing popular costumes; 10 such costumes sewn for the ensemble from Tîrnăuca village for “la Mania” festival. 8 participants from both banks learned and practiced in the workshops the peculiarities of the popular costume, the tailoring, the choice of the ornament and colors, the embroidery execution. The final works were exposed at “la Mania” Festival.
- First edition of the book Fairy Tales and Legends from Nistru banks has been printed in 500 copies. The book of stories and legends on the Dniester created an emotional connection between the two villages. The books were donated to libraries of both villages and to other public libraries.
- The public readings of the book Fairy Tales and Legends from Nistru banks has been organized in Chisinău and Tiraspol with participation of well-known public persons.
- During the “la Mania” Festival, on July 8, the official presentation of the project results and of the book Fairy Tales and Legends from Nistru banks has been organized in Holercani (Annex 9).

Sustainability: Cultural and educational trainings on the formation of skills of folk crafts, on the one hand, contribute to the preservation of local folk culture and the formation of moral foundations and universal values of youth in villages, and on the other - will help create an atmosphere of mutual understanding, joint creative search, cooperation and mutual respect between talented people and representatives of communities on the two banks of the Nistru River.
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• 10 national authentic Vadu-Raskov suits (8 female and 2 male) made;
• the "Raşcov - Vadul- Raşcov Cultural Parom festival" took place in the village of Rascov, Camenca district, on 2 June 2018 and Vadul-Raşcov, Soldăneşti district, on June 9, 2018 with participants – folk ensembles from the neighboring villages, craftsmen from Rascov and Vadul-Raşcov communes, School pupils ans teachers, spectators and guests; In the program of the festival:
  o an exhibition of photos of the tourist destinations in each beneficiary village;
  o a drawing exhibition of the Art School in Rascov;
  o a fun children contest, dedicated to the International Children's Day;
  o festive concert organized with participation of folk ensembles from the neighboring villages
• photo / video caravans organized in 14 villages:
  o Vadul-Rascov, Climăuți de Jos and Socola, Soldanesti;
  o Lalova, Tipova, Buciuşca and Saharna village, Rezina;
  o Rascov, Iantarnoe, Stroieşti and Beloci, Camenca;
  o Molovata Noua and Molovata, Dubasari;
  o Ghidirim, Ribnita
• Screening of the video archive and the photos of the tourist destinations in each beneficiary locality

Sustainability: During the preparation and development of the events in the 14 beneficiary villages the partners collaborated and felt great support, openness and a huge desire for future collaboration with all these villages. Through video archives, the participants met their neighbors on both banks of the Dniester. Thus, all the villages have shown themselves very willing to the current collaboration, but also open to new collaborations. A great achievement of our project, apart from the cultural tourism promotion and the mutual knowledge of the villages located along the Dniester Rocks, recently the Raşcov Administration received a permission from Tiraspol to cross the Nistru between Râşcov and Vadul-Răşcov daily (until now, this passage was possible only 2 days per week, during certain hours).

Sub-project 2.17: Two Riverbanks – One People!
Implemented by: Public Association "Federaţia de șah a Republicii Moldova" in partnership with Federation of chess and checkers from Ribnita city
Budget: 23696,68 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 – August 2018, extended before November, 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – 624. Indirect beneficiaries – 1250 participants at championships, tournaments, trainings, camps.
Main activities:
During the implementation of the project were organized:
  • Open Left Bank Championship among adults and children in Ribnita with 96 participants/38 women
  • Chess Championship of the Republic of Moldova among children under 7 years old for 20 kids/4 girls
- Simultaneous chess play session in Rezina for 18 participants/4 women
- Memorial "Peter Gulika" in Rezina with 22 participants/4 women
- Republican tournament "Friendship of Peoples" with 205 participants/17 women
- Republican training for trainers courses – 30 participants/5 women
- Comrat Open Cup with 88 participants/4 women
- International tournament "Silver Autumn" in Balti with 152 participants/3 women
- Republican tournament "Memorial A. Lutikov" in Tiraspol with 123 participants/6 women
- Training camps with 12 participants/5 women

**Sustainability:** During the implementation of the project many children and juniors were involved in chess competitions. These activities have contributed significantly to the improvement and strengthening of trust between the local authorities and chess federations from both banks of the Nistru. The fruitful cooperation in organizing the competitions made it possible the future cooperation for organizing of joint events.

**Sub-project 2.1.8: Art-based education and recovery unites two banks of the river Nistru**

**Implemented by:** Public Association PA "Femeia și Copilul - Protecție și Sprijin" in partnership with Non-commercial partnership «Родители в поддержку детского сада «Сказка» с. Терновка»

**Budget:** 23675,24 USD

**Implementation period:** December 2016 – September 2018

**Beneficiaries:** direct – 432. Indirect beneficiaries – 1000 children, parents and community members from both banks.

**Main activities:**

During the implementation of the project were organized:

- The project launch event, organized in the kindergarten of Holercani, informed the community members about the proposed project activities, including the leaflet prepared in both languages.
- 10 joint workshops organized at the level of the two communities contributed to the enrichment of common experiences in children's arts education and the organization of a workspace that would stimulate artistic creativity of children. In workshops participated more than 170 persons/153 women
- 3 days training for trainers has been a milestone in capitalizing on common experiences and knowledge of innovative practices in early childhood art education.
- Parents training was initiated in the Holercani community and at Tîrnăuca kindergarten to familiarize parents with the concept of artistic education and developed skills in the application of work techniques, including art therapy. In total in trainings participated 137 persons/128 women.
- Two visits to knowledge of working practices in the partner kindergarten were carried out in both the "Sczaka" beneficiary institutions in Tîrnăuca, Slobozia and "Albinuța" in Holercani, Dubăsari for 38 participants/34 women.
- Workshops for making handicraft art works were carried out in both kindergartens. At the end of the activity 60 handicraft works were exhibited during a week in each kindergarten with 432 visitors/290 women.
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**Sub-project 2.19: “Green Light”**

*Implemented by:* NGO “Tara Verde - Moldova” in partnership with NGO “Медики за экологию” (left bank)

*Budget:* 17794 USD

*Implementation period:* December 2016 – July 2018, extended before September 2018

*Beneficiaries:* direct – 90 teenagers and participants from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 58 participants informed about the ecology problems in the region.

*Main activities:*

- Launch of the Green Light project in Balti and Dubasari, with 38 participants/20 women
- The photo and video contest for young people from both sides of the Nistru River for participation in the Green Light project,
- Created the Facebook page for the “Green Light” project.
- The volunteers’ trip to the “Iagorlic” natural reservation, Molovata Noua, Dubasari for 30 participants/14 women. Two master-classes with a qualified instructor were run for project participants
- Excursion to Eco-Village S.Riscova, Criuleni
- Excursion to Codrii Reservation, Lozova, Straseni, for 33 participants/15 women
- Collection and selection of photo-video material from participants. Were collected over 70 photos and around 20 nature-related videos made by project participants.
- Designation of 14 contest winners,
- Production of the film with ecological themes, photo albums and posters
- The ceremony to close the project with 27 participants/13 women. 14 teenagers were awarded for successful participation in the project.

*Sustainability:* Partners intend to work together to implement new projects on more community issues such as management of waste and drinking water.

**Sub-project 2.20: Support the social – professional integration of girls from risk groups on both banks of the river Nistru by launching a social tailor shop in Tiraspol**

*Implemented by:* Charity Fund for Children's Support “Детство детям” (left bank) in partnership with NGO “Партнёрство для каждого ребёнка” /Partnership for every child

*Budget:* 19300,93 USD

*Implementation period:* December 2016 – November 2018

*Beneficiaries:* direct – 50 participants (girls from risk groups and social workers) from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 150 persons.

*Main activities:*

During the implementation of the project were organized:

- Excursion to the Licurici Republican Doll Theater, the National Art Museum of Moldova, the OrheiLand Amusement Park in Orhei.
- Joint workshops for finalizing the action plan for community collaboration over the next three years (2019-2021), which were held in both communities: Ternovca and Holercani, attended by local coordinators and other relevant actors in the community.
- Round table of project totalization, organized in Holercani, attended by representatives of both communities.

**Sustainability:** The partners will continue to collaborate for the purposes of this project, in organizing and participating in the activities planned in the medium-term action plan to improve the capacity of accessing funds and other community projects.
• Organized and completed training in sewing skills for 15 girls at risk.
• Held a master class for social NGOs on handmade toys for 16 participants
• An expert consultant from P4EC monitored the organization of the social atelier for girls from risk groups.
• A 2-day study visit of the project participants to the Social Atelier from Cahul took place for 35 participants/12 women
• A 2-day study visit of the project participants to the Social Atelier in Tiraspol was held for 35 participants/18 women
• Concluded the contract with "5 Pockets“ chain of stores for the repairing of clothes
• the P4EC team developed and provided a guide for professional orientation of the adolescents at risk graduates of the school
• Training on professional self-determination for 25 project participants, all girls
• A comprehensive training program for the staff of the Charity Foundation “Detstvo deteam” in the field of vocational training for girls (tailoring) has been developed and conducted for 10 participants/2 women.
• A round table on the results of the project organized with 41 participants/36 girls.

Sustainability: Thanks to the advisory support of the experts of the NGO “Partnership for Every Child” (P4EC) from Chisinau the employees of the Charity Foundation “Detstvo deteam”, improved their skills and are able to ensure the future functioning of the Social Atelier, as well as provide services to the beneficiaries in the training in sewing skills.

Sub-project 2.21: “Building trust between young leaders from both banks of the river Nistru”
Implemented by: PA “Piligrim-Demo” in partnership with NGO Legal Information Center „Apriori“ (left bank)
Budget: 19249,48 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 – November 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – 76 yang participants from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 3250 persons who participated in debates and watched the Regionals TV show.

Main activities:
The main goal of this project is to develop problem-solving skills to young people, enabling them to mitigate common issues for communities from both banks of the Nistru river, by building trust between young leaders and helping them to create a joint communication platform.
During the implementation of the project were organized:
• Training Course / Summer School “Youth for Trust” with 33 participants /14 women. The aim of this training was the development of civil and political leadership among young people from both banks of the Dniester, as well as to improve skills of engaging in democratic processes at the local and national level. The participants were young people aged 18 to 30 years from the following settlements on the both banks: Ocnița, Balti, Ribnița, Chisinau, Comrat, Ceadir-Lunga, Kongaz, Taraxia, Travdita, Cahul, Vulcaneshti, Cismichioi. Bender, Tiraspol, Parkani, Ternovka.
• Conducted a survey through 4 focus groups to identify common issues encountered by young people from both banks in different fields of social, economic and political areas. The results of the survey were used to identify topics that were discussed during public debates in the frame of produced TV shows with 36 yang psricipants/10 women;
• The first public debates with the participation of young leaders from both banks of the Dniester organized in Bender on the topic “The joint efforts of young people from the two banks of the Nistru will improve the condition of the river” with 38 participants/12 women.

• Second public debates with the participation of young leaders from both banks of the Nistru organized in Comrat on the topic “Necessity to increase cooperation between non-profit organizations from both banks of the Nistru” with 26 participants/8 women.

• TV shows debating socially important topics have been produced in Tiraspol and Chisinau and broadcasted on both TV and Facebook:
  - The first Regionals TV show with Michael Sirkeli on TV8 was broadcasted on the topic of Thematic platforms, as a tool for interaction and building of trust between young people from both banks. According to the FB, the program was watched by 2,346 people, to this number we must add the people who watched the program on broadcasting, the number of which we don’t know.
  - The second Regionals TV show with Michael Sirkeli on TV8 has the topic “What platforms for interaction and confidence building among young people from both banks of the Dniester exist today.” According to the FB, the program was watched by 1,500 people, to this number we must add the people who watched the program on broadcasting, the number of which we don’t know.

Sustainability: The project contributes to the development of trust between young leaders on long term and offers knowledge, skills that help to coexist in a friendly environment, with an increased interest to identify solutions for common issues. The implemented activities are the best proof that through discussion it is possible to improve livelihood of across the river communities. The partners are ready to continue mutual cooperation, as well as cooperation with organizations / experts acquainted within the project.

Sub-project 2.22: “Quality services for children with autism on both banks of the river Nistru”
Implemented by: Public Association “Intelegem Autismul” in partnership with NGO OSORT (left bank)
Budget: 15977.92 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 – November 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – 20 trained participants from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 2450 persons informed, consulted on the raising children with autism.
Main activities:
The main goal of this project was to improve the quality of services provided for in early complex assistance for children aged 2-8 y.o. in the autism specter and to their families on both banks of the river Nistru.
During the implementation of the project were organized:
• In the framework of the project 12 consultations for specialists and parents of children with ASD and 7 individual consultations for children were held. Each event and action has its own characteristics, subordinated to the main idea of the project: to help specialists, families raising children with autism to find points of contact, to establish contacts, to improve mutual understanding in order to improve the quality of life of families raising children with autism on both banks of the Nistru.
• A round table on Early complex intervention - a pledge of successful rehabilitation of children with EAS has been hosted for 28 participants/25 women from both banks.
• On April 2, 2018 in Tiraspol, Chisinau, Ribnita and Balti were organized the action devoted to the world day of distribution of the information on autism. As a result 37 participants/all women distributed about 2000 leaflets and 400 flags with autism symbols
• The training seminar and practical training delivered for 10 specialists/all women on ABA method and basic principles of ABA therapy
• The online Webinar hosted for 16 parents of children with autism/14 women. Seminar included 17 topics, after each topic parents had the possibility to ask questions and shared their experiences.
• The seminar-training Live game and ABA: not a myth, but a beautiful reality delivered for more than 50 participants.

Sustainability: At the beginning of the project, the search for participants in the Left Bank was difficult. The survey showed that access to information is very limited and most parents do not know about any methods of rehabilitation. Today, parents and professionals understand that in Moldova they can find help and support. The project experts are glad that their knowledge is needed on the Left Bank and they became closer to each other. They highly value this trust and will continue to work.

Sub-project 2.23: “Initiation of palliative care services in the Transnistrian region”
Implemented by: FFMS “Angelus Moldova” in partnership with Oncological dispenser, Tiraspol (left bank)
Budget: 19042 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 – November 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – 30 participants from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 3000 persons informed about palliative care.
Main activities:
General objectives of this project: Providing the necessary assistance to initiate a functional palliative care system in the Transnistrian region.
During the implementation of the project were organized:
• The training of specialists in palliative care, which took place at the Oncological Dispensary in Tiraspol during 2 weeks for 80 academic hours. The training for 17 specialists (16 doctors and one psychologist)/11 women was carried out by three trainers from the Hospice Angelus Moldova. The event was attended by a representative of the region authorities and was promoted by the news agency Novosti. Also, the partners from Tiraspol created a facebook page of the Organization and posted material about the event: https://www.facebook.com/rakpmrnet/ . The information was placed on the Facebook page of Hospice Angelus Moldova.
• Translation of medical protocols and specialized guide on palliative care has begun in February, 2018. At the end of April, the Palliative Care Guide and 5 clinical protocols were drafted.
• During the two-day study visit (7-8 June 2018), 28 participants/10 women from the left bank of the Nistru visited "Casa Angelus" in Chisinau, together with the staff of Hospice Angelus to observe in practice how pediatric palliative care services are provided in a stationary setting.
• a documentary spot dedicated to the topic of palliative care was developed and mounted by the LIC TV studio in Ribnita in Russian with subtitles.

Sustainability: From the first phase of the implementation of the project, the focus was on peer-to-peer dialogue and exchange of views and opinions among specialists on both banks of the Nistru. By informing the specialists about the opportunity and importance of palliative care and creating a proper and functional system of palliative care in Transnistria, the project managed to forward messages of confidence building among the specialists from both banks. During the 2 weeks training, the specialists discussed, exchanged opinions,
addressing the topic of palliative care and incurable diseases that can affect anyone, demonstrating that we are together in the face of general-human challenges.

**Sub-project 2.24:** “Create quality services for children with disabilities based on partnership and collaboration”
*Implemented by:* NGP Centre for Rehabilitation and Consultation “ОСОРЦ” (left bank) in partnership with RA “Женщина и ребёнок – Защита и поддержка”
*Budget:* 19430.50 USD
*Implementation period:* December 2016 – November 2018
*Beneficiaries:* direct – 133 participants from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 206 persons.

**Main activities:**
- Terms of reference developed, training needs analyzed, and experts selected for the training of Mobile Teams in Tiraspol and Sloboda.
- Training of the Mobile Teams on Equal Opportunities with 18 participants/12 women, held in Tiraspol
- Workshop for the Mobile Team Specialists in Work with documentation for 12 participants/10 women
- Seminar on advanced training of Mobile teams specialists with 18 participants/12 women
- Conducted three workshops and 8 workshops, five advisory services for specialists of the Mobile teams in Tiraspol and Sloboda
- On the job training for 90 participants/68 women on the Enhancement of psychological and psycho-pedagogical competence among specialists of the international medical center for interaction with the family of a child with disabilities, removal of psychological barriers
- a seminar for local administration agencies on “Conditions for ensuring equal opportunities are the key to successful socialization of children with disabilities” delivered in Tiraspol with 28 participants/22 women
- A visit on the exchange of experience organized between the administrative and territorial bodies of the city of Tiraspol and the Criuleni District Council with 28 participants/24 women
- Study of experience to work with disabled people on the example of Janus Korceak organization from Odesa, organized for 38 participants/24 women. Training in creating a system of social medical-psychological-pedagogical rehabilitation of persons with intellectual disabilities taking into account the international experience.
- Conducting the Summer School of Self-Presenters with 41 young people with disabilities from both banks/ 25 girls

**Sustainability:** Monitoring of the project revealed the interest of participants in obtaining information and participating in planned events. The participants of study visits (exchanges of experience) came up with proposals to create working groups and to develop a program to improve the qualifications of specialists working in disabled people. The attitude towards specialists and the need to make changes in the quality and quantity of services provided to children and people with limited psychophysical developmental disabilities has changed.

**Sub-project 2.25:** Public Space Days, IIIrd edition
*Implemented by:* Public Association “Asociatia Tinerilor Artisti “Oberlicht” in partnership with Centre for Legal Awareness “Apriori”, Tiraspol (left bank)
*Budget:* 19371 USD
*Implementation period:* December 2016 – November 2018
*Beneficiaries:* direct – 1278 participants from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 686 persons.
Main activities:
The main goal of this project is to promote art as a working tool needed to ensure the openness of public spaces, offering a variety of contemporary forms of artistic expression. During the implementation of the project were organized:

- The Oberliht Association, in partnership with the Apriori Centre, organized the 3rd edition of the Public Spaces Days in Chisinau, Bender and Tiraspol. The aim of the Public Spaces Days project was to contribute to the development of residential areas through cultural innovation and creativity, to support artistic experiments to strengthen local communities, encourage interaction between different groups at the level of the neighborhoods and stimulate social cohesion. The Agenda of Public Space Days included a lot of different activities:
  - The presentation of the project Public Space Days was organized in Tiraspol and Chisinau with 40 participants/16 women
  - CHIOŠC AIR - residency program for artists, a research on access to culture in the Botanica and Ciocana sectors in Chisinau and the Solnecinii sector in Bender done by 6 project participants.
  - Artist Talk with Carolina Dutca, Tatiana Fiodorova and Alexandra Novac organised in Chișinău BUNKER in order to convey the accumulated artistic experience with 35 participants/16 women;
  - International Conference “Culture is a common good” where were presented the studies in the towns of Chisinau and Bender; the exhibition “Culture / Future of the Districts" where the results of the artistic residences were presented with 21 participants/10 women;
  - VIDEOCHIOŠC: Movie projection program, including short films by Vladimir TURNER [CZ] and Film projection series in collaboration with the Chesnok Festival – 176 participants/90 women;
  - a workshop in which visual artists from both sides of the Nistru had the opportunity to interact and create interactive multimedia works on the topic of telecommunication and its role in art with the possibility of contributing with their artworks to a joint exhibition.
  - An exhibition on Telecommunications was organized which brought together young artists from the both banks, each working on an individual work and then exposing the result in the group exhibition:
  - Other 5 exhibition organized to support a series of works of art made by young artists with 98 participants/55 women
  - Workshop on entrepreneurial art with 7 participants/3 women;
  - Cultural program developed in collaboration with various cultural and civic initiatives.
  - on the Maria Dragan street of the Ciocana sector in Chisinau was organized the workshop of artistic interventions in the public space with the participation of Vladimir Turner and Martina Machovicova and 28 participants / 13 women - young artists from the both banks of the Nistru;
  - the squatting movement organized in order to familiarize the Chisinau people with the squatting movement and to help them perceive it as an instrument for the democratization of the urban space - 15 participants/5 women;
  - many other activities – concerts, guided tours, dialogues, picnic, poetic evening, cycling as alternative transport through the city and others;
  - Finally, a meeting was organized with the participants in the project to draw conclusions, plan and discuss the project.

Sustainability: The project partners have managed to organize a very wide agenda of events and activities, worked very well with artists and managed to form a community of young active artists from both sides. They have established good working relationships with the Apriori Center, Club 19 from the left bank and with the organizers of the Chesnok Festival, with whom plan to collaborate in future.
Sub-project 2.26: “Building the Capacity to Create Highly-Efficient Service System at the Tourism InfoCenter”

Implemented by: ARDT (left bank) in partnership with NGO „ANTRIM“

Budget: 19887 USD

Implementation period: December 2016 – November 2018

Beneficiaries: direct – 1897 participants from both banks - employees of tourist Information centres, tour operators and travel agencies, guides. Indirect beneficiaries – 3000 persons, representatives of the tourism industry.

Main activities:
During the implementation of the project were organized:

- a seminar on "Tourist Attractions of Transnistria" organized in Tiraspol for 17 participants/8 women;
- training "Promotion of travel services through the Internet." for 21 participants/16 women - employees of two tourist Information Centers of Tiraspol and Chisinau, tour operators and travel agencies, guides from the two banks of the Nistru, representatives of the tourism industry;
- Infotour Tiraspol - Bender for 17 representatives of the tourism industr/15 women from both banks;
- Infotour Dubasari, Cocieri, Goyans, Doibany for 17 representatives of the tourism industr/14 women from both banks;
- info tour for 24 tour operators in China and Ukraine /15 women;
- tourist action for the Day of Tiraspol on the central square with a photo contest "Photohunting for tourist Transnistria" with 24 participants/15 women and more than 70 visitors.
- based on the experience of colleagues from the right bank, as well as the foreign countries were introduced the soft program - information resource available not only to TIC visitors, but also to anyone interested in history, culture and tourist potential of Transnistrian region. The beneficiaries of this resource will be not only tourists, but also local residents, foreigners, tour operators, travel agencies.

- Media briefing with 21 participants/14 women. During the briefing, not only the project results, but also statistical data on the number and geography of tourists were presented; the analysis of the number of tourists who stayed in Tiraspol for a day or more was carried out and presented. So, it was found that in comparison with the previous tourist season, 11% more tourists stayed in Tiraspol more than at night; a new information resource on tourist Transnistria was developed;

Sustainability: The presentation of the results of the project, the work of the Tiraspol City Information Center and the demonstration of fragments of a new information resource as part of a briefing for the media aroused the interest among the participants of the event, especially among journalists. During the briefing, were received positive feedback from travel service providers and thanks for timely informational consultations, promoting partnerships with right-bank tourism providers. And some of them, thanks to advising from the project team, were able to establish cooperation not only with travel agencies of Chisinau, but also entered the international market. In addition, the effect of the increase in the number of tourists led to the demand for their accommodation in hostels in Tiraspol, which also became possible, having established cooperation after the first information tour in Bendery. The work of the new online resource after its release to external access will be regularly monitored using special technical mechanisms provided.

Sub-project 2.27: “Resource and Information Center on the Development of Youth and Social Entrepreneurship”

Implemented by: Non-commercial partnership “Центр инноваций и социального развития” (left bank) in partnership with Business Incubator ASEM Chisinau

Budget: 19685 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 –November 2018

Beneficiaries: direct – 329 participants from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 129 persons.

Main activities:
During the implementation of the project were organized:

- 3 Working meetings and study visits with partners were held: the left bank partner visited the ASEM business incubator (Chisinau), as well as the NGO ProEntranse (Chisinau) with 38 participants/22 women.
- Conducted 4 study visits right - left bank: a study of the experience of the first business incubator of Moldova in Soroca; Visit to ASEM (Chisinau), NPO ProEntranse (Chisinau); StarNET (Chisinau). The aim – exchange of experience in the development of youth and social entrepreneurship in Transnistria and Moldova with
- 5 training seminars were conducted:
  - Training on development and support of youth entrepreneurship: the first part is the ASEM business incubator (Chisinau), for young guys for 27 participants/7 women
  - the second part - the IAS business incubator in Soroca for 25 participants/11 women;
  - Workshop with the participation of international organizations, local authorities, NGOs, as well as young people with the topic “Social entrepreneurship: partnership of NGOs, business and the state” with 72 participants/37 women
  - Training for trainers (part 1) “Development of the potential of Transnistrian NGOs and experts in the field of youth and social entrepreneurship” with 20 participants/9 women
  - Training for trainers (part 2) “Information and educational resources for business development in Transnistria” with 21 participants/12 women
- A mini-grants competition was held for young entrepreneurs. The main purpose - to support the youth initiative in Transnistria. 5 participants selected, who provided the description of their business ideas, information about management, staff and operations, budget planning, and a plan for the implementation and further development of the project. Within the framework of the competition, 5 finalists received mini-grants totaling around of 2000 USD to initiate start-ups.
- Outside the planned events, an additional 7 seminars and workshop were organized on the subjects:
  - Accounting and taxes-local legislation;
  - Legal regulation of social entrepreneurship in Transnistria
  - Accounting and taxation for work in the field of social entrepreneurship
  - Creating web resources. Work on the Internet and website promotion
  - Maintaining internal accounting, financial reporting
  - Cooperation with an international organization
  - Two-day social entrepreneurship training for NGOs

Sustainability: during the project, the Agency team discussed further plans for 2019 with partners. One of the main joint plans is the development of Business Hab as a continuation of the project "Resource and Information Center for the Development of Social and Youth Entrepreneurship". The main goal of Business Hab will be to help young start-up entrepreneurs to create their own business, escorted to the stage of business formation, searching for partners and customers, providing access to financing, technical support and access to national and European databases.

Sub-project 2.28: “THE YOUNG STANDING FOR A GREEN PLANET”
Implemented by Public Association “Familie sanatoasa” in partnership with Public Association “Tinerii pentru ecologie. Izoiketa” (left bank)
Budget: 12352 USD

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Implementation period: December 2016 – November 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – 497 participants from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 500 persons.
Main activities:
During the implementation of the project were organized:
- An Essay Contest was organized in Stefan Voda and Dubasari districts on the topic: Water - the Spring of Life, with 150 participants/126 girls;
- An ecological summer school „Dumbrava” organized in Stefan-Voda for 117 pupils/73 girls;
- Social Theater for 117 pupils/73 girls;
- Monitoring of participants/trainers’ work in Gymnasiums, high schools from Ştefan Vodă Dubasari – 497 pupils/256 girls. Only in 2 months participants trained as ecologists have organized and spent more than 30 educational hours for discussions and meetings with their colleagues in their study institutions. They disseminated the information obtained in the ecological camp.

Sustainability: the partnership and collaboration relations, especially those with the representatives of the opposite bank, established before and during the implementation of the project, were efficient and very productive, and this led to the continuation of the collation between both banks. In July-August 2 children from the left bank were included in the team that rested for three weeks in the Green CROSS camp in Switzerland where they presented the social theater developed at "Dumbrava" summer champ. The involvement of both banks of the Nistru continues further thanks to the sustainability of the project supported by Green Cross Switzerland.

Sub-project 2.29: “Activate the young for the development of a volunteers’ movement in support of and for the solution of environmental and social problems”
Implemented by: NGO “Инновационного развития и поддержки интеллектуальных технологий социально-значимых направлений” (left bank) in partnership with Public Association “Hip Hop & Sports Club "Urban Spirit”
Budget: 19564 USD
Implementation period: December 2016 – October 2018
Beneficiaries: direct – 390 participants from both banks. Indirect beneficiaries – 3380 persons.
Main activities:
The main goal of this project is to create a joint youth volunteer movement. During the implementation of the project were organized:
- A joint seminar “Development of the youth socially-directed volunteer movement” in Molovata Noua with 48 participants/8 women. Invited experts acquainted local activists with projects for the development of street cultures in Ukraine and Europe. The purpose of the event: to unite activists of different street cultures with the idea of common development; show the seminar participants that in every street culture there is an element of the creative component that unites all street cultures.
- "Urban Generation“ festival and Youth forum of street cultures were organized on May 19th in Chisinau Central Park with more than 120 participants/40 women from both banks and 2000 visitors. The festival was intended to gather representatives of different street cultures on the same platform: Street Dance; Parcour; Streetball; Graffiti; DJ’s; MC’s. At the same time at the festival there were 4 sites were presented different directions of street cultures. Invited experts / judges selected the winners. The festival was held in the
central park of Stefan Cel Mare, Chisinau, everyone could get acquainted with the street cultures presented at the festival.

- "Urban Generation" festival was organized in Tiraspol with more than 120 participants/18 women from both banks and 1600 visitors. Festivals was organized on the Central Square of Tiraspol (skate-park), everybody could be free to participate at the cultural events in the frame of festival.

**Sustainability:** Cooperation of young people from both banks will ensure a long-term plan for joint activities and common participation in a volunteer movement with common goals and objectives. Interaction in the framework of organized events brings a significant potential for confidence building between associations and youth from both banks of the Nistru River.

The volunteer training course helped to unite the youth of different street cultures with the idea of joint development, coordination, being socially active and socially useful, the workshop expert - Olga Cortac, a representative of the international Volunteer Association.

**Sub-project 2.30: “Together Against Loneliness”**

**Implemented by:** PA Centrul Evreiesc de Binefacere “Hasad Iaacov”, Balti in partnership with “Хэсэд Рахель” Еврейский Благотворительный Центр, Ribnita” (left bank)

**Budget:** 18596,50 USD

**Implementation period:** December 2016 – November 2018

**Beneficiaries:**
- direct – 231 participants from both banks - representatives of various nationalities in a difficult social situation. Indirect beneficiaries – 15 persons.

**Main activities:**
- During the 10 months of the project were organized 37 excursions.
- 231 beneficiaries took part in excursions instead of 180 planned (96 from the right bank, including women - 76 and 135 from the left bank, including women – 107).
- The number of direct beneficiaries for each excursion is 20 people.
- Excursions were conducted in the historical and cultural places of the right and left banks of the Nistru. The geography of trips covered the following settlements: Ribnita, Dubassari, Kamenka, Raskov, Stroenti, Vihvatinti villages, Saharna rock monastery, Chisinau, Soroka, Old Orhei, Balti, Reutsel, Falesti, Kosauti, Soroca. Guides were invited by a partner organization from the bank where the excursion took place.
- The participants were representatives of various nationalities who found themselves in a difficult social situation: lonely, living alone and low-income pensioners, as well as mobile people with disabilities living in Balti and Rybnitsa, registered in social structures, World War II veteran clubs and various public organizations.

**Sustainability:**

The beneficiaries of the project received a unique opportunity to overcome not only social exclusion, but also territorial restrictions, visits to interesting, in terms of tourism, places on both banks of the Nistru.

Excursions contributed to the prolongation of active longevity of beneficiaries, by filling the psychological emptiness of an elderly person, satisfying diverse cultural and educational needs, awakening new interests, increasing vitality, which improved their moral and physical condition, became a factor opposing the sedentary lifestyle, strengthened the communication of people from different regions, gave the opportunity to new acquaintances.
Annex 3: Communication and Visibility Report

As basic documents guiding all communication activities within the programme a Communication and Visibility Strategy agreed with the development partner and yearly detailed Action Plans were developed. Promotional and informational materials were designed as required in the SOP (Standard Operational Procedures) agreed by UNDP Moldova and EU Delegation in November 2016. While assuring visibility, taking into consideration the sensitivity of the Programme, Do no harm approach was vs projects implementation was applied.

Main objectives of the Communication and Visibility Strategy were:
- Enhanced confidence between people from both banks of the Nistru River;
- Increased public awareness of opportunities for cross-river cooperation;
- Increased public awareness about EU assistance for improvement of life wellbeing on both banks of the Nistru River.

Considering the core Programme’s components: business development and empowered communities, target groups were established as following:

- Development partners: The European Union Delegation to the Republic of Moldova (donor), the board members: the Bureau of Reintegration, the Swiss Cooperation Office, the Embassy of Sweden, as well as the Embassy of United Kingdom, the Embassy of Poland, the Embassy of Germany, the Embassy of the United States of America, the United States Development Agency, the German International Development Agency, the World Bank and other important development partners.
- Local leaders: LPAs and civil society representatives
- Business community: implementing partners, beneficiaries, business associations, entrepreneurs
- Media: targeted on the right bank and the left bank of the Nistru River
- General public: targeted on the right bank and the left bank of the Nistru River

Key messages:
- Through cooperation, communities on both banks can solve their problems more quickly and efficiently.
- EU’s support improves citizens’ quality of life on both sides of the Nistru river.

Main visibility activities organized in the framework of the Programme: launching events, press tours, participation at TV and radio shows, conferences, Forums, round tables etc.

Informational materials developed: Programme final brochure, flyers, newsletters, press releases, success stories, TV and Radio spots etc.

The Programme’s communication activities focused on human stories, on the tangible results of the Programme’s activities and their impact for people’s lives - not on administrative and procedural milestones.

Communication focused, on one side, on accomplishments – e.g. sharing information on projects launch, opening of facilities, press tours, official re-openings of renovated infrastructure objects; on the other side, on
accompanying the entire projects’ lifecycle – e.g. announcing opportunities, promoting ongoing partnerships, and creating opportunities for public debates and participatory events on the Programme’s topics.

Key events such as press conferences, press tours, round tables, and official openings were coordinated with EU Delegation to the Republic of Moldova. Representative of the EU Delegation were invited to speak about the EU support to the implemented projects in related events. In the absence of the EU Delegation representatives, information about EU’s support were highlighted by the Programme’s members, partners or beneficiaries. Media requests for interviews or participation at TV or radio shows were coordinated with the EU Delegation, as well as quotes from officials inserted in press releases and articles. To ensure high visibility of the Programme’s activities in its core components: business development and empowered communities, each project

Main achievements

During the implementation period of the 4th phase of the SCBM Programme, over 2,600 materials were published in media from both banks of the Nistru River. All media items were neutral or positive. No negative news was published about SCBM Programme. The coverage of the EU support in these articles was about 96%.

A communication campaign on social media reached an impact of over 142,000 on OK.RU and over 52,000 on Facebook. Moldova 1, Pro TV, STS TV

Results of the communication campaign on Radio: Radio Moldova, Jurnal FM, Russkoe Radio, and TV: Prime, Moldova 1, TNT TV:

- 1,114,552 people have seen TV spot 1 or more time
- 496,826 people have seen TV spot 3 or more time

SCBM Programme’s achievements were subjects for international media BBC, La Croix, Balkaninsights.

Evaluation and monitoring:
- Weekly media reports for the EU Delegation to Moldova;
- Media monitoring reports for media;
- Questionnaires and survey for implementing partners;
- Impact reports and number of followers for Social media.

Press-releases drafted and disseminated to media on both banks are the following:

- BUSINESS BRIDGES: 30 de tineri de pe ambele maluri ale Nistrului se lansează în afaceri cu ajutorul Uniunii Europene
- Granturi pentru intensificarea cooperării în domeniul afacerilor între malurile Nistrului
- Lideri locali de pe ambele maluri ale râului Nistru participă la instruirii comune de dezvoltare a localităților
- Pugiliști din Republica Moldova, România și Ucraina participă la Turneul Internațional de Box „Cupa Varnița 2016”
- Piața serviciilor de dezvoltare a afacerilor de pe ambele maluri ale râului Nistru are potențial care trebuie valorificat
- Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River
- ENPI/2014/354-587

Success stories:
- Once divided by a river, communities in Moldova come together
- In Moldova, learning to fit in
- Поддержка от ЕС или как стать предпринимателем за шесть месяцев
- С помощью ЕС, молодая жительница Григориополя начала успешный бизнес в 21 год
- Жительница Тирасполя открыла ферму по выращиванию перепелов с помощью европейского гранта
- Туристам вероятна возможность познакомиться с новыми артериями на обоих берегах Нистру
- Европа протягивает руку помощи Приднестровью
- O tânără mămică din Tiraspol a creat o crescătorie de prepelițe cu ajutorul UE
- Au transformat vocația în afaceri

Relevant links:

International media

https://news.rambler.ru/europe/3467186-v-grigoriopole-poyavilas-novaya-klubnichnaya-ferma/
http://nv.ua/world/countries/polikliniki-pridnestrove-evrosojuz-201577735.html

20 EU-funded social infrastructure projects increase confidence between both banks of Nistru river
Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River

Young entrepreneurs from both banks of the Nistru river met at a Business Forum in Chisinau
Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River

60 children in Caragas, on the left bank of the Nistru, get access to pre-school education

http://mir24.tv/video_news/12623421/12623411
http://ipn.md/ro/societate/69518
http://www.infotaq.md/culture-ru/203975/
http://diez.md/2015/12/03/tinerii-unui-maluri-de-caragash/
http://www.jurnal.md/ro/social/2015/5/21/conditii-mai-bune-de-educatie-pentru-200-de-copii-din-stanga-nistrului/
HTTP://WWW.PAN.MD/NEWS/V-SELE-KARAGASH-200-DETEY-POLOCHILI-VOZMOJNOSTI-HODITI-V-DETSAD/55318
Producers from both banks of the Nistru river have attended world's largest exhibition of footwear and accessories

http://www.ipn.md/ro/economie-business/70925
http://www.ipn.md/ru/economie-business/70925
http://www.noi.md/ru/print/news_id/65818

Grant competition for business ideas

http://www.ipn.md/ro/societate/71736
http://agora.md/stiri/12576/ue-ofera-granturi-pentru-afaceri-si-instruirei-pentru-tinerii-din-zona-de-securitate
http://www.noi.md/md/print/news_id/68674
http://www.vesti.md/?mod-news&id=46873
http://infoeuropa.md/projecte-europene/tinerii-din-zona-de-securitate-pot-beneficia-de-granturi-europene-pentru-dezvoltarea-afacerii
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Environmental situation improves in Slobozia district (left-bank) thanks to the European Union

http://www.un.md/viewnews/319/
http://www.canalregional.md/index.php/economic/item/5423-serviciile-de-gestionare-a-de%C8%99urilor-au-fost-modernizate
http://www.communicate.md/index.php?task=articles&action=view&article_id=8968
http://www.ziarulnational.md/ue-a-mai-rezolvat-o-problema-din-r-moldova/
http://www.noii.md/md/news_id/69543
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2015/09/28/v-slobodzee-rabotaet-novaya-spectehnika-dlya-uborki-i-vyvoza

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Support the information campaign: ** Moldova in line with Europe **

http://www.kp.md/daily/26472/3342100/
http://www.kp.md/daily/26463.4/3333435/
http://www.kp.md/daily/26452.4/3321732/
http://www.kp.md/daily/26454/3324916/
http://www.kp.md/daily/26466/3336367/
http://www.kp.md/daily/26446/3316715/
http://www.kp.md/daily/26443.4/3313448/
http://www.kp.md/daily/26413/3287445/
http://diez.md/2015/12/14/foto-evropa- Pentru-moldova-scoala-sportiva-din-cruieni-prima-institutie-de-profil-de-pe-malul-nistru-l-reparat-supremanti-
http://diez.md/2015/12/09/europa- Pentru-moldova-edujoc-atelier-din-moldova-unde-se-produc-
http://diez.md/2015/12/02/ europa- Pentru-moldova-povestea-unei-tinere-care-la-22-de-ani-a-initiat-propria-

** Articles realised within the Moldova in line with Europe and published by media from the left bank **

http://mediacenter.md/thresector/971-problemy-lyudej-s-oqranchennymi-vozmozhnostyami-v-moldove-
http://apriori-center.org/news/1185
http://mirpr.ru/istoriya-odnogo-biznesa-ilii-kak-evropejskij-grant-podderzhal-proizvodstvo-mebeli-v-
http://mediacenter.md/publikacii/966-istoriya-odnogo-biznesa-ilii-kak-evropejskij-grant-podderzhal-
The European Union supports the renovation of three schools on the left bank of the Nistru river


TVR Moldova https://www.facebook.com/TVRMoldova/?fref=ts
http://tv7.md/ro/cotidian/cotidian-editie-integrala-ora-18-00-25-04/
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/show/41/42924
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-Otdltddsl&list=PLuS6Uc5RIULLQIGjeDzcqP1hu5n1OEXat&index=12
http://tr.md/peredachi/vesti-moldova
http://tr.md/novosti/obshhestvo/evrosoyuz-profinansiruet-shkoly-v-pridnestrove
http://www.infotaq.md/rebelion-en/222952/
http://www.ipn.md/en/societate/76394
http://novostipmr.ru/info/vesti/2016-04-v-ryade-shkol-prihvatovovy-pri-podderzhke-proon-
http://novostipmr.ru/info/vesti/2016-04-v-ryade-shkol-prihvatovovy-pri-podderzhke-proon-
http://novostipmr.ru/info/vesti/2016-04-v-ryade-shkol-prihvatovovy-pri-podderzhke-proon-
http://www.kp.md/daily/26523.4/3539318/
http://www.mediamage.ro/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUDcentral-
en/27_04_16/244412.html
http://pan.md/pridnestrove/evrosoyuz-finansiruet-remont-treh-shkol-v-pridnestrove
http://zuq0.md/article/800-de-elevi-din-3-scoli-din-stanga-nistrului-vor-invata-in-institutii-renovate-din-
banoi-ue.htm
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---

The text content extracted from the document includes a variety of web URLs and references to various sources, indicating a rich resource list. The text appears to discuss specific projects or initiatives, likely related to the support of the European Union, aiming to enhance opportunities and living conditions in specific areas.

---

Business Bridges - with the support of the European Union 30 young people from both banks of the Nistru river have launched their businesses

---

The reference to the www.ziarulnational.md website suggests a focus on Moldovan news media, which might be providing updates or information about the projects. The references to other websites and documents indicate a broad spectrum of sources, likely providing detailed information about the initiatives, their goals, and impact.

---

The text provides a starting point for understanding the scale and scope of the initiatives, though the actual content of each referenced source is not provided here. The references to specific web pages, articles, and reports suggest a comprehensive approach to documenting and reporting on the progress of these projects.
Open call for business associations from both banks of the Nistru river

- [http://mybusiness.md/ro/categories/item/4510-startup-urile-podurilor-de-afaceri-de-pe-nistru](http://mybusiness.md/ro/categories/item/4510-startup-urile-podurilor-de-afaceri-de-pe-nistru)
- [http://mediacentre.md/publikacii/2016-business-bridges-30-molodyih-lyudej-s-ooboi-beregov-%d0%d0%d0%b0-30-30-poluchili-europejskie-granty-dlya-razvitiya-sobstvennogo-biznesa.html](http://mediacentre.md/publikacii/2016-business-bridges-30-molodyih-lyudej-s-ooboi-beregov-%d0%d0%d0%b0-30-30-poluchili-europejskie-granty-dlya-razvitiya-sobstvennogo-biznesa.html)

CBM achievements and success stories

- [http://mybusiness.md/ro/categories/item/4510-startup-urile-podurilor-de-afaceri-de-pe-nistru](http://mybusiness.md/ro/categories/item/4510-startup-urile-podurilor-de-afaceri-de-pe-nistru)
- [Moldova 1](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJ2p_j69pUc&feature=youtu.be&t=29m6s)

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River

Success Stories of Grants for Youth beneficiaries

Angela Sobol:
http://jurnal.md/ro/economic/2016/2/19/ue-ofera-cate-55-de-mii-de-euro-pentru-proiecte-de-cooperare-intre-asociatiile-de-afaceri-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-nistrului/

Marina Tabuncic:

Ivan Hodakovskiy:
http://mybusiness.md/categories/item/4556-nastol-nye-zarjadnye-ustrojstva-dlya-mobile

Denis Gumeniuk:
http://mirpru.ublabateli-granta-nachal-proizvodstvo-fotoknig/

Cristina Boicu:
Dorin Tapu:
http://www.publika.md/antreprenor-la-18-ani-un-tanar-din-stefan-voda-si-a-deschis-o-afacere-de-
succes_2674881.html

Petru Bondari:
http://eco.md/index.php/home/rss/item/4757-aventura-care-%C3%AEnt%C4%83re-%C5%9Fi-profital%C4%83-pe-bani-
europeni
http://provincial.md/fierbinte/facerea-unei-femei-de-la-dubasari-deschis-ca-suportul-ue-o-ferma-de-
sinsile-afla-detaliil
http://agrobiznes.md/ferma-de-sinsile-facerea-deschisa-ca-ajutorul-ue-de-catre-o-tanara-din-dubasari.html

Lilia Verlan:
http://eco.md/index.php/home/rss/item/4879-afacere-inovatoare-%C5%9Fi-profital%C4%83-pe-bani-
europeni

Vitaly Kovali

Adriana Bucuscanu:
http://www.prime.md/rom/news/social/item38760/
in-concediu-de-maternitate

Marcela Moscovciuc :
http://ea.md/designerul-marcela-moscovciuc-a-croat-iubirea-si-traditia-intr-o-splendida-colectie-
vestimentara/

Alina Gligor:
http://bci.md/ro/news/inaugurarea-Cabinetului-de-Imaistic-Dentara-David-Dental-Scan.html

Press tour to Svetlana Matcova:
http://mediacentre.md/publikacii/1090-zhitelnica-tiraspolya-otkryla-fermu-po-vyraschivaniyu-perepelov-s-
pomoschyu-evropeyskogo-granta.html
http://newspmr.com novosti-pmr/proizvodstvo/14929
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/3415-a-resident-of-t
http://www.perepelka.org.ua/pridn.htm
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/3422-evrogrant-supported-t
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/news/20160711/46024

TSV TV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10gHoG_DGlS
http://mediacentre.md/publikacii/1092-evrogrant-podderzhal-sozdanie-perepelinogo-biznesa-v-
tiraspol.html
http://newspmr.com novosti-pmr/proizvodstvo/14944
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/12446
http://mirpmr.ru/perepelinyi-biznes/
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/?p=20869
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvAMV49S3G8
http://www.allmoldova.com/ro/project/obektiv-evropa-1/o-tanara-mamica-din-tiraspol-a-creat-o-
crescatorie-de-prepelite-cu-ajutorul-ue
http://stirilocale.md/o-tanara-mamica-din-tiraspol-a-creat-o-crescatorie-de-prepelite-cu-ajutorul-ue.html
http://agora.md/stiri/22572/o-tanara-mamica-din-tiraspol-a-creat-o-crescatorie-de-prepelite-cu-ajutorul-ue.html
http://esp.md/podrobnosti/2016/09/22/molodaya-mat-iz-tiraspolya-osnovala-perepelinyu-ferrmu-pri-
podderzhke-es
Petronela Verejan:
http://mybusiness.md/otkrytie-biznesa/item/5286-v-keushen-nachali-vypuskat-pukhovye-odeyala
http://hra.md/

Press tour to Vitaly Radulov:
http://mirpmr.ru/v-grigoriopolis-raione-poiavilas-novaia-svinovodcheskaia-ferma/
http://mirpmr.ru/novaia-svinovodcheskaia-ferma-v-grigoriopolis-raione/
http://www.womenin.org/index.php/RU/glavnaya
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/07/08/razvitie-fermerstva-aktualno-i-dlya-pridnestrovia
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/news/20160725/46478
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/07/25/razvitie-fermerstva-v-pridnestrove-prodolzhaet-nabirat
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/07/25/razvitie-fermerstva-v-pridnestrove-prodolzhaet-nabirat-oboroty/
http://www.womenin.org/index.php/GR/glavnaya
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/07/08/razvitie-fermerstva-aktualno-i-dlya-pridnestrovia
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/news/20160725/46478
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/07/25/razvitie-fermerstva-v-pridnestrove-prodolzhaet-nabirat
http://www.womenin.org/index.php/GR/glavnaya
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/07/08/razvitie-fermerstva-aktualno-i-dlya-pridnestrovia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yGVjoTJ3gc
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/12670
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yGVjoTJ3gc
http://newsmp.com/novosti-pmr/proizvodstvo/15004
http://mirpmr.ru/kak-stat-predprinimatelem/
http://ngo-interaction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/3439-support-from-the-eu
Dnestr TV https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=time_continue=17&v=vaHi_5sd_08
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/?p=21188
http://agrobiznes.md/foto-cu-ajutorul-ue-in-doar-jumatate-de-an-a-pus-pe-picioare-o-ferma-de-porci-profitabila.html

Press tour to Maria Sokolova:
https://www.facebook.com/TVRMoldova/videos/1859786524249325/
http://mirpmr.ru/v-grigoriopole-poiavilas-novaia-kozbichnaia-ferma/
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/09/08/molodaya-predprinimatelnica-iz-grigoriopolya-razvivaet
http://mirpmr.ru/klubnika-sokolovo/
Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587

Development of business associations

http://www.realitatea.md/studiu--companiile-din-moldova-nu-au-cultura-de-a-plati-pentru-servicii-de-dezvoltare-a-afacerilor_38119.html
http://www.realitatea.md/studiu--companiile-din-moldova-nu-au-cultura-de-a-plati-pentru-servicii-de-dezvoltare-a-afacerilor_38119.html
http://www.ipn.md/ru/dosar-transnistrean/76156
http://www.ipn.md/ro/dosar-transnistrean/76156
http://www.hotnews.md/articles/view.hot?id=34693
http://mirpmr.ru/vosemot
http://vestipmr.info/articles/20
http://drvosmiproект/40184.html
http://www.realitatea.md/studiu--companiile-din-moldova-nu-au-cultura-de-a-plati-pentru-servicii-de-dezvoltare-a-afacerilor_38119.html
http://www.kp.md/daily/26534.4/3550695/
http://www.realitatea.md/studiu--companiile-din-moldova-nu-au-cultura-de-a-plati-pentru-servicii-de-dezvoltare-a-afacerilor_38119.html
http://vestipmr.info/articles/20

New infrastructure projects announcement

http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/06/13/socialnaya-infrastruktura-8-naselennyh-punktov-pridnestrovya
http://dr-ecology.blogspot.md/2016/05/blog-post_13.html
http://dr-ecology.blogspot.md/2016/05/blog-post_19.html?view=flipcard
http://www.kp.md/daily/26534.4/3550695/
http://www.radiochisinau.md/localitatile_de_pe_amebe_maluri_ale_raului_nistru_pot_obtine_finantare_de_la_ue-34189
http://www.comunicate.md/index.php?task=articles&action=view&amp;article_id=9486
http://news.click.md/item/finantare-europenea-pentru-modernizarea-localitatilor-de-pe-amebe
ca88a259b277d8be54792d8c6d3a8c0
http://independent.md/finantare-europenea-in-valoare-de-150-000-de-euro-pentru-modernizarea-localitatilor-din-republica-moldova/
http://www.timpul.md/articol/localitatile-de-pe-amebe-maluri-ale-raului-nistrupot-obtine-finantare-de-la-ue-93652.html
http://dieu.md/2016/06/03/localitatile-de-pe-amebe-maluri-ale-nistrului-pot-castiga-150-000-de-euro-pentru-modernizarea-infrastructurii/
http://www.noil.md/news_id/85464#close

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River ENPI/2014/354-587
Press tour to Dubasari Creative Centre for children

https://tv.pgtrk.ru/news/20160623/45504
http://tiraspol.me/index.php?action=pmrnews;id=44898
http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/ro/home/presscentre/articles/2016/06/22/centru-de-crea-ie-la-standarde-europene-pentru-copii-din-dub-sari-st-nqa-nistrului/
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/06/24/remont-dvorca-detsko-yunosheskogo-tvorchestva-provoditsya-v
http://www.ngo-interaction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/3400-eu-creates-a-comfortable
Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River ENPI/2014/354-587
Tourism partnership to be launched between Nistru banks

Business platforms

Ecological agriculture

Tourism partnership to be launched between Nistru banks

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Donets River ENPI/2014/354-587
Empowering women in agriculture

http://mirpmr.ru/seminar-praktischeskoe-zaniatie-vyrahshanie-vinograd

Training to be provided to berry-growing farmers from both banks

http://www.ipn.md/ro/economie/78494
http://www.ipn.md/ru/economie/78494

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River ENPI/2014/354-587

Joint participation of fruits producers from both banks at the Soroca Apple Festival

http://agrobiznes.md/banner/2016-03-21/news_14234.html

Participation of the entrepreneurs from both banks at the Moldo-Italian business forum

http://mira.ru/festival-ialblok/
http://mira.ru/festival-ialblok/

Moldova: Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River

http://agrobiznes.md/italian
http://agrobiznes.md/italian
http://www.moldova.org/ru/20-%D1%80%D1%8F%D0%B1%D1%80%D1%8F-%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B9%D4%0B%C1%82-%D0%BF%D0%B6%D1%8D%D1%8F%D0%B0-%D0%BC%D0%BE%D0%BB%D1%8B%D1%82
http://agrobiznes.md/biznes/2016/11/21/newsletter.html
http://agrobiznes.md/italian
http://mira.ru/festival-ialblok/

Hoteliers platform

http://accolada-nqo.blogspot.md/2016/10/blog-post.html
Capacity building on consulting services

http://www.realitatea.md/circa-100-de-agenti-economici-de-pe-amele-maluri-ale-nistrului-vor-face-cursuri-profesioale-de-bucatar-cofetar-si-management--in-cadrul-unui-proiect-lansat-de-cci--video--42509.html
http://www.moldpres.md/news/2016/07/19/16005833
http://www.moldpres.md/ru/news/2016/07/19/16005833
http://www.hotnews.md/articles/view.hot?id=35885
http://www.moldpres.md/ru/news/2016/07/19/16005833

Capacity building for export specialists from both banks

http://www.noi.md/md/news_id/94140#close
http://www.moldpres.md/ru/news_id/94140
http://www.realitatea.md/circa-30-de-incepatori-instruiti-in-initierea-propriilor-afaceri
http://moldovanews.md/30112016/economika/139715.htm

New touristic routes on both banks of the Nistru river

http://www.moldpres.md/news/2016/10/26/16008454

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Participation of farmers from both banks at PRODEXPO exhibition

http://www.ziarulnational.md/fermier-de-pei-amebe-maluri-ale-nistru-si-au-dat-mana-la-expozitia-internatiala-prodexpo-2016/1
http://www.moldovenii.md/ru/news_id/9367#close
http://www.moldovenii.md/ru/news_id/9367
http://www.infotaq.md/rebellion/234418/
http://www.infotaq.md/rebellion-ro/234426/
http://www.infotaq.md/rebellion-en/234434/
http://moldova9.com/2016/11/08/fermierii-de-pei-amebe-maluri-ale-nistruului-la-targul-international-de-la-minsk/
http://mirpmr.ru/fermersko-sotrydnichestvo/

Energy efficiency trainings for specialists from both banks of the Nistru River

Study visit to Romania for hoteliers from both banks

http://newsprm.com/novosti-moldovy/15495
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/11
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/07/20/otremontirovannyy
http://tiraspol.ru/news/vstrechi
http://tiraspol.ru/news/brendom/

Inauguration of the Dnestrovsk Polyclinic

http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/ro/home/presscentre/pressreleases/2016/07/20/peste-20-mii-de-locuitori-ai-ora-ului-dnestrovsk-st-nqia-nistului-au-acces-la-asistenta-medicala-de-calitate/
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/07/20/otremontirovannyy-korpus-dnestrovskoy-gorbolnicy-qotov
http://minzdrav.gospmr.org/node/1750
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/3434-more-than-20-th
http://www.noi.md/ru/news_id/88170
http://www.noi.md/ru/news_id/88170
http://www.realitatea.md/pollicinica-renovata_42652.html
http://www.hotnews.md/articles/view_hot?id=35919
http://www.jc.md/ue-continua-sa-finanteze-institutiile-medicale-din-stanga-nistului/

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Press tour to Rascov Community Centre

http://www.womenin.org/index.php/BU/glavnaya-29-news-a-events/184-2016-08-26
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2016/08/26/remontnye-raboty-polnym-hodom-idut-v-rashkovskom-dome
http://nointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/3489-house-of-culture-for
http://newsmpr.com/novosti-vmr/vesti-s-mest/15154
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/13225
http://novostipmr.ru/paper/daily/2016-08-i-vnov-zazhgyutsya-ogi
http://ecolife-dubossary.ru/?p=2698
http://newspmr.com/novosti-vmr/vesti-s-mest/15170
http://www.womenin.org/index.php/BU/novosti/186-2016-09-01
http://nointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/3499-eu-reconstructs-th
http://moldpres.md/news/2016/09/01/1606948

Moldova 1 http://www.mediaimage.ro/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNU/central-ro/03_09_16/newslet.html#RENOVAREA%20INFRASTRUCTURII%20SOCIALE182567

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River ENPI/2014/354-587

Success story Petronela Verejan

http://diez.md/2016/09/05/foto-o-tanara-mamica-din-tiraspal-creat-o-crescatorie-de-prepelite-cu-ajutorul-ue/
http://agora.md/stiri/22206/video--200-de-mii-de-euro-pentru-renovarea-casei-de-cultura-din-satul-rascov--stanga-nistrului

Rezina Infectious Disease Ward inauguration

http://www.comunicate.md/index.php?task=articles&action=view&article_id=9668
http://www.womenin.org/index.php/RU/novosti/189
http://www.ziarulnational.md/la-rezina-a-fost-inaugurata-cea-mai-moderna-section-de-tratate-a-bolilor-contagioase-cine-a-alocat-160-de-mii-de-euro/
http://moldpres.md/news/2016/10/13/16008129
http://moldpres.md/rn/news/2016/10/13/16008129
http://www.europalibera.org/a/28050247.html
http://newsprmr.com/novosti-moldovy/15311
http://mirpmr.ru/infeccionnaia-bezopasnost


2017

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Success story Svetlana Matcova

http://mirpmr.ru/perepelinyiy-dom-svetlanyi-matkovoy/

Certification of export consultants by Institute of Exports from UK

http://www.europolibera.org/a/a28214524.html
http://www.ipn.md/ro/economie-business/81623
http://www.ipn.md/ro/economie-business/81623
http://www.interlic.md/2017-03-19/ue-contribute-la-imbunatatirea-capacitatii-de-export-a-companiilor-de-pe-amebe-maluri-ale-rului-nistr-vor-fi-imbunatatite-de-ue-specialistii-vor-invata-cum-sa-faca-tranzactii-de-comert-international_51234.html
http://agrobiznes.md/foto-experti-de-la-institutul-britanic-de-export-tin-cursuri-de-calificare-la-chisinau.html
http://independent.md/ue-contribute-la-imbunatatirea-capacitatii-de-export-a-companiilor-de-pe-amebe-maluri-ale-rului-nistru---6216.html
http://mobi.bani.md/ue-contribute-la-imbunatatirea-capacitatii-de-export-a-companiilor-de-pe-amebe-maluri-ale-rului-nistru---86216.html
http://trm.md/ro/economic/20-de-speciali-sti-din-moldova-instru-ti-de-institutul-britanic-de-export/
http://trm.md/ro/economic/20-de-speciali-sti-din-moldova-instru-ti-de-institutul-britanic-de-export/
http://bani.md/ue-contribute-la-imbunatatirea-capacitatii-de-export-a-companiilor-de-pe-amebe-maluri-ale-rului-nistru---86216.html
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/3740-international-in-th
http://dr-ecology.blogspot.md/2017/02/blog-post.html

Certification of business development consultants by iCMCI

http://www.eurotv.md/stire-experti-in-domeniul-dezvoltarii-afacerilor-vor-obtine-in-premiera-certificare-

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Trainings in energy efficiency

http://rrt.md/ro/stiri/economie/afaceristi-si-functionari-instruiti-sa-economiseasca-energia
http://rrt.md/ro/stiri/afaceri/experti-in-afaceri-certificati-international
https://stirilocale.md/premiera-experti-si-instruitori-la-domeniul-efficientei-energetice
http://moldpres.md/ru/news/2017/01/24/17000550
http://moldpres.md/news/2017/01/24/17000550
http://womenin.org/index.php/RU/novosti/227
http://mediacenter.md/publikacii/1249-turisticheskiy-marshrut-sela-kickany.html
http://tv.pgtestrk.ru/show/519/60603
http://mediacenter.md/publikacii/1249-turisticheskiy-marshrut-sela-kickany.html
http://privetmpmr.ru/turisticheskij-marshrut-kitskany
http://newsmpmr.com/novosti-pmr/vesti-s-mest/16798
http://lngoiinteraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/4198-o-turis
http://tv.pgtestrk.ru/show/48/61323
http://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=nMoJ_l1Rglg
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/?p=52195

Tourism sector development

http://newsmpmr.com/novosti-pmr/vesti-s-mest/15773
European medicine crossed the Nistru river

http://dziez.md/2017/02/03/foto-asistenta-externa-pentru-o-tara-moderna-medicina-europeana-trecut-nistrul/
http://unghiul.info/medicina-europeana-a-trecut-nistrul/
http://estcurier.md/medicina-europeana-a-trecut-nistrul
http://aqora.md/stiri/27815/medicina-europeana-a-trecut-nistrul
http://www.cuvintul.md/article/Medicina-europeana-a-trecut-Nistrul/
http://unimedia.info/stiri/medicina-europeana-a-trecut-nistrul_122868.html
http://www.cocieritv.info/news/medicina_europeana_a_trecut_nistrul/2017-03-10-915

Horizontal soil puncture for laying communications infrastructure


Training on Entrepreneurship

http://mirpmr.ru/v-rybnitse-startoval-kurs-delovogo-obrazovaniya/

Made in Moldova exhibition joined by companies from the left bank of the Nistru river


Trade with EU seminar

https://point.md/ru/novosti/ekonomika/predprinimateleii-s-oboikh-beregov-dnestra-informiruiut-o-torgovle-s-es

Courses for chefs from both banks
Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River

Development of a handicraft association in Bender

http://womenin.org/index.php/RU/nashi-proekty/q-news-a-events
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/3781-in-bendery-with-eu
http://news.yarilo-ra.org/?p=50
http://newspmr.com/novosti-pmr/obshhestvo/14869
http://vestipmr.info/articles/2017/03/22/trening-dlya-remeslennikov-proshel-v-benderah
http://mirpmr.ru/vozrodzenie-narodnyh-tradicii/
http://tiraspol.me/index.php?PHPSESSID=955ff57de3e8ceb946e71fab047bc29&action=pmrnews;id=65087
http://dr-ecology.blogspot.md/2017/03/blog-post_22.html
http://newspmr.com/novosti-pmr/biznes/16002
http://news.yarilo-ra.org/?p=58
http://privetpmr.ru/remeslo-v-dohodnoe-delo
http://profvesti.org/2017/03/25/19673/
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/ru/show/48/56135
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRMaM_8djXg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1elopP_pKYo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1elopP_pKYo
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/ru/show/48/57296
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzhW-DuSohk
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/ru/news/20170615/58222
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=143&v=CCsErXNq7Go
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/show/48/63539
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=33&v=UEY8Xzo1dYA

Joint cultural events supported by EU

http://dize.md/2017/02/22/noi-opportunitati-de-colaborare-intre-oamenii-de-cultura-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-raului-nistrului

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Success story about grant beneficiary Ivan Khodakovsky


Газета «Человек и его права» Производственное искусство от Ивана Ходаковского
https://point.md/ru/novosti/obschestvo/izobretatel-iz-pridnestrovia-sozdar-zariadnay-stantsii-novogo-
pokoleniya
https://youtu.be/5vHLKP3APMs?t=260
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/show/4854720
http://newspmr.com/novosti/podderzhke/pri-moscow-beregov-de-nistru-tn-500x500.jpg
http://news.yarilo.ru/biznes/540
http://mediacentr.md/publikacii/1200-pri-pomoschi-es-molodoy-izobretatel-iz-tiraspolya-naladil-
sobstvenny-biznes.html

Construction of the Hagimus Centre for Family Physicians

http://www.publika.md/conditii-dezastruoase-in-cenrul-de-sanatate-din-hagimus-solutia-gasita-de-
autoritatii_2909521.html
http://www.mediamage.ro/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-
ro/25_02_17/newsletter.html
http://mediacentr.md/publikacii/2013-pri-pomoschi-es-molodoy-izobretatel-iz-tiraspolya-sarab-
emisii.html
http://www.europalibera.org/a/28333257.html

Success story about grant beneficiary Adriana Buciuscanu


Cooperation between business associations from both banks

http://mediacentr.md/publikacii/1191-pri-podderzhke-es-biznes-associacii-s-oboih-beregov-dnestra-
obmenivayutsya-opytom.html
http://news.pmr.com/novosti-pmr/biznes/15897
http://news.yarilo-ra.org/?p=40
http://dr-ecology.blogspot.md/2017/03/blog-post.html
http://privetpmr.ru/obmen-opytom

Газета «Человек и его права», Статья «В Бендерах с европейской помощью возрождают народные
традиции»

Joint cultural event at Dorotcaia Community Centre

http://www.comunicate.md/index.php?task=articles&action=view&article_id=9857
http://diez.md/2017/03/04/foto-dorotcaia-locuitorii-ambelor-maluri-ale-raului-nistru-au-sarbatorit-impreuna-
martisorul/
http://www.timpul.md/articol/locuitorii-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-nistrului-au-o-casa-de-cultura-renovata-

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Tourist information center to be opened in Tiraspol

http://vestipmr.info/articles/2017/03/07/informacionnyy-centr-dlya-turistov-planiruyut-otkryt-v
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/news/20170307/54744
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chMdq4Mm3c
https://alfa24.online/2017/03/07/komitas-dla-turista-v-stolice-otkryut
http://tiraspol.me/index.php?action=pmrnews;id=64150
http://novostipmr.ru/video/1tv/2017-03-v-konce-marta-v-tiraspolse-otkroyetsya-informacionnyj-centr-dlya-turistov/
http://privetpmr.ru/informatsiya-dlya-turista
http://newspmr.com/novosti

Tourist information center to be opened in Tiraspol

http://vestipmr.info/articles/2017/03/07/informacionnyy-centr-dlya-turistov-planiruyut-otkryt-v
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/news/20170307/54744
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chMdq4Mm3c
https://alfa24.online/2017/03/07/komitas-dla-turista-v-stolice-otkryut
http://tiraspol.me/index.php?action=pmrnews;id=64150
http://novostipmr.ru/video/1tv/2017-03-v-konce-marta-v-tiraspolse-otkroyetsya-informacionnyj-centr-dlya-turistov/
http://privetpmr.ru/informatsiya-dlya-turista
http://newspmr.com/novosti

Success story about grant beneficiary Doina Roscot

https://tsv.md/osobyj
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/16675
Газета «Адэверул Нистрян»  Пентру туришть ши аженций туристичь
https://tsv.md/osobyj-pridnestrovskij-kolorit/

Success story about grant beneficiary Doina Roscot

https://tsv.md/osobyj
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/16675
Газета «Адэверул Нистрян»  Пентру туришть ши аженций туристичь
https://tsv.md/osobyj-pridnestrovskij-kolorit/

Moldovan capital opens first Information Centre for tourists

http://moldpres.md/news/2017/03/09/17001863
http://moldpres.md/ru/news/2017/03/09/17001863
http://independent.md/primul-centru-de-informare-pentru-turisti-la-chisinau-unde-va-fi-amplasat/#_WMMKLqVwKzDSE
Farmers and experts from both banks of the Nistru river are invited to attend the Handicrafts Forum

Success story about grant beneficiary Alina Fortuna
Businesses started on both banks of the Nistru with EU support

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGcPebABtoq
http://tvrmoldova.md/social/peste-30-de-tineri-din-moldova-au-devenit-antreprenori-gradie-unui-proiect-finantat-de-uniiunea-europeana/#sthash.EAmiqX72.dpuf
http://ipn.md/ro/societate/83164
http://ipn.md/en/societate/83164
http://ipn.md/ru/societate/83164
http://moldpres.md/news/2017/04/06/17002616
http://breakingnews.md/noi-locuri-de-munca-create-cu-sprinjul-ue/
http://ftr.md/ro/economic/peste-120-de-locuri-de-munca-noi-deschise-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-nistrului/
http://www.europalibera.org/a/28414610.html
http://ftr.md/ro/economic/peste-120-de-locuri-de-munca-noi-deschise-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-nistrului/
http://www.moldova.org/cu-sprinjul-ue-31-de-tineri-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-nistrului-au-creat-peste-120-de-locuri-de-munca/
http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2017/04/05/cu-sprinjul-ue-tineri-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-r-ului-nistrui-au-creat-noi-locuri-de-muncu/
http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/ro/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2017/04/05/cu-sprinjul-ue-tineri-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-r-ului-nistrui-au-creat-noi-locuri-de-munca/
http://ftr.md/ro/stiri/afaceri/cu-sprinjul-ue-tineri-de-pe-malurile-nistrului-au-creat-120-de-locuri-de-munca-foto
http://zug.md/article/timp-de-un-an--31-de-tineri-au-creat-peste-120-de-locuri-de-munca-cu-ajurorul-uniunii-europene_18189.htm
http://tvrmoldova.md/social/peste-30-de-tineri-din-moldova-au-devenit-antreprenori-gradie-unui-proiect-finatntat-de-uniiunea-europeana/#sthash.FAnya5n1.dpuf
http://diez.md/2017/04/06/31-de-tineri-au-devenit-antreprenori-datorita-sustinii-uniunii-europene/
http://mybusiness.md/ro/comunicate-de-pres/item/5638-cu-sprinjul-ue-tineri-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-raului-nistrui-au-creat-noi-locuri-de-munca

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Reconstruction of the Protagailovka Sports Complex

http://news.yarilo-ra.ru/?p=92
https://tv.pgrtk.ru/news/20170413/56055

Салэ де спорт реноватэ, Adevarul Nistrean newspaper
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/?p=31341
http://www.infotaq.md/rebellion-ro/244842/
http://www.infotaq.md/rebellion-en/244872/
http://jpn.md/ro/societate/83609
http://jpn.md/en/societate/83609
http://jpn.md/ru/societate/83609

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587

Giving birth is not anymore a cause of fright, in Slobozia, Moldova

Forum of business women

Tourist Information Centre opens in Tiraspol

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587

Capacity building for farmers from both banks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Od7C2NhhEg
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/?p=35782
http://newspmr.com/novosti/post_22.html

Success story of the grant beneficiary Svetlanka Matscova


Adventures of a German tourist in Transnistria

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqVyjcXP8dU
https://tv.pqtrk.ru/show/48/56634
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjpDjbZM64w

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River

Launch of the Gura Bicului Centre of Family Physicians

http://provincial.md/fierbinte/peste-4-200-de-locuitori-ai-satelor-qura-bicului-si-bioc-vor-beneficia-de-servicii-medica-de-calitate
http://tm.md/ro/regional/oficiul-medicilor-de-familie-din-qura-bicului-renovat-din-bani-europeni/
http://tm.md/ro/regional/oficiul-medicilor-de-familie-din-qura-bicului-renovat-din-bani-europeni/
http://www.moldova.org/peste-4-200-de-locuitori-din-qura-bacului-si-bacioc-vor-beneficia-de-servicii-medica-de-calitate-datorita-spririnului-ue/
Launch of the Moldovan Best Hotels Catalogue

https://www.privesc.eu/Arhiva/6453/Lansarea-catalogului-Best-Hotels-of-Moldova
http://www.ipn.md/ro/dosar-transnistrean/8418q
http://www.ipn.md/en/societate/8418q
http://www.ipn.md/ro/societate/8418q
http://www.hotnews.md/articles/view.hot?id=41647
http://www.moldpres.md/news/2017/05/21/1700408q
http://www.eurotv.md/stire-hotelurile-de-pe-amebe-maluri-ale-riului-nistru-au-fost-inclus-e-in-catalogul-

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
best-hotels-of-moldova
http://privetpmr.com/novosti-moldovy/16290
http://privetpmr.ru/gostinichnaya
http://news.yarilo.ru/pole---hotels---hotelurilor-

Success story about grant beneficiary Xenia Scerbacova

https://tv.pgtrk.ru/news/20170608/57976
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=19&v=ehKGaaOEkk
http://madestone.ru/video/ehKGaaOEkk
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/3998-a-young-entrepre
http://slobadmin.ru/?p=20882
http://privetpmr.com/novosti-pmr/biznes/16326
http://news.yarilo.ru/pole-istochnik-dohoda
http://news.yarilo-ra.ru/?p=192
https://www.europalibera.org/a/lucerne-alfalfa-farmer-tiraspol-field-woman-business-grants-
europe/28540839.html

Фермерий ревин ла агрикультура еколожикэ (газета «Адэвэрул Нистрян»)
Дорогу осилит идуший (газета «Человек и его права»)
Dorogu osilit iduysh (газета «Человек и его права»)

Agrifood Export Forum joined by farmers from both banks

http://www.ipn.md/ro/economie-business/84382
http://www.ipn.md/ru/economie-business/84382

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Success story about grant beneficiary Maria Redecop


Energy Efficiency Forum joined by entrepreneurs from both banks

http://www.noi.md/md/news_id/229680
http://hotnews.md/articles/view.hot?id=42052
http://www.eurotv.md/stire-antreprenori-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-nistrului-s-au-reunit-la-primul-forum-de-eficienta-energetica
http://ipn.md/ro/economie-business/84636

Handicrafts for people with special needs

http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/4012-o-needlework-for-peop
http://m.123ru.net/mix/101398333/
http://tiraspol.me/index.php?action=pmrnews;id=69995
http://news.yarilo-ra.org/
http://dr-ecology.blogspot.md/2017/06/blog-post_17.html
http://newspmr.com/novosti-pmr/biznes/16362
http://privetpmr.ru/rukodelie-kak-istochnik-dohoda
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/show/48/158082
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PxpyhKHzgAa
http://gazeta.qospmr.org/?p=41890

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River ENPI/2014/354-587
First classical music concert at the Bender Fortress

http://novostipmr.ru/paper/daily/2017-07-neobychnyi-master-klass/
http://diez.md/2017/07/06/descoperirea-traseul-si-programul-primiei-expeditii-nationale-de-muzica-clasica-la-play/
http://news.yarilo-ra.org/?p=240
https://www.europalibera.org/a/la-la-play-nistru-molovata/28625706.html
http://www.noi.md/ru/news_id/235670
http://jpn.md/ro/societate/85292
http://jpn.md/ru/societate/85292
http://jpn.md/en/societate/85292
https://point.md/ru/novosti/obschestvo/v-benderskoj-kreposti-sostoalalskia-kontsert-klasicheskoi-muzyki
https://tv.pqtrk.ru/news/20170724/59366
http://newsprmr.com/novosti-pmr/kultura/16520
http://evenimente.md/prima-editie-la-la-play-a-ajuns-la-final-cum-a-fost-concertul-de-la-cetatea-tighina-video/
Study tour in Netherlands for farmers from both banks

http://bani.md/agricultori-moldoveni-invata-de-la-olandezi-cum-sa-creasca-soiuri-noi-de-mere-si-cirese---95443.html
http://www.noi.md/md/news_id/230319
http://tv8.md/2017/07/25/17005746
http://www.moldovanews.md/26072017/kultura/156883.htm

Capacity building for business associations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wl9YH6ViHds
http://newspmr.com/novosti-pmr/biznes/16412
http://gazeta.qospmr.org/?p=44476

Summer Berry Fest attended by farmers from both banks

http://tv8.md/2017/07/02/foto-un-alint-pentru-papilele-gustative-cum-s-a-desfasurat-cea-de-a-doua-editie-de-summer-berry-fair/
http://www.ipn.md/ru/economie-business/84839
http://www.ipn.md/ro/economie-business/84839

Business Innovation School
Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587


Success story about grant beneficiary Andrei Climenco

http://gazeta.gospmr.org/?p=42346

Success story about grant beneficiary Petru Bondari

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River


Success story about grant beneficiary Natalia Porhun

Cultural Hall in Molovata renovated with EU support
Success story about grant beneficiary Adrian Gritcan

ProTV Ora 20:00 Noi tehnologii aplicate la productia de miere [http://www.mediaimage.ro/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-ro/05_08_17/newsletter.html#SCBM194503]

TVR Moldova [http://www.mediaimage.ro/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-ro/05_08_17/newsletter.html#SCBM194503]

Moldova 1 Ora 19:00 [http://www.mediaimage.ro/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-ro/05_08_17/newsletter.html#SCBM194503]

Moldova 1 Ora 21:00 [http://www.mediaimage.ro/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-ro/05_08_17/newsletter.html#SCBM194503]


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88KroQpDul

http://www.zdq.md/editia-print/social/o-noua-viata-pentru-albine-doi-frati-au-relansat-o-afacere-de-familie


Study tour in Germany for farmers from both banks

http://bani.md/agricultorii-moldoveni-invata-de-la-germanii-tehnologii-de-producere-superintensiva-a-prunelor-si-a-cireselor---97463.html

http://www.moldova.org/producatori-si-exportatori-de-fructe-din-repubrica-moldova-in-vizita-de-studiu-in-germania

http://agrobiznes.md/mai-multi-producatori-si-exportatori-de-fructe-participa-la-o-vizita-de-studiu-in-germania

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587

Reconstruction of the Sports Complex in Serpeni

http://www.mediapage.md/WKY-PUR-TML/maratoni/LUSTRATIPE/MDOWNLOADED/2017/19_00_cu_i_staver_i_buga_si_i_bivol_15_septembrie_2017/
http://www.moldova.org/md/news/241296
http://www.noi.md/ru/news_id/241296
http://www.ipn.md/en/societate/85952
http://www.ipn.md/ro/societate/85952
http://www.ziarulnational.md/unsatului-locuitorii-98512.html

Training on business development launched in Bender

http://www.moldonews.md/unsatului-locuitorii-99990
http://www.moldova.org/unsatului-locuitorii-99990
http://www.moldova.org/ru/unsatului-locuitorii-99990
http://www.moldova.org/ru/unsatului-locuitorii-99990

Success story about grant beneficiary Ion Rau

https://www.moldova.org/page/519/60904
http://www.mediapage.md/WKY-PUR-TML/maratoni/LUSTRATIPE/MDOWNLOADED/2017/19_00_cu_i_staver_i_buga_si_i_bivol_15_septembrie_2017/
http://www.moldova.org/unsatului-locuitorii-98512.html
http://www.moldova.org/unsatului-locuitorii-98512.html
http://www.moldova.org/unsatului-locuitorii-98512.html
http://www.moldova.org/unsatului-locuitorii-98512.html
http://www.moldova.org/unsatului-locuitorii-98512.html
http://www.moldova.org/unsatului-locuitorii-98512.html

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Youth from both banks participate at the Chisinau International Marathon

http://marathon.md/ru/blagodarea-es-molodioj-uceavstvuiet/
http://www.ezvmd.md/component/k2/1979-ava-e-loc-a-trei-editie-a-maratonului-interna%C8%9Bialn-ichi%C8%9Qinau.html
https://point.md/ro/houtati/sport/ambasadorul-ue-peter-michalko-anul-viitor-voi-alerga-maratonul-de-la-chisinau
http://marathon.md/ro/unpd-copiii-de-pe-amebe-maluri-ale-raului-nistru-au-participat-la-maratonul-international-din-chisinau
http://www.moldpres.md/news/2017/02/17007569
https://www.publika.md/fotoreport-aproximativ-17-mii-de-oameni-au-participat-la-cea-de-a-trei-editie-a-maratonului-din-chisinau_2982179_foto_5014099.html
http://www.noi.md/ru/news_id/247567
http://www.noi.md/ru/news_id/247567

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River

http://news.click.md/item/copii-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-raului-nistru-au-participat-la-ma-
ybq38q42f042e003d3403fc5553841
http://replika.md/index.php/ru/moldova/moldova-obscestvo/5605-detis-s-oobikh-beregov-dnestr-
uchastvovali-v-kishinevskom-marafone
http://www.infotaq.md/mg_culture/252678/
http://www.infotaq.md/culture-ro/252684/
http://www.infotaq.md/culture-en/252688/
http://www.ipn.md/ro/integrare-europeana/86670
http://agora.md/stiri/37582/foto
https://birfe.xyz/foto-copii-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-nistrului-au-participat-la-maratonul-international-din-chisinau-
http://www.zdq.md/ru/?p=13918
https://ru.diez.md/2017/10/03/foto-deti-s-oobikh-beregov-dnestr-uchastvovali-v-kishinevskom-
mezdunarodnom-marafone/

Joint marketing researches

http://newsmaker.md/ru/novosti/biznes-navodit-mosty-predprinimateli-smogut-zakazat-issledovaniya-
rynka-na-ooboih-b-33691
http://www.allmoldova.ru/ru/news/predprinimatsial-smogut-zakazat-issledovaniya-rynka-na-oobikh-
bereigakh-dnistra
https://point.md/ru/novosti/ekonomika/predprinimatsial-smogut-zakazat-issledovaniya-rynka-na-oobikh-
bereigakh-dnistra
http://tv8.md/2017/09/26/premiera-ceretarile-de-piata-pot-include-si-date-din-stanga-nistrului/
http://www.moldova.org/ru/predprinimatsial-smogut-zakazat-issledovaniya-rynka-na-oobikh-
bereigakh-dnistra
http://pervye-issledovaniya-rynka-smogut-vklyuchaty-i-dannye-levoberezhnya-
dnestr/
http://ipn.md/ro/economie
http://tr.md/ru/economic/datele-referitoare-la-pia-ta-din-stanga-nistrului-mai-accesible/
http://provincial.md/la-raion/pot-include-si-date-din-stanga-nistrului
http://curentul.md/stiri/ceretarile-de-piata-pot-include-si-date-din-stanga-nistrului-un-parteneriat-comun-
a-ceretarilor-va-fi-stabilit-de-cci-tiraspol-ssi-cci-moldo-franceza.html
implementat-de-­p­­n­u­­d­­---­q­8­6­8­3­.html
http://oficial.md/social/premiera-mediul-de-­afaceri-­va-­avea-­posibilitatea-­sa-­acceseze-­date-­referitoare-la-
piata-din-stanga-nistrului
http://www.realitatea.md/premiera---oamenii-de-­afaceri-­vor-­putea-­accesa-­date-­despre-piata-din-stanga-
nistrului_64597.html
http://tr.md/ro/stiri/afaceri/premiera-ceretarile-de-piata-pot-include-si-date-din-stanga-nistrului

Entrepreneurs from both banks interested in cooperating with peers from Austria

http://oficial.md/social/de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-raului-nistru-interesati-de-colaborare-cu-austria
http://www.civic.md/stiri-ong/39082-­peste-­30-de-­intreprinzatori-de-­pe-­ambele-maluri-­ale-­raului-­nistru-
interesati-de-colaborare-cu-­austria.html

Success story about grant beneficiary Vitaly Klimenko

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River ENPI/2014/354-587
Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587

Participation at the Indagra Food 2017 exhibition

http://tvrmoldova.md/economic/specialisti-in-export-de-pe-ambale-maluri-ale-raului-nistru-vor-primi-
certificate-internationale/
https://point.md/ru/novosti/ekonomika/proizvoditeli-i-eksportery-fruktov-ishchut-alternativnye-rynki-v-
rumnii
http://tv8.md/2017/10/26/zece-producatorii-si-exportatorii-de-fructe-in-cautarea-pietelor-alternative-in-
romania/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLFFshvOJiVMgBqAjtyXD8qqOfqJuyxLcO&time_continue=1&v=UEJd
aeMmbWs

New specialists in export to work on consultancy market

http://trm.md/ro/economic/experti-de-pe-ambale-maluri-ale-nistrului-certificati-la-nivel-international-in-
domeniul-exportului/
http://www.ipn.md/ro/societate/87227
http://www.ipn.md/en/societate/87227
http://www.ipn.md/ru/societate/87227
http://tvrmoldova.md/economic/video-18-specialisti-au-fost-certificati-international-in-domeniul-
consultantei-in-export/
http://womenin.org/index.php/RU/novosti
http://www.mediaimage.ro/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-
en/25_10_17/newsletter.html#SCBM196636
http://www.moldova.org/18-experti-au-fost-certificati-de-catre-institutului-de-export-si-comert-
international-din-marea-britanie/

Inhabitants of Slobozia-Dusca celebrated Saint’s Day in the renovated Community Centre with the EU support

http://www.realitatea.md/au-sarborit-hramul-satului-in-casa-de-cultura-proaspat-renovata--din-bani-
europeni--galerie-foto--66281.html
https://zugo.md/article/foto----locuitorii-satului-slobozia-dusca-au-sarborit-hramul-in-casa-de-cultura--
renovata-cu-4-milioane-de-lei_23765.htm
http://www.moldova.org/locuitorii-satului-slobozia-dusca-au-sarborit-hramul-casa-de-cultura-renovata-cu-
bani-ue/
http://www.ziarulnational.md/investitie-ue-la-slobozia-dusca-a-depasit-un-buget-anual-al-primariei-locale-
pentru-un-singur-objectiv-am-rezolvat-o-mare-problema/

First Forum of women entrepreneurs held in Tiraspol
Chisinau launches its first Tourist Information Center

https://www.privesc.eu/Ahiviya/8790/Inaugurarea-Centrului-de-Informare-pentru-Turisti
http://realitatealive.md/live-inaugurarea-centrului-de-informare-turistica-la-primaria-municipiului-chisinau---66854.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VN-XxsC5Po
https://www.facebook.com/tatiana.cociu.3/videos/168749394281333/
https://ru.pulika.md/emisiiuri/den-za-dnyom-s-viktoriey-kryukovoy-_1880_video_3343449.html#gallery
http://www.infotag.md/mg_economics/255203/
http://www.infotag.md/economics-ro/255217/
http://www.infotag.md/economics-en/255229/
http://ipn.md/ro/stiri-locale/87490
http://www.ipn.md/ru/stiri-locale/87490
http://www.ipn.md/ro/stiri-locale/87490
http://noi.md/ru/news_id/254151
http://noi.md/md/news_id/254151
http://bit.ly/zzMe8q2
https://point.md/ru/novosti/obschestvo/v-kishineve-oktrylysa-pervyy-sentr-infomatsii-dlia-turistov
http://newsmaker.md/ru/novosti/v-kishineve-oktrylysa-infomatsii---tsentr-dlya-turistov-34560
https://stirilocal.md/primul-centru-de-informare-turistica-inaugurat-la-chisinau-turistii-vor-putea-afla-
Success story about grant beneficiary Marina Petriman

http://gazeta.gospmr.org/adeverul-nistryan/?p=213
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/gomin/?p=594
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/gomin/?p=613

Ecological agriculture to be developed in Transnistrian region

https://tvs.md/v-pridnestrovie-budut-razvivat-ekologicheskoe-zemledelie/

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587 Final Report (15 March 2015 - 31 December 2018) – submitted by UNDP Moldova
Health Care Center in Varnita extended with EU funds

http://www.ipn.md/ro/societate/87637
http://www.ipn.md/en/societate/87637
http://www.ipn.md/ru/societate/87637
https://www.europalibera.org/a/la-varnita-au-fost-inaugurate-birouri-ale-medicilor-de-familie/28857480.html
http://ezvmd.md/special/reportaj/303-reportaj/67018-reportaj-cum-ajuta-ue-moldovenii-de-pe-ambelor-maluri-ale-nistrului-sa-duca-o-via%C8%9a-Ba-mai-sanatoasa-la-varni%C8%9a.html
http://currentul.md/stiri/saloane-de-fizioterapie-diagnosticare-si-cabinetele-ale-medicilor-de-familie-construite-intr-o-noua-anexa-a-centrului-de-sanatate-din-varnita.html
http://www.rip.md/md/news_id/255436
http://www.rip.md/ru/news_id/255436
http://bit.ly/2zHM5by
http://bit.ly/2i47bXp
http://m.tvr.moldova.md/social/video-centrul-medical-din-varnita-a-fost-extins-cu-bani-oferti-de-uniunea-europeana/
http://www.zdq.md/ru/?p=16184

Success story about grant beneficiary Marcela Moscoviciu

http://www.marry.md/blog/o-tanara-din-orhei-creaza-rochii-de-mireasa-intuneric-traditional-care-lumineaza-prin-intuneric
http://ezvmd.md/special/reportaj/303-reportaj/67314-fotoreportaj-cum-visul-unei-tinere-creoare-de-moda-de-la-orhei%E2%80%9EIstraluce%C8%9qe-in-noapte%E2%80%9D-datorita-ue.html

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Transnistrian region business consultants receive international certificates

http://tvrmoldova.md/social/video-o-tanara-din-orhei-si-a-deschis-un-atelier-de-croitorie-cu-bani-de-la-uniunea-europena/
https://zugo.md/article/fotografii/la-luminea-in-intuneric-

Business Forum - Agriculture 2017

http://www.privesc.eu/avaria/79076
http://mirpmr.ru/2017/12/12/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D1%88%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%BD%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BC%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B9-%D0%BD%D0%BE%D3%82%D3%80%B5-%D0%B2/

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Success story about grant beneficiary Ion Durnea

http://www.prime.md/ro/afacere-de-succes-la-rezina-un-tanar-de-22-de-ani-a-obtinut-un-grant-European-si-a-deschis-o-statie_de-deservire-tehnica_pentru-masinile-de-mare_8365.html

http://www.canal3.md/ro/afacere-de-succes-la-rezina-un-tanar-a-deschis-o-statie-de-deservire-tehnica_pentru-masinile-de-mare_8365.html

http://protv.md/stiri/actualitate/ion-durnea---2095141.html

https://deschide.md/ro/stiri/social/22826/Rezina---O-idee-bun%C4%83-%C8%99i-un-grant-European-i-au-adus-independen%C8%9Ba-financiar%C4%83-de%C8%99i-este-%C3%AEnc%C4%83-student.htm

http://agora.md/stiri/39945/daca-ai-o-idee-incearca-10-secrete-ale-unei-afaceri-profitabile-dezvaluire-de-un-tanar-angajator-

http://stiri.locale.md/rezina-un-student-a-deschis-o-statie-de-reparat-camioane.html


http://evzmd.md/special/reportaj/303-reportaj/67977-fotoreportaj-studentul-de-la-rezina-care-%C8%99i-a-%E2%80%9CEpus-pe-roate%E2%80%9D-propria-afacere-cu-bani-evropi.html


Consultations for children with special needs

https://apriori-center.org/besplatnye-konsultacii-dlya-detei-s-narusheniami-zrenija/

http://gazeta.qsopmr.org/?p=1844


2018

Ecologic Agriculture Information Centre opens in Sucleia


http://democracy.md/?article=22258


http://www.noi.md/md/news_id/263637


Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River ENPI/2014/354-587

http://puterea.info/?p=30060
http://www.infomost.org/libview.php?id=1048&l=ro&t=%CF%82FCu-sprinjulin-UE-la-Sucleea-a-fost creat-un-centru-de-consultanta-in-agricultura-ecologica%CF%82F

Success Story about grant beneficiary Serghei Bacaliuc

http://gazeta.qosmpr.org/?p=3603

A bridge connecting two banks of the Nistru river, fully renovated with the EU support

http://www.noi.md/ru/obshhestvo/-most-soedinyayushhij-dva-bereg-dnестra-perestroen
https://elenarobu.md/cum-ne-ajuta-uniunea-europeana-si-cum-ne-ajuta-russia/
http://www.ziarulnational.md/cum-a-legat-ue-satele-harbovat-de-proteagailovca-din-r-moldova/
http://oficial.md/opini/cum-ne-ajuta-uniunea-europena-si-cum-ne-ajuta-russia
http://dr-ecology.blogspot.md/2018/02/blog-post_64.html
New project launched by Klumea

http://mybusiness.md/ro/comunicate-de-pres/item/7192-un-nou-proiect-klumea
maluri-de-nistru/
http://stirizilepositive.md/libview.php?id=3920&idc=77&i=ro&%2FStiri-Pozitive%2FCComunicate-de-
premiantelor-doua-maluri-acelasi-ru-Un-nou-proiect-KLUMEA%2F

Slobozia-Dusca Community Centre, renovated with the EU support

http://m.tvrmoldova.md/cultura/peste-120-de-copii-fac-arta-la-casa-de-cultura-din-slobozia-dusca/
http://apriori.center.org/blagodarya-grantu-es-poselkovyj-dom-kultury-na-levom-beregu-
dnestrera-obretet-novuyu-zhizn.html
https://apriori-center.org/blagodarya-grantu-es-poselkovyj-dom-kultury-na-levom-beregu-dnestrera-obretet-
novuyu-zhizn/
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/4430-2018-02-21-12-33-04
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/26770

Газета «Человек и его права»

http://mediacenter.md/publikacii/1125-blagodarya-grantu-es-poselkovyj-dom-kultury-na-levom-beregu-
dnestrera-obretet-novuyu-zhizn.html
https://apriori-center.org/blagodarya-grantu-es-poselkovyj-dom-kultury-na-levom-beregu-dnestrera-obretet-
novuyu-zhizn/
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/4430-2018-02-21-12-33-04
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/26770

Газета «Адевэрул Нистрян»

https://apriori-center.org/blagodarya-grantu-es-poselkovyj-dom-kultury-na-levom-beregu-dnestrera-obretet-
novuyu-zhizn/
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/4430-2018-02-21-12-33-04
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/26770

First aid training centres to be opened in Varnita and Bender

https://ru.diez.md/2018/02/14/foto-video-kak-vyglyadit-dom-kultury-v-sele-slobozdeya-dushka-posle-
remonta-tepery-vse-ucheniki-mogut-zanimatsya-tvorchestvom/
http://ezvmd.md/special/reportaj/303-reportaj/70206-reportaj-foto-video-casa-de-cultura-din-slobozia-
du%89%c4%8ca-transformata-in-%89%c4%8ca-de-talente-datorita-ue.html
http://stirilocale.md/crileni-casa-de-cultura-din-slobozia-dusca-o-adevarata-scoala-de-talente.html
http://ezvmd.md/special/reportaj/303-reportaj/70206-reportaj-foto-video-casa-de-cultura-din-slobozia-
du%89%c4%8ca-transformata-in-%89%c4%8ca-de-talente-datorita-ue.html
http://stirilocale.md/crileni-casa-de-cultura-din-slobozia-dusca-o-adevarata-scoala-de-talente.html

Carmanova village Cultural Hall, renovated with EU support

http://gazeta.gospmr.org/m/adeverul-nistryan/?p=670
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/26425
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=92&v=ekXsKjff0cA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= SiMlsjiL25
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/?p=4802

Газета «Человек и его права»

http://mediacenter.md/publikacii/1125-blagodarya-grantu-es-poselkovyj-dom-kultury-na-levom-beregu-
dnestrera-obretet-novuyu-zhizn.html
https://apriori-center.org/blagodarya-grantu-es-poselkovyj-dom-kultury-na-levom-beregu-dnestrera-obretet-
novuyu-zhizn/
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/4430-2018-02-21-12-33-04
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/26770

Газета «Адевэрул Нистрян»

https://apriori-center.org/blagodarya-grantu-es-poselkovyj-dom-kultury-na-levom-beregu-dnestrera-obretet-
novuyu-zhizn/
http://ngointeraction.org/main/ru/component/content/article/1-latest-news/4430-2018-02-21-12-33-04
http://pridnestrovie-daily.net/archives/26770

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River

The sustainable development potential of 15 towns from both banks of the Nistru river was analyzed

https://www.timpul.md/articol/oraule-cu-pana-la-50-de-mii-de-locuitori-au-un-potential-de-dezvoltare-durabila-127833.html
http://www.ipn.md/ru/societate/89685
http://www.ipn.md/ru/societate/89685
http://www.ipn.md/en/societate/89685
http://www.ipn.md/en/societate/89685
http://radiochisinau.md/ro/stiri/societate/other/unirea-150-de-mii-de-euro/127813.html

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Tourism development

http://womenin.org/index.php/RU/novosti
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/?p=5370
http://newspmr.com/novosti-prmr/obschestvo/17512
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/gomin/?p=1820
http://gazeta.gospmr.org/gomin/?p=1820
https://tsv.md/v-goyanax-razvivayut-selskij-turizm/
https://novostipmr.com/ru/news/18-11-16/Novye-eksкурсіонні-площадки-rost-chisl-a-turistov-

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Project on women’s reproductive health

http://dr-ecology.blogspot.md/2018/03/blog-post.html
http://newspmr.com/novosti-pmr/zdravoopranenie/17507
http://mediacenter.md/obiavleniya/1325
https://www.moldpres.md/ru/news/2018/03/14/18002017
https://www.moldpres.md/news/2018/03/14/18002017
http://www.moldovenii.md/md/news/view/section/143/id/33051
http://btv.md/md/a_en/13_03_18/newsletter.html#UNDP200355
http://noi.md/mue
https://tv.pgtrk.ru/ru/show/73463/76550?fbclid=IwARohP3Qtf4lEw47X5HVGXGhvIXEIVVOIZKcKfgqDBX3uag
FYWs8uTrP-sb8

Project on ecology for youth from both banks

https://ru.diez.md/2018/03/11/beltskaya-sb8-poddierzhvaiemom

Young people from both banks of the Nistru river participate in EU-funded film-making project

http://www.moldovenii.md/md/news/view/section/143/id/33051
https://www.moldpres.md/news/2018/03/14/18002017
https://www.moldpres.md/news/2018/03/14/18002017
http://ngointeraction.org/main/en/component/content/article/1-latest-news/4447--l-r
http://unimedia.info/stiri/Incep-inscierile-la-proiectul-de-productie-de-documentare-filme-peste-nistru-
149665.html
http://civic.md/burse/41391-aplica-la-proiectul-de-productie-de-documentare-filme-peste-nistru.html

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
EU support: a young man from Tiraspol produces unusual chargers for mobile telephones

Mobile teams for children with special need to be created on the left bank

Success story about grant beneficiary Ivan Khodakovsky
Success story about grant beneficiary Ana Furdui

http://agora.md/stiri/43782/galerie-foto--povestea-tinerei-mame-care-a-deschis-un-cabinet-modern-de-
imagistica-dentara-la-soldanesti-
http://ezvmd.md/special/reportaj/303-reportaj/71937-fotoreportaj-cum-a-reu%C8%9g-o-tanara-
stomatoloaga-de-la-%C8%9oldane%C8%9gti-sa-trateze-pacien%C8%9Bi-dupa-standarde-europene.html
2196541.html
http://www.prime.md/ro/o-tanara-a-deschis-un-centru-modern-de-imagistica-dentara-la-
soldanesti_70330.html
http://tvrmdovoda.md/economic/cu-sprinjul-ue-o-tanara-din-soldanesti-a-deschis-un-centru-de-imagistica-
dentara/
http://www.jurnal.md/embed/d5b85a95ceab836
https://suntparinte.md/mama-medici-si-iubitoare-de-arta-o-tanara-din-soldanesti-a-lansat-o-afacere-unica-
in-regiune/
http://cuvinth.md/article/cu-sprinjul-ue-o-tanara-din-soldanesti-a-deschis-un-centru-modern-de-imagistica-
dentara/
http://mybusiness.md/ro/business-nouti-i/item/7816-cu-sprinjul-ue-o-tanara-din-soldanesti-a-create-un-
centru-modern-de-imagistica-dentara
http://mybusiness.md/ro/novosti-biznesa/item/7815-pri-podderzhke-es-v-sholdenesht-otkrylsya-
ssovremennyi-tsentr-stomatologicheskoi-diagnostiki
www.mediaimage.ro/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-ro/03_05_18/newsletter.html
www.mediaimage.ro/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-ro/03_05_18/newsletter.html
http://putere.info/?p=32996
http://moldovaq.com/2018/05/01/cu-sprinjul-uniunii-europene-o-tanara-din-soldanesti-a-create-un-centru-
modern-de-imagistica-dentara/
http://tv8.md/2018/05/01/foto-ana-furdui-o-tanara-din-soldanesti-a-create-un-centru-modern-de-imagistica-
dentara-cu-sprinjul-ue/
http://www.ziarulnational.md/foto-stomatologia-din-soldanesti-servicii-de-calitate-datorita-ue-aparat-de-
ultima-generatie-adus-din-franta/
http://radiochisinau.md/foto-centru-modern-de-imagistica-dentara-deschis-cu-sprinjul-ue-la-soldanesti---
67070.html
https://deschide.md/ro/stiri/social/30176/FOTO---Cu-sprinjul-UE-o-t%C3%A2n%C4%83%C4%83-din-
%C8%9old%C4%83ne%C8%9gti-a-create-un-centru-modern-de-imagistic%C4%83-dentar%C4%83.html
http://www.realitatea.md/granturi-ue-si-la-soldanesti-a-afacerea-de-succes-a-unei-tinere-in-stomatologie-
dupa-ce-a-beneficiat-de-un-ajutor-de-peste-13-mi-de-euro---foto-_76509.html
http://banil.md/o-absolventa-de-la-medicina-sia-deschis-o-afacere-in-soldanesti-cu-ajutorul-unui-grant-
european---302359.html
World Autism Awareness Day held on both banks

https://www.moldpres.md/news/2018/05/03/18003535

Success story about grant beneficiary Dorin Tapu

http://www.ipn.md/ro/economie-business/90709

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Football festival Together we are a team

http://curentul.md/stiri/festivalul-fotbalistic-impreuna-suntem-o-echipa-se-va-desfasura-la-grigoriopol-iata-ce-include-agenda.html
http://www.infotaq.md/mg_culture/262773/
https://apriori-center.org/futbolnyj-festival-vmeste-my-odna-komanda/
http://tvrmoldova.md/social/peste-100-de-copii-de-pe-ambele-maluri-ale-nistrului-si-au-demonstrat-performantele-la-festivalul-fotbalistic-impreuna-suntem-o-echipa/
http://md.one.un.org/content/unct/moldova/ro/home/presscenter/articles/children-from-both-banks-of-the-nistru-river-proved-their-perfor.html

Public Space Days

https://zilelespatiulipublic.wordpress.com/
http://ipn.md/ro/integrare-europena/91281
Rescue and Fire Station of Copanca was renovated with the EU support

http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/ro/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2018/postul-de-salvatori-i-pompieri-din-copanca-a-fost-renovat-cu-spr.html
https://www.moldpres.md/news/2018/05/25/18004400
https://stiri.md/article/social/postul-de-salvatori-si-pompieri-din-copanca-a-fost-renovat-cu-sprijinul-ue
https://gov.md/ro/content/vicemin-ministrul-cristina-lesnic-participat-la-inaugurarea-unei-noi-statii-de-pompieri-si
http://md.one.un.org/content/unct/moldova/ro/home/presscenter/press-releases/rescue-and-fire-station-of-copanca-was-renovated-with-eu-support.html
http://md.one.un.org/content/unct/moldova/ro/home/presscenter/press-releases/rescue-and-fire-station-of-copanca-was-renovated-with-eu-support/
http://news.click.md/item/foto-causeni-postul-de-salvatori-si-pompieri-din-copanca-renovat-484_4a08ef562f7ac5d7e754f893491.html
Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587

Urban Generation Fest

The festival Rascov – Vadul Rascov Cultural ferry
Chisinau foundation to support palliative care services on the left bank of the Nistru river

http://cuvintul.md/article/un-festival-pe-ambele-maluri/
http://www.infotaq.md/rebellion/263690/
http://www.infotaq.md/rebellion-ro/263702/
http://newspmr.com/sprijin/69451.html?fbrefresh=1528466788
https://www.mdmpm.md/news/2018/06/10/18004900
https://www.mdmpm.md/ru/news/2018/06/10/18004900
https://tsv.md/vari-rashkove-proshel-tno-festival/
http://provincial.md/proaspat/festivalul-paromul-cultural-racov-vadul-rascov

Chisinau foundation to support palliative care services on the left bank of the Nistru river

https://www.mdmpm.md/news/2018/06/10/18004891
https://rtr.md/ro/stiri/societate/cei-de-la-hospice-angelus-introduc-serviciile-de-ingrijiri-paliative-si-in-stanga-nistrului/
http://ipn.md/ro/societate/91658
http://ipn.md/ru/societate/91658
http://www.moldova.org/sprijinostia/91658
http://uaport.net/news/md/t/1806/08/19139613
https://radiochisinau.md/ln/stanga-nistrului-se-initiaza-serviciii-de-ingrijiri-paliative--
69451.html?frefresh=1528466788
http://vectoreuropean.md/sprijin-european-in-stanga-nistrului-se-initiaza-serviciii-de-ingrijiri-paliative/
Physicians from both banks of Nistru initiate project of pre-natal, postnatal assistance

Launch of the book of Fairytales and Legends from both banks of the Nistru river
La Mania Festival

http://agora.md/stiri/47378/ai-saselea-an-de-ia-mania-legendele-de-pe-nistru-invie-pe-8-iulie-la-holercani
http://ea.md/Al-6-lea-an-de-la-ia-mania-legendele-de-pe-nistru-invie-pe-8-iulie-la-holercani/
https://dr-ecology.blogspot.com/2018/07/ia-mania.html?m=1
https://liktv.org/ru/content/video-obshchie-legendy-dvuh-beregov
http://www.moldova.org/Al-6-lea-de-ia-mania-legendele-de-pe-nistru-invie-pe-8-iulie-la-holercani/
https://www.zdq.md/stiri/stiri-culturale/a-vi-a-editie-de-ia-mania-legendele-de-pe-nistru-invie-astazi-la-holercani
http://tvrmoldova.md/monden/ia-mania-expozitie-de-ii-concursuri-muzica-si-dansuri-pana-dimineaata-la-holercani/
https://radiochisinau.md/ia-mania-expozitie-de-ii-concursuri-muzica-si-dans-spectacol-culinar-si-si-un-targ-de-mestesuquri-la-holercani---71904.html
https://zugo.md/article/proiectii-de-exceptie-sub-cerul-instelat-de-la-molovata--pe-14-si-15-iulie-ne-vedem-la-noaptea-filmelor-sub-stele_27845.htm
http://tvrmoldova.md/monden/ia-mania-expozitie-de-ii-concursuri-muzica-si-dansuri-pana-dimineaata-la-holercani/
https://unimedia.info/stiri/
357455.html?utm_campaign=Home%20Page%20Block&utm_medium=minute_news&utm_source=home_block
http://dnestr.tv/6g62-den-ozhivshih-legend.html
https://liktv.org/ru/content/video-ia-mania-festival-obedinvshiy-dva-bereg-dnestra

Movie Screening Festival

http://www.mediamage.group/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-en/11_07_18/newsletter.html#OTHER%20NEWS%203138
https://www.ziarulnational.md/filme-pest-nistru-astazi-la-cinematograful-buiucani-acces-gratuit-la-proiectii-realizate-de-tineri/
https://www.europalibera.org/a/dialoguri-transnistrene/29396999.html

A young woman from Orhei transforms old computer pieces into bijouterie

http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/en/home/stories/o-tan_r__din-orhei-transform-piesele-veche-de-calculator-in-adev.html
http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/ro/home/stories/o-tan_r__din-orhei-transform-piesele-vechi-de-calculator-in-adev.html

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
European Union brought back classical music to Tighina fortress


Green Light project final event

http://liktv.org/ru/content/video-proekt-green-light-molodyozh-vmeste-s-prirodoy

Summer school for youth from both banks

http://nokta.md/%D0%BC%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B4%D1%8B%D0%B5-%D0%BB%D1%8E%D0%B4%D0%BB-%D1%81-%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%BE%D0%B8%D1%85-%D0%B1%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B3%D0%BE%D0%B2-%D0%B4%D0%BD%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82%D1%80%D0%BD-%D1%83/

European Union brought back classical music to Tighina fortress

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
A Pre- and Postnatal School opens in Criuleni with the EU support

http://tvrmoldova.md/social/scoala-pre-si-postnatala-a-fost-deschisa-la-spitalul-criuleni-din-banii-ue/
http://www.moldova.org/cu-sprijinul-ue-la-criuleni-a-fost-inaugurata-o-scoala-pre-si-postnatala/
https://mama.md/news/news/o-%C5%9FCoal%C4%83-pentru-viitoarele-mame-este-inaugurat%C4%83-la-criuleni-r15107/

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
Jazz takes at the Tighina Fortress

http://tvrm Moldova.md/cultura/cetate-tighina-invadata-de-jazz/
http://news.click.md/item/jazzul-a-cucerit-cetatea-tighina-7fabdea1fc1ee60cb9a3ab1887d3dac
http://www.md.un.org/content/mdo/ro/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2018/jazzul-a-cucerit-cetatea-tighina-
http://www.md.un.org/content/mdo/ro/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2018/jazzul-a-cucerit-cetatea-tighina-
http://dnestr.tv/736c-benderskaya-krepost-muzika-vne-politiki.html
http://md.one.un.org/content/unct/mdo/ro/home/presscenter/press-releases/jazzul-a-cucerit-cetatea-tighina-
http://md.one.un.org/content/unct/mdo/ro/home/presscenter/press-releases/jazzul-a-cucerit-cetatea-tighina-
http://liktv.org/ru/content/v-dzhaze-ne-tolko-devushki-v-benderskoy-kreposti-proshel-festival-dzhaza

A Pre- and Postnatal School opens in Tiraspol with EU support

http://www.mediaimage.group/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-ro/02_10_18/newsletter.html
http://www.mediaimage.group/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-ro/02_10_18/newsletter.html
http://provincial.md/proaspat/la-tiraspol-a-fost-deschisa-o-scoala-perinatala
Modern sports complex built in Serpeni with EU funding

http://www.ipn.md/ru/societate/94017
http://www.ipn.md/en/societate/94017

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
EU will continue to support CBM Programme


The European Union has financed the renovation of two chess schools from Ribnita and Rezina

http://www.moldova.org/uniunea-europeana-finantat-renovarea-scolilor-de-sah-la-rabnita-si-rezina
https://stiri.md/article/social/uniunea-europeana-a-finantat-renovarea-scolilor-de-sah-la-rabnita-si-rezina
https://nordnews.md/uniunea-europeana-a-finantat-renovarea-scolilor-de-sah-la-rabnita-si-rezina/
http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/ro/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2018/uniunea-europeana-finat-renovarea-scolilor-de-ah-la-rabnia-i-r.html
http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/ro/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2018/uniunea-europeana-finat-renovarea-scolilor-de-ah-la-rabnia-i-r.html
http://evezmd.md/actualitate/educatie/297-educatie/81706-copii-din-rubni%C8%9Ba-%C8%9gi-rezina-%C8%9gi-dezvolta-gandirea-analitica-la-%C8%9gcolile-de-%C8%9gah--renovate-de-ue.html
http://news.click.md/uniunea-europeana-a-finat-renovarea-scolilor-de-sah-la-rabnita-473661
https://lkty.org/rybnickij-shahmatnyj-centr-saljut-prinimal-gostej/?fbclid=IwAR3aFTuG3z6Z2WTZTwmJmeVotijAN_78P68AAVx05mMghjt4QvJOMNndAbG0
https://dr-ecology.blogspot.com/2018/10/blog-post_23.html?m=1&fbclid=IwAR3sFD1q5kg970aw14QMcoa2PmJbfxb7moivazqdG7m4_Ury4x8eyc
http://rybnitsa.org/%D1%98%Do%Bo%D1%8c%Do%BC%Do%Bo%D1%82%Do%BD%D1%8B%Do%B9-%D1%86%Do%BC%Do%BD%D1%82%D1%88%Do%Bo%Do%BB%D1%8E%D1%82-%Do%BF%Do%BE%D1%81%Do%BB%Do%BB%Do%Bo-%Do%BC%Do%BB%Do%BE%Do%BF/
https://stirilocale.md/uniunea-europeana-renovare-scolilor-de-sah-la-rabnita-si-rezina.html

First Medical Training Center opens in Tiraspol
EU funded the refurbishment of the Community Centre in Carmanova village, left bank of the Nistru river

https://tsv.md/karmanovo-209-let/

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniestr River ENPI/2014/354-587
An entrepreneur from Tiraspol produces eco-friendly twine for vineyard

http://dorotcaia.com/2018/11/07/hramul-satului-
carmanova/?_utm_t=fb&_fbclid=IwAR1R9UorFPzQqbLAH3hQNWLIjxnwq3bz_VRjOM1NpE5doJs_H_raHWrr14
http://www.mediamage.group/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-
ro/09_11_18/271950.html
https://www.publika.md/ue-a-finantat-renovarea-casei-de-cultura-din-satul-carmanova-stanga-
nistrului_3024338.html
http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/ro/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2018/ue-a-finan_at-
renovarea-casei-de-cultur-din-satul-carmanova--sta.html
http://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2018/ue-a-finan_at-
renovarea-casei-de-cultur-din-satul-carmanova--sta.html
hp://molodvaq.com/28230/
https://www.moldova.org/casa-de-cultura-din-satul-carmanova-stanga-nistrului-este-modernizata-cu-
sprijinul-ue/
http://www.tvrmoldova.md/social/ue-a-finantat-renovarea-casei-de-cultura-din-satul-carmanova-din-
regiunea-transnistreana/
http://www.ipn.md/ro/societate/94586
http://www.ipn.md/en/societate/94586
http://www.provincial.md/proaspat/casa-de-cultura-din-satul-carmanova-stanga-nistrului-renovata-de-ue
https://www.realitataea.md/hram-in-satul-carmanova-locuitorii-au-sarbatorit-in-casa-de-cultura-renovata-cu-
sprijinul-financiar_84434.html
http://dizg.md/2018/11/06/locuitorii-satului-carmanova-au-sarbatorit-hramul-casa-de-cultura-renovarea-fost-
sustinuta-de-ue/
http://www.jurnal.md/ro/news/c3497da28e566ae1/ue-a-oferit-este-150-de-mii-de-euro-pentru-renovarea-
asei-de-cultura-din-carmanovo.html
http://www.jurnal.md/ro/news/194bf446d39c90a/centru-de-instruiri-medicale-a-fost-deschis-la-tiraspol-
cu-sustinerea-financiara-a-ue.html
http://www.infotaq.md/mg_culture/268941
http://www.infotaq.md/culture-ro/268946
http://gov.pmr.org/item/33355
http://www.mediamage.group/WKY-PUR-TML/monitorizare/MOLDOVA/PNUD/central-
ro/21_11_18/271950.html

Increased opportunities and better living conditions across the Nistru/Dniester River ENPI/2014/354-587
http://puterea.info/?p=36273
http://md.one.un.org/content/unct/moldova/ro/home/presscenter/stories/eu-support--an-entrepreneur-from-tiraspol-produces-eco-friendly-.html